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The computer age is no longer coming. Its here! The number of personal 
computers in the United States now numbers in the millions. Computer literacy is 
becoming commonplace. Even grade school students are learning to use and 
program computers. 

But the really exciting news about computers is their steadily decreasing 
price and increasing performance. With some models selling for under $100, it is 
possible for anyone to own a computer. Unfortunately, getting a computer is the 
easy part. Once you have one you need to find ways of making it work for you. 

Hundreds of programs are available to make your computer a useful 
appliance. It can become a friendly machine and play games with you. It can help 
organize your life by cataloging your record collection or personal library. You 
might even save some money by putting your budget and checkbook under the 
supervision of your computer. 

These features are wonderful indeed, but if you are like me, you will find 
them a little less than exciting. I don' t think a home computer is one that you use 
in the home . A home computer should control the home. It should handle 
security, supervise the lights , control the heat, answer the phone, and much much 
more. 

The technology to computerize your home is available now. If the idea 
excites you , the n prepare to enter the computer age and make your house the first 
APPLE HOUSE on the block. 

JOHN BLANKENSHIP 

vi 



Although computers are great for balancing checkbooks and formu
lating household budgets, this book was written for those persons that 
wish to extend the computer's power into far more exciting areas. 

Imagine the convenience of having your "house" keep track of how 
many people are in each room and to turn off all the unnecessary lights. It 
does not take long till you take for granted that the lights should come on 
automatically when a room is entered. 

Sometimes, of course, you will desire to take personal control and 
override such automation. Fantasize for a moment about the ability to just 
talk to your house to have your wishes carried out. And when you talk to 
the house , it will answer back-in its own voice. 

I'm talking about a home that can also answer the phone, monitor 
security, and wake you up in the morning. And these are just a few of the 
capabilities you can expect. 

All this is not some pie in the sky dream. Such computerization is a 
reality today in my home, and this book can make it a reality in yours. 

The system described in this book is by no means the ultimate 
computerized home. It is, however, a complete and workable system that 
can have some very beneficial advantages. For example, you can expect to 
save a few dollars on your heating costs. Mine went down 30 percent. 

You can save in other areas, too. Security systems and phone
answering devices are not cheap, and most will do far less for you than 
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2 The Goal Part I 

your computerized home can. And my system is just the beginning. The 
only limit to your computerized home is your imagination. 

I first started thinking about putting a computer in control of my 
home in 1976 when I bought my first Apple computer. It seemed so 
obvious to me that low-cost computing power would lead to residential 
automation. 

Unfortunately, as the years passed it seemed that no one had both the 
motivation and the skill to tackle a project of such size and complexity. 
F inally, I gave up waiting and decided to do it myself. 

I had five major goals in mind when I began the project. First, I 
wanted to use off-the-shelf equipment whenever possible. With the 
microcomputer becoming more of a consumer rather than a hobby item, I 
fe lt sure that many nontechnical people would li ke to duplicate my efforts. 

The second goal was to devi se a syste m that would be easy to install. 
I figured that even the most dedicated enthusiast would not want comput
erization enough to completely rewire a ho me in o rder to control the lights. 

I also wanted the system to be easily expanded and customized. The 
same innovation and sense of adventure that would make a person want 
such a home would also make them want it hi s or her way. l decided to 
make the system as flexible as possible to ensure that subsystems could be 
added or deleted as necessary. Such a design would also make adapting 
the system to another brand of computer at least bearable. 

Anytime that you add a lot of frills li ke voice recognition and speech 
synthesis to a computer project, you can expect the cost to increase. l 
wanted these frills though , and as my fourth goal l wanted to devi se a 
system that would make such frills at least somewhat cost effective . The 
true value of some of the system's capabilities can only be measured in 
your desire to have them, but the increasing cost of energy has made any 
substantial reduction in the use of gas a nd electricity extremely exciting. 

Finall y, I wanted the system to be usable. Any system , no matter 
how cost effective, will not save anything if, because of the hassle of using 
it, it stays turned off. I wanted it to be friendly and helpful. I wanted a 
system that would be fondly missed the moment it broke down. 

As you might guess, most people do not know what to expect from a 
computerized home, let a lone what the requirements might be to build 
one. I would like to prepare you for what is to come and info rm you of 
what knowledge and ski lls you will find useful if you decide to computerize 
your home. 

If you wish to have your home computer set up exactly like mine, you 
might be able to do so with a relatively small amount of knowledge. You 
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can buy or build everything described in thi s book and then type in the 
programs provided . 

I suspect , however, that very few , if any, individuals are going to run 
out and buy a microcomputer system just to control thei r home. It is much 
more like ly that this book is being read by someone that al ready has a 
computer and is looking for a new and novel way of using it. Thus, I will 
assume that you have read the literature that came with your system and 
that you are reasonably famil iar with progra mming in BASIC. 

At least some knowledge of assembly language programming would 
also be nice, but unless you wish to change my system considerably it is 
not absolutely necessary. 

If you feel you need help in any of the areas mentioned , many books 
are available to help you. Microprocessors and Microcomputers (2nd ed.) 
by R. Tocci and Laskowski can give you an in-depth look at both the 
hardware and software associated with the 6502. /11te1face Projects fo r the 
Apple II by R. Hallgren offers several specific and interesting examples. 
Both of these books are published by Prentice-Hall , Inc. , Englewood 
Cliffs, N .J. 

Radio Shack sell s the Engineers Notebook by Forest Mims III. For a 
very modest price it will provide you with a wide variety of electronic 
hobby information. 

Don' t feel limited to these suggestions . You can find a wide selection 
of suitable books at a lmost every computer store. In your search , don' t 
overlook the traditional bookstores in your local mall or shopping center. 
Even they are now catering to the needs of the computer hobbyist. 

Many of the pieces of equipment needed can be purchased from 
various sources. If you happen to like construction projects , you can save 
money by building some sections yourself. Complete schematics are given 
for some of the more appropria te areas. There are a few things that just 
cannot be purchased anywhere, a nd if you want them you will have to 
make them you rself. For that reason, I suggest that for maximum benefit 
of this book you have some general knowledge of electronics . 

My home is con trolled by an Apple II Plus from Apple Computer, 
Inc. I chose this system because of the wide range of peripheral devices 
that can be purchased for it and because of the ease of connecting these 
devices to it. 

This does not mean that if you own some other type of computer that 
this book will not be of interest to you. The majority of the home control 
system is written in BASIC a nd is easi ly used on al most any computer 
system. This text is designed to not just show you what I did , but to 
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explain how it was accomplished and why a particular approach was 
chosen. 

I also will explain in as much detail as space permits why what I have 
done works. With this information, an industrious person should be able to 
not only implement this system on other microprocessor systems, but to 
customize it to meet precisely his or her requirements. 

If you have not purchased a computer yet and wish to do so, I would 
strongly urge that you wait until you have fini shed the book as you will be 
better prepared to determine if a given system can be easily adapted to 
computerizing your home. 

The home control system will have five basic functions. Although the 
modules for each of these functions are described in detail later in this 
book, I would li ke to discuss them briefly here. They are as follows: 

Voice request 
Phone control 
Security management 
Event timing 
Monitor movement 

The voice request module allows you to talk to the computer using a 
microphone. I use wireless mikes and have them throughout the house in 
strategic places. There are numerous submodules for this module that 
allow you to control house lighting, ask what time it is, turn on the security 
system, have the system place a phone call for you, shut off the stereo, and 
much more. 

The phone control module serves as an intelligent answering ma
chine . Not only can the computer answer the phone and record a message 
from the caller, but it will tell you when you get home how many messages 
you have waiting. This module also allows you to call the computer and 
request status information about the house or to control the lights or the 
heating system from a remote location. 

The module for security management can watch for movement 
outside the home as well as monitor entry at doors and windows. If an 
intruder is detected, appropriate action can be taken. Since the system is 
intelligent, it can react differently if you are home or away or if the intruder 
is outside or inside. It can even call a neighbor and inform them of the 
situation. 

Event timing provides a means to establish a predetermined sequence 
of events that needs to be done on an ongoing basis . For example, the 
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house might wake you at seven o'clock on weekdays but Jet you sleep till 
ten on weekends. It should control the house lighting automatically to give 
a lived in look whenever no one is home. The heat should be turned off or 
down whenever no one is home and turned on again prior to your arrival. 

The heart of the event timing module is an event table. Each entry in 
the table represents an action to be taken and the time and conditions for it 
to occur. For example, one entry might indicate that the heat should be cut 
off at midnight, and another entry turns the heat on at seven o'clock the 
next morning, but only if someone is home. If no one is home, a different 
set of times and events is automatically used. 

There will be a separate event or time table for each day of the week. 
Once you have created the proper tables, the house can handle the 
functions without further direction. The tables can be edited when 
necessary to reflect changes in your life-style. 

The internal movement module watches various sensors to allow the 
system to keep track of where people are in the house. This information is 
used to decide what lights should be on and off. 

The overall organization of the program provides that you may use 
any of these systems alone, all of them together, or even add some of your 
own. This means that if you cannot afford the hardware for all the modules 
at first, you may sti ll enjoy the same functions now and easily add to them 
later. 

I don' t propose that the system here is perfect for everyone. There 
are certainly many unexplored possibilities available to the imaginative 
person. My hope is to provide you with one complete system with all the 
whats, whys, and hows so that you can expand and customize until your 
particular wants and needs are met. 

This book is divided into four parts. Part I is an introduction and 
overview of the entire system. It is very important because it prepares you 
for the details to come by showing you the big picture. 

Part II covers all the hardware required by the system. Things that 
cannot be purchased are examined in much more detail than off-the-shelf 
items. I chose to build several sections because of the financial incentives 
and also I greatly enjoy the additional learning experience. If you do not 
enjoy such tinkering do not be discouraged by the number of schematics in 
Part II , because commercial substitutes can be purchased in most cases. 

Part III covers the actual program coding used to implement each 
program module. You will find the code well structured and easy to follow. 
The explanations of each module' s operations will make your customizing 
easy. 

Part IV shows how to implement the hardware and software into a 
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complete system. It shows how to initialize the main program and explains 
the uti lity programs that are used to maintain the required tables. The last 
chapter discusses some ideas fo r additions and expansions. 

T he appendixes provide a complete li sting of the entire home control 
program and its related maintenance programs. They are listed directly 
from my compute r in order to ensure the absence of errors. There is also a 
partial list of vendors to assist you in locating some of the items used in the 
home control system. 

I have tried to organize the book in a manner that will provide you 
with the best possible understanding of how the entire system actua ll y 
works. This is especially important because, as I have mentioned, it is 
doubtful that you will wish to duplicate exactly my work. I expect you to 
improve on the syste m in every way you can. In fact, by the time you are 
reading this I probably will have added several improvements to my own 
computerized home. 

Wherever applicable, I try to use novel approaches in my computer
ization , especiall y if it makes the system more cost effective. You may 
choose to use some of these approaches if you customize my system, 
although perhaps in different ways. I hope that I have provided stimulation 
in e nough areas to ensure that you can create a system that meets your 
specific needs. 

The rest of Part I will provide you with a complete overview of the 
system, both the hardware and the software. Read these chapters more 
than once if you really are planning to add a computer to your home. Make 
sure that you truly understand how the system is organized and what each 
module's responsibility is. 

While you are reading, do not worry abou t the details of how a 
module accompli shes its task, but rather concentrate on how the combina
tion of modules forms a means of intelligent control. As an example, let us 
assume we have a module that dials the phone. Do not be concerned with 
how the phone is actually dialed. That will come later. For now observe 
when a nd why the "dial phone" module is called to perform its task. 

Not onl y will this approac h provide you with a better understanding 
of the system, but it will make it easie r to transfer this program to other 
computers or to imple ment it with other peripherals. 

Let me cite one more example to help make my point. One of the 
modules in the system reads the electronic clock to find out what day it is 
and the time. Numerous clocks are available for the Apple, not to mention 
those for other computers. If you choose to buy a different clock from 
mine, you would only have to rewrite the " read clock" module , which is 
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very short. All the modules that use the " read clock" module could be 
used without modification. 

Since low-level modules, such as the " read clock" module, have 
single specific objectives, they are generall y easy to rewrite . In fact, the 
instruction manual for the peripheral involved should provide all the 
necessary information to do so. 



Sysi~m 
IJv~Pvi~w: 
J1~P~W~P~ 

Now that you have a good idea of where we are going, its time to get 
started . In thi s chapter I will present an overview of the system hardware. 
Remember, try not to worry about detail s . Later sections will discuss in 
detail the schematics and/or sources for purchasing the items mentioned 
here . 

It is also important to mention that you are by no means limited to 
using the hardware described in this book. The system is set up in such a 
manner that you can very easily use alternative devices in almost every 
case. 

Figure 2. 1 shows a block diagram of the entire home control system. I 
realize this diagram is complicated, but I feel it is necessary to get a good 
overview of the system. Later in the book a whole chapter will be devoted 
to each item mentioned here. 

Let us examine each part, starting from the top of the figure. The 
voice recognition unit provides us with the primary means of communicat
ing our commands to the home. It consists primarily of an analog-to-digital 
(AID) converter that transforms the amplitude variations of your voice into 
patterns of I 's and O's that the computer can analyze. It will be from thi s 
analysis that the computer can determine what word or words are spoken. 

As nice as it is to speak to a computer, you will probably find , as I 
did , that the novelty wears off very fast if you have to walk halfway 
through the house to get to the microphone to turn on a light. There are 
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many possible solutions to this problem , but I chose to use a wireless 
microphone , which is comprised of a small radio transmitter and receiver. 

The wireless system must be of high quality or it will be difficult , if 
not impossible, for the computer to understa nd your commands. Fortu
nately, such systems a re not as expensive as you might imagine. You may 
even decide to have several microphones throughout the house a t stra tegic 
locations. 

Natura lly , if you are going to talk to the house, you will expect it to 
talk back. You wi ll notice that I sometimes refer to the house rather tha n 
the computer. This transition may seem a bit harsh at the moment , but you 
will find it to be a very natural adjustment. 

The speech synthesizer will produce a voice that can easily be sent to 
every room in the house. The speakers can be mounted in the cei ling or 
placed in any convenient location . I prefer to have mine behind a plant or 
otherwise camouflaged so that the illusion that the house is speaking is 
further enhanced. 

As you will see in later sections, the house wi ll take on a personality. 
The personality chosen for this book is meant to be somewhat neutra l, but 
you wil l be able to tailor yours to suit yourself. It will be a combination of 
the personality and the fact that you can communicate with the house as 
you wou ld with a person (with speech) that will soon convince you that the 
house and the computer have become one. 

Some people might find such thoughts a bit di sconcerting. I suspect , 
however, that the idea of machine intelligence is somewhat intriguing to 
you or you would not be reading this book to begin w ith. 

Continuing down F igure 2. 1, we come to the telephone portion of the 
system. The major element is an intercom telephone . The phone itself, as 
well as many of the associated controls, is inte1faced to the computer 
through the Apple game connector. 

The game connector provides an easy means to connect external 
devices to an Apple computer. It has three primary capabilities. They are 
paddle inputs, switch inputs, and annunciator outputs. 

Game paddles and joysticks a re the most common items plugged into 
the connector. For such devices, the paddle inputs convert the value of a 
variable resistance into a number between 0 and 255. The switch inputs a re 
used to read the on/off condition of a switch. which usua lly controls a 
game function in some manner. 

The annunciator outputs are seldom used by the commercial devices 
for the game connector. Since they a re output pins, they can be used to 
turn on or off a transistor, relay , or a lmost anything you desire. 

The switch inputs and annunciator outputs a re nothing more than 
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one-bit input/output (I/0 ) ports. The home control system will use them to 
read from or to control external devices. If you are not using an Apple to 
computerize your house , you can eas il y substitute a standard bidirectional 
port fo r these pins. Chapter 12 discusses input/output ports in detail and 
will provide you with additional information . 

T he paddle inputs would be a little more difficult to simulate on 
another computer. For this reason, I have chosen not to make use of them 
in the home control system. Let 's look specifically now at the 1/0 pins of 
the game connector and how they will be used. 

T he Apple's game connector has four output pins that can be used to 
control external devices , and it has three input pins fo r reading the status 
of external data. One of the output pins is used to turn the intercom phone 
on and off. Thi s allows the computer to answer the phone fo r you and 
permits you to talk over the intercom from anywhere in the room. The 
phone dialer provides a means for the computer to call a requested part y. 
Proper control of these functions can mean that you never again have to 
touch the phone. 

A ring detector informs the computer when incoming phone calls 
require processing. One of the computer 's re sponsibilities will be to act as 
a phone-answering machine if you are not avail able to get to the phone. 
Rather than have a n electrical connection directly to the phone lines , 
which requires special equipment and a notificati on to the phone compa
ny , I decided to let the computer communicate with callers just as you 
would-by speaking on the intercom phone. 

The computer already has a voice , a nd it could easil y be used to 
inform the caller of your message. Unfo rtunately, most voice synthesizers 
presentl y affordable by the average hobbyist take a li tt le getting used to. 
Th is should not imply that they are extremely difficult to understa nd ; on 
the contrary, after only a few minutes of practice most synthesizers 
become reasonably clear. ' 

A person calling on the phone , however, does not expect to be 
greeted by an e lectronic voice and does not have time to get used to the 
computer 's peculiar accent. Add to this any di stortion added by the 
intercom phone and you might have many of your callers simply hanging 
up rather than leaving messages. 

However, I just happened to have a couple of cheap cassette 
recorders laying around from the days before disks and arrived at my final 
phone answering system as fo llows. 

One of these recorders is set in the playback mode using a 30-second 
endless loop cassette . The o ther has a regular tape and is left in the record 
state. Two more of the game connector output pins are used to control the 
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on/off condition of the two tape recorders. When the phone rings, the 
computer can turn on the intercom, play the 30-second message, and then 
record any reply from the caller. 

A sound detector is used to allow the computer to determine if there 
are sound changes or voices present. Using this capability, the system can 
record only as long as the caller is actually talking. This permits messages 
of any length and also keeps you from having a 30-second tape of a dial 
tone if someone hangs up. 

For most calls, all you will want the computer to do is record the 
message. If it is you that is calling, however, you might want to 
communicate with the computer to issue special requests. The computer 
could then give you a status report for the house , this time in its own voice. 
You might wish to tell the house to turn on the heat, turn off a light, or 
anything else that the system is capable of handling. 

Naturally, you will not want just anyone to be able to communicate 
directly with the system, so a way must be devised to inform the house 
that it is you calling. My method is simple. While the message is being 
recorded, the computer will continue to monitor the sound detector, 
watching for a particular sequence of sound. You can indicate it is you 
calling by playing the proper sequence into the phone, using a small hand
sized tone generator. As long as you have this generator, you can gain 
access to the computer anytime you call the house. 

Another detector is used by the system to determine when you are 
trying to get the computer to respond to voice commands through the 
wireless mike. The process of understanding speech is very difficult and 
time consuming and will not be invoked unless it is required. Normally , 
the computer will not bother to analyze sounds present at the AID 
converter. It will, however, watch the input from the voice detector, 
which is very easy. If you should pick up a wireless mike and say 
"computer" (or anything else for that matter) , the computer will see the 
voice detect pin change and respond by saying something like "Yes sir, 
what can I do for you?" and then monitor the ND converter for your 
response. 

The last output pin on the game connector is connected to an 
ultrasonic transducer. This device is much like a loudspeaker for your 
stereo except that it is much smaller and can produce ultrasonic waves , 
which are sound waves above the range of human hearing. 

To see the importance of such a capability, let's discuss a commercial 
device called the BSR System X-10 Ultrasonic Command Consol. This 
device can be purchased in many department stores. Sears Roebuck even 
markets the same device under their own name. 
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The console plugs into any I JO-volt outlet and generates coded pulses 
for each button pressed on the console. These pulses travel throughout 
your house on the existing house wiring. You can buy remote switches 
from BSR that can replace wall switches and receptacles at appropriate 
places in your house. 

These remote switches contain electronic circuits that constantly 
monitor the power lines for pulse codes from the command console that 
can inform them to tum on or off. This allows you to control lights 
throughout the house simply by pressing buttons on the command console. 

The BSR system provides a relatively inexpensive means to control 
many of your lights and appliances from a single location . The ultrasonic 
model of the command console has an additional feature that makes it 
especially attractive for our purposes. 

Just as some TV sets can be controlled by aiming an ultrasonic unit at 
them, the BSR ultrasonic console can be manipulated using a cordless 
controller that generates ultrasonic pulses that can be received and 
interpreted by the command console. 

Under program control , the house computer will generate the appro
priate ultrasonic pulses using the game connector and the transducer 
previously mentioned . In this manner, the computer may control any 
device in the house that is equipped with a BSR remote switch. 

Naturally , we will want the computer to control lights and appliances 
when verball y commanded to do so. In many cases, though , we will not 
wish to be bothered with trivial matters and will wish the house to handle 
them on its own. 

Some examples of trivial actions would be turning off the heat every 
night at midnight and then back on at seven the next morning. Since these 
two actions occur on a regular basis , they should be handled automatical
ly. 

To provide a means for the house to handle such actions, a special 
clock will be interfaced to the computer. It will tell the house what time 
and what day it is. Using this clock, the house will be able to handle 
routine tasks without any human intervention at all. 

There is another type of action that the house should handle for you 
automatically. As mentioned earlier, the system should monitor the 
movement of people throughout the house and control the lights accord
ingly. To provide the movement information, pressure-sensitive switches 
are placed at strategic positions under the carpet. These switches are 
connected to an input port so they may be read by the system. 

This same port will monitor other switches and detectors that will 
provide the information required by the house to monitor security matters. 
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The closure of any switch will trigger an interrupt to get the computer's 
attention. The computer's reaction to interrupts is discussed in more detail 
in the next chapter. 

The last piece of hardware to be mentioned now is the system sanity 
timer. It will ensure that the system software cannot fail even if unpredict
able errors occur. A complete explanation of this subsystem will come 
later, but for now just accept the fact that if the system ever fails due to 
software faults the entire system will be reinitialized from di sk and proper 
control resumed. 

Now that you have had your first glimpse of what the home control 
computer will look like, let us start examining an overview of the software 
required to give the house its intelligence. 
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Now that we have an overall picture of the hardware needed to 
computerize your house, its time to begin looking at how the programs will 
be organized. The importance of understanding the software cannot be 
overemphasized. Although the home control system presented in this 
book is complete and usable as described , it can be enlarged and 
customized in many different directions with very little if any additions to 
the hardware. To do so , however, will require an in-depth knowledge of 
the present program. 

As with the overview on hardware, do not worry about details when 
reading this section. Later in the book we will find out exactly how to 
accomplish each function described here. At this point , however, you 
should be striving to see how each module relates to the overall operation 
of the program. 

The flow chart in Figure 3.1 shows the primary organization of the 
home control program. The system is organized into five major modules. 
We will look at each separately. 

The initialization module is only run when the system is powered up. 
It checks to see what day it is and sets up the appropriate files. It can 
adjust to the present status of events without human inte rvention. This is 
particularly important if you are out of town a nd the system has to restart 
itself after a temporary power failure. 

Once initiali zation is complete, control passes to the four modules 
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Figure 3.1 Flow chart showing the 
primary modules in the home control 
software. 

that handle the primary actions. The functions of these four modules were 
described in Chapter I. 

Usuall y, there is nothing happening that would require the attention 
of any of these modules. Control is continually passed from one to 
another, waiting, or if you prefer, watching for a situation to occur that 
requires attention. For example, if the voice detector does not show that 
someone is requesting to talk with the system, then control passes on to 
the phone module. 

If the phone is not presently ringing, then the security module takes 
over. If conditions show that all is well , the time module processes the 
next item in the present time table . Afterward , the entire process starts 
over. 

In this manner, the loop normally completes very quickly so that the 
system appears to be watching all the potential situations simultaneously. 
If, while the system is looping, any of the modules find that a task needs to 
be done , the system will spend the time necessary in that module to 
complete it. Once that task is completed, the looping will continue. 

Let's briefly look at Jines 10 to 60 in Appendix A. As odd as it may 
seem, these lines represent the main home control program. Of course, 
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each of the subroutines called will have to be expanded and coded. I will 
discuss each in detail as we move through the book. 

Although the system can only process one thjng at a time, usually it 
will only take a second or so to respond to an external stimuli, such as an 
intruder or the phone ringing. Such a small delay obviously presents no 
real problem. If the system is busy in one of the modules though, it might 
take much longer to respond. 

At first glance, this possibility of lengthy delays appears to present a 
real problem. Fortunately, there is very seldom a situation in which one 
module needs to take immediate priority over another module. Further
more , in almost every instance that a valid conflict occurs , there is a 
human present to decide on which module should get control. 

Perhaps some examples of such conflict can make this clearer. 
Assume for a moment that you are talking with the computer, thus making 
the voice module busy. If the phone should ring and you want the house to 
process it, you may simply say "goodbye." This wou ld cause the voice 
module to terminate, and the system would continue through the loop and 
process the phone call. 

If you were not home to tell the computer "goodbye," there would be 
no problem to begin with, because you would not have been talking to the 
computer and it would have answered the phone automatically. 

For a second example, assume that the computer is answering the 
phone during the time an event, such as turning off the heat, is scheduled 
in the time table. The event timing module is designed so that, even if the 
scheduled time has passed, the event will occur the next time the module is 
run. 

Thus even in the worst case an event would be processed within a 
minute or two of its scheduled time. Furthermore, remember that such a 
delay will only occur if the phone just happens to ring when you are not at 
home and just when an event is to be processed. The infrequent occur
rence of such situations does not, at least for me, deserve enough attention 
to increase considerably the complexity of the system. 

If we go through a similar process for each possible situation it can be 
shown that there are two situations that truly represent a potential 
problem. One problem is that the security system is inactive while the 
computer is acting as a phone-answering system. In this case, even a one
minute delay might determine if an intruder could be easily scared away by 
turning on appropriate lights and the radio. As before, no problem exists 
unless just the proper set of events happens at just the right times. Even 
so, I value security enough to see this as a major concern. 
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To solve thi s dilemma, the phone module will also monitor a security 
flag (which indicates some kind of securit y problem exists) and, if 
necessary, end the phone call and con tinue looping. The security module 
would then react appropriately to whatever situation had occurred . 

As you can see, because it is seldom that two tasks are required at 
exactly the same time , the entire system can appear to be handling all the 
tasks simultaneously even though the program is sequential in nature. It is 
this sequential format that makes the system so easy to program. 

The second problem is one that cannot be handled on the first come , 
first served priority arrangement that I have shown so far. You may have 
noticed that, although I mentioned earlier that the house would monitor 
the movement of people , there is no module in the main loop to provide 
this function. For this function the system needs the abi lit y to re spond 
immediately, no matter what it is doing. After all , if you have to wait even 
a few seconds for the lights to come on when e ntering a room, this module 
looses its usability. 

To provide thi s immediate action, a ll the floor switches as well as 
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Figure 3.2 An interrupt system 
handles problems tha t cannot wait. 
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security detectors wi ll cause a computer interrupt to be generated. An 
interrupt simply te ll s the computer to abandon what it is presentl y doing 
and process some other program. When this second program is completed, 
control is passed back to the original program at the point where the 
interrupt occurred. 

A functional flow chart of the interrupt program is shown in Figure 
3.2. When an interrupt occurs, the computer will read the switches to 
determine if it is a security problem or if residents are moving inside the 
house. If it is a security situation, certain flags will be set (including the 
security flag) to convey that information to the main program. 

If it was internal movement of the res idents that caused the interrupt, 
the appropriate lights will be turned on and/or off. Since this interrupt 
program always requires less than two seconds to run , it is unl ikely that 
any module presentl y active will even notice the interru ption. 

lf you should fee l unsure of how all thi s is going to be accomplished, 
please don 't be discouraged. So far we have only touched the surface . Rest 
assured that the detail s are coming. 

By now you should , however, have a better idea of what the 
computerized house can be expected to do. You should know what general 
types of hardware will be necessary to allow the computer to gather 
information and to communicate with the outside world. 

You should also be starting to see how the program will handle the 
many different types of tasks that wi ll be required . If you are unsure of any 
of these areas, you may wish to reread some parts of this section. 
Otherwise, let's move on to Part II and start examining the hard ware in 
detail. 
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In this and the following chapters in this section, we will be looking at 
the hardware required to automate your home. There are several things 
that should be emphasized before we begin. 

First, all the hardware discussed in this section is only a suggestion. 
True, I have tested this particular combination of hardware and have 
solved the problems related to it. In doing so though , I also tried to 
develop a system that was very modular. 

Each section of the hardware is interfaced to the system only through 
its function. This means that any equipment that can provide the correct 
function should be easily adaptable for use in the home control system. 

·As you read this section, you should also realize that the intelligence 
in the home control system is found in the software and not the hardware. 
This section is not intended to explain how the system works. What it will 
do is to provide a thorough understanding of the environment that the 
software must run in. With this in mind , let's look first at the system that 
processes voice requests . 

Giving a computer the power to recognize speech is far from an easy 
task. Fortunately, several companies have done a great deal of research in 
this area and have produced commercial products for personal computers 
that can aid us tremendously. 

One such company was Heuristics. They produced two low-cost 
voice recognition systems. Their Speech Lab could recognize 32 words 
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and their Speech Link was capable of 64. Unfortunately, Heuristics went 
out of business just after I had completed the computerizing of my home 
using a Speech Link. 

Some dealers may have Speech Links still in stock. If you cannot find 
one, there is no need to worry. It will be very easy to interface virtually 
any speech recognition system made for your computer to my software. I 
will discuss equipment substitution in detail later. 

The Speech Link is a user-trainable , isolated word recognition 
system with a maximum standard vocabulary of 64 words. User-trainable 
means that the prospective user must initially " say" each word for the 
system so that it can create a template in memory of what each word looks 
like. Each time a sound or word is to be recognized, a new template will be 
formed and it will be compared against the templates in memory to find the 
best match. 

Isolated word recognition simply means that the system can only 
recognize a word by itself. This is opposed to being able to pick a word out 
of a sentence. If you were to read this paragraph out loud, it would become 
quickly apparent that in normal speech there are very few pauses between 
words. This lack of pauses is one of the major obstacles to be overcome if 
a machine is to effectively understand human speech. To stay cost 
effective, we will have to settle, at least for the present , for isolated word 
recognition. You will see later that the proper software can make this 
restriction much less binding. 

The Speech Link is very easy to use. It effectively allows the Apple 
command "INPUT A$" to wait, not for a keyboard entry, but for a word 
to be spoken. This word may actually be a phrase of several words as long 
as there is no significant pause between the words. 

The software explained in Chapter 16 will utilize the contents of the 
string variable (in this example A$) to determine the action required. For 
now, however, we need to examine the special hardware requirements of 
the system. 

We will not examine the Speech Link itself in any detail. For such 
information you should consult a Speech Link manual. Instead we will be 
looking at some hardware that will make the Speech Link much more 
usable for our application. 

There are two major problems with most commercial speech recogni
tion units. First, once the system is directed to recognize something, it 
will, as you would suspect, wait until some sound has occurred and then 
analyze it. On the surface, this appears very usable. 

To see the problem, consider the structure of our home control 
system. It normally loops from one module to another. If there is no verbal 
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input, we want the system to continue on through the loop to perform the 
next task. If, during each loop, we ask the Speech Link to check for a 
sound, it becomes quickly appa rent that if no sound occurs the system will 
" hang" in that module. 

To solve thi s problem, we simply need some means for the main 
program to know when someone wants to speak to the computer. We 
might do thi s by simply connecting a switch to a n input pin. Depending on 
the position of the switch , the computer would get either a 1 or a 0 when 
reading that pin . The computer could use this information to decide 
whether or not to tum control over to the Speech Link. 

We will return to the first problem in just a moment. Another problem 
with using voice control of a house is that you may not be beside the 
computer, or more specifically beside the microphone , when you wish to 
issue a command. This problem can be solved in a variety of ways. 

If you onl y have a couple of places in the house that you wish to issue 
verbal commands from, you might actuall y run microphone cables to those 
spots. A mixer cou ld then be used to combine the signals before sending 
them to the Speech Link. 

Although thi s method can be very acceptable , I decided to add more 
flexibility by using a radio transmitter and receiver. In this way , the 
microphones are completely wireless and permit use anywhere in the 
home. 

The method chosen to solve the fi rs t problem wi ll effect the solution 
to the second. If, for example, you run cables to each mike , you could also 
run wires for switches to tell the program when to turn control over to the 
Speech Link. If you are using wireless mikes , though , you lose all their 
flexibi lity if you must go to a specific place to press a switch in order to get 
the computer's attention . 

Since I wanted to use wireless mikes, I solved this problem by hav ing 
a special circuit watch for sound changes at the receiver and place the 
appropriate I or 0 on one of the Apple' s game connector input pins. There 
are three of these pins on the Apple game connector, two of which are 
normally connected to switches on the game paddles. 

Figure 4.1 shows the schematic for the sound detection circu itry. 
Note that the output of the circuit is connected to the game connector so 
that a program could decide if there was any sound present by readi ng the 
status of the appropriate add ress. This would be done in BASIC with the 
PEEK command. 

The operation of the circuit is straightforward. The output of the 
receiver is sent to the first operational amplifier, which is used as a buffer 
to prevent loading. The gain of the second amplifier is controlled by the 
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determine if someone want s to issue ve rbal commands to the system. 
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Figure 4.2 A wireless microphone allows you to talk to the computer from anywhere in the 
house. 

200K potentiometer. The amplifier output is turned upside down by the 
7404 inverter. The pulse from the inverter is stretched by the 555 in order 
to make it easier to recognize. 

Whenever a sound is present at the wireless mike , the game connec
tor pin will be held high. The main program can monitor this pin to 
determine if it should stop and carry out verbal commands. 

The wireless mike must be of a fairly high quality or the Speech Link 
will not operate satisfactorily . I tried several units with very limited 
success. Finally , I found one that seems to be perfect. It is a model WMS-
49 wireless microphone system by Mura. It is pictured in F igure 4.2 and 
comes with a microphone and a receiver, both operated from 9-volt 
batteries. Since the receiver needs to be left on continuously, I use a 
battery eliminator. 

Another nice feature of the Mura unit is that it has two outputs on the 
receiver. The microphone output connects to the microphone input on the 
Speech Link while I use the auxiliary output to drive the voice detection 
circuitry as shown in Figure 4.1. 

If you use some other wireless microphone system, you should 
consider having the following features. The receiver and transmitter 
should be crystal controlled to ensure drift-free reception. The frequency 
response should be as wide as possible . The Mura unit is 30 to 18,000 hertz 
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(Hz). A microphone output (in addition to an auxiliary output) is really 
necessary to ensure a proper impedance match to the Speech Link. 

The gain of the receiver should be adjusted to give the best results 
with the Speech Link. The only way to make this adjustment is through 
trial and error. Once that is done, you will need to adjust the 200K 
potentiometer (Figure 4.1) so that the LED glows only when you speak 
into the mike. 

This completes the description of the hardware required to allow 
voice command of the house computer. Even though I am using the 
Speech Link, almost any voice recognition unit may be used. In later 
chapters we will see how the proper software can give intelligence to the 
recognition capability discussed here. 



Being able to talk to your computer is very nice. If the "conversa
tion" is to be complete though , we wi ll have to give the house the power to 
talk for itself. With today's technology , we have ma ny methods to choose 
from. 

We could utilize an A/D (analog-to-digital) converter to sample an 
actual voice. These samples cou ld be stored in the computer's memory 
and then played back at any time by using a D/A converter. Using this 
method , you can get exce llent quality speech, but at a very high cost. 
What you must give up is memory. It is not unreasonable to use well in 
excess of 4000 bytes of memory for each second of speech using thi s 
method. 

Linear predicti ve coding (LPC) is another method for reproducing 
speech. This technique is used in the Texas Instruments' Speak & Spel l. 
The data compression technology used permits a second of speech to be 
stored using only a few hundred bytes of memory , and the quality of 
speech is sti ll very good. 

The problem with LPC is that the data used to generate the speech 
are very complex and are provided to the user in the form of read-onl y 
memory (ROM). T here are many words a nd phrases offered, but you are, 
for the most part, limited to a severely restricted vocabulary. 

As I designed the home control system, it became quickl y apparent 
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that I needed a nearly unlimited vocabulary if the system was to communi
cate in the manner I was planning. I also needed a method for storing 
speech that was extremely efficient if my home was to say more than a few 
sentences. 

A company called Votrax has been utilizing a technology that differs 
distinctly from the two methods just discussed. First, they do not copy or 
reproduce a human voice. Instead they have developed a set of fi lters that 
can simulate the human vocal track. 

By sending codes to their system, you can instruct it to produce any 
of the basic sounds used in the English language. These sounds are called 
phonemes. Since each phoneme requested requires only one byte of 
memory , and since most words require less than ten phonemes, the 
amount of memory used is almost trivial. 

In addition, you can have the computer say anything you wish, as 
long as you can decide on the basic phonemes required for each word. As 
you would expect , you do have to give up something in exchange for all 
these pluses. The quality of the speech is somewhat less than with the 
other methods. 

At first it may be difficult to understand. My experience has been that 
after only a little practice you get used to the peculiar "accent" found in 
the Votrax synthesizers . Recently, Votrax introduced a single integrated 
circuit that has all the filters on it. This has spurred the release of a new 
type of product from several companies. 

The new products not only have the capability to produce phonemes 
on command , but they have a built-in microprocessor with the software to 
convert standard English text into its appropriate phonemes. Some of 
these products also add inflection to the speech. which makes it much 
easier to understand. Any of these devices satisfy all the major requ ire
ments I had for giving a voice to my home. 

I own two such voice synthesizers, a Votrax Type 'N Talk and a 
Microvox from Micromint. They are shown in Figure 5.1. Either can 
perform satisfactorily for your computerized home. 

Although I have not done any scientific studies, I think the Type 'N 
Talk makes fewer errors when it translates text to speech, although there 
is not really much difference. 

The Microvox is much faster and has less pause between the words 
spoken. It also offers you the ability to control the pitch on individual 
words or even syllables so that the qualit y of the speech can be greatly 
improved. With a little work , you can even have it waking you each 
morning to a song. 
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Figure S.J There are many speech synthesizers suitable for giving your home a voice. 

The Type 'N Talk requires a serial port to connect it to a computer. 
You may use either serial or parallel with the Microvox. If you really enjoy 
construction projects , as I do, you will appreciate the fact that the 
Microvox is available in kit form. 

Whether you choose an assembled unit or the kit, the Microvox 
comes with complete schematics and numbered parts. This is not true with 
the Type 'N Talk. 

Either system is about as easy to use as a printer. In fact, I connect 
them to my computer using a standard RS-232C printer interface. You 
activate it exactly as if it were a printer (PR# l for example) , and the 
system simply says anything that would normally be printed. 

Figure 5.2 shows the hardware organization for using a synthesizer. 
A RS-232C serial card connects the unit to the Apple. The connecting 
cable may need to be slightly different for different serial boards , but any 
qualified dealer should be able to assist you. 

T here is an amplifier built into the speech synthesizers, but it is small 
and only meant to drive one or two speakers. I connected the synthesizer 
output to a 5-watt transistor amplifier that had been gathering dust in the 
garage for years. S ince I did not want a booming voice from the house , the 
5 watts was plenty to drive several more speakers. 

To keep the speaker load as close to 8 ohms as possible , you should 
use a series- parall el arrangement such as the one in F igure 5.2. Depending 
on the number of speakers you require , you may not be able to get an exact 
match, but you should at least keep it in the right ball park. 

T he Type 'N Talk has a frequency control that a llows you to control 
the pitch of the voice manuall y. At the high end the computer sounds li ke a 
chipmunk, and at the low end it is more like a 45 record playing at the 33 
speed. Experiment a little with the frequency unti l you find a sound you 
like . 
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The Microvox defaults on power up to a mode similar to the Type 'N 
Talk, that is, monotone speech. If you wish , you can insert your own pitch 
variations under software control o r even choose a mode where inflection 
is added automaticall y, although somewhat a rbitraril y. 

Remember, this only provides the computer with the abili ty to speak. 
T he software is what wi ll give it the intelligence to know what to say. 



One of the most important capabilities you can have in a home 
control computer is the ability to tell time. This capability is not only 
desirable but essential for many of the tasks we expect our home to 
perform. Let's look again at some of those tasks. 

Whe never the system is first turned on , we will want it to initialize 
itself. Part of this initialization is to establish if anyone is home. We will 
see later that it will simply ask (verball y, of course) to see if anyone 
answers. If a short power failure were to cause a system reinitialization in 
the middle of the night though, we would not want the house to wake us 
just to ask if we were home. 

In such a case the system will be able to ascerta in whether it should 
check to see if anyone is home by reading the syste m clock. If the time 
falls within a given range , the house will make some appropriate assump
tions and carry on without di sturbing anyone . 

To handle the preceding situation , we need a system clock with two 
capabilities. First, as with any clock, it must be able to keep track of the 
time. It does not need to be extremely accurate. Hours, minutes, and 
seconds will be more than ample for our needs. We will also need a means 
to determine if it is A.M. or P.M. 

The second requirement is the ability to operate in the event of a 
power fa ilure . This necessitates some form of battery backup. Let 's look 
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AJ A2 Al AO USE RANGE 

0 0 0 0 LSD · SECONDS (0-9) 
0 0 0 1 MSD · SECONDS (0·5) 
0 0 1 0 LSD - M INUTES (0·9) 
0 0 1 1 MSD - MINUT ES (0·5) 
0 1 0 0 LSD - HOURS (0·9) 
0 1 0 1 MSD · HOU RS . 
0 1 1 0 DAY OF WEEK (0-6) 
0 1 1 1 LSD · DATE (0-9) 
1 0 0 0 MSD - DATE (0-3) 
1 0 0 1 LSD · MONTH (0·9) 
1 0 1 0 MSD - MONTH (0·1) 

0 1 1 LSD - YEAR (0-9) 
1 0 0 MSD·YEA R (0.9) 

·D1 - DO USED FOR HOURS 
Figure 6.1 Functions available o n the D2 - 0 FOR AM OR 1 FOR PM 

DJ - 0 FOR 12 HOURS OR 1 FOR 24 5832 clock chip. 

at some of the other expected uses of our clock to see what other functions 
will be needed. 

The event timing module was mentioned briefly earlier. It will give us 
the capability to arrange for events to occur at prescheduled times. These 
events will be stored in time tables on the disk . For them to be effective, 
there will be a separate table for each day of the week. You could , for 
example, schedule different wake-up calls on different days or to turn the 
TV off at 9 P .M. on weeknights. 

For our system to provide us with such flexibility , we must provide it 
with the ability to know what day it is . Our clock then should also include a 
calendar. Actually, we can see that for our purposes we do not need a 
complete date , but only the day of the week. There will be other uses for 
the clock in our home control program, but the capabilities listed so far will 
cover these uses. 

To provide our system with such a clock, we only need to visit a local 
computer store or flip through the pages of a personal computer magazine. 
Many clock boards are available for the Apple computer, and nearly all 
provide at least the capabilities that we have mentioned. Most in fact are 
vastly superior to our modest needs. 

Because of this and due to my love of tinkering with hardware, I 
decided to build my own clock. After comparing several of the possible 
alternatives , I decided to center my efforts on the MSM5832 clock/ 
calendar chip from OKI. It had all the necessary requirements , including 
the fact that it was inexpensive. 

Some of its features are a crystal-controlled oscillator on the chip, a 
single 5-volt supply, a 12- or 24-hour format , and a low power dissipation 
for battery backup. The entire clock is packaged in an 18-pin DIP. 

Data are sent to and read from the 5832 over four data lines. These 
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data lines are connected internally to the clock chip's 13 major registers. 
The function of these registers is shown in Figure 6.1. If, for example, you 
wish to find out what day it is , you could have a program read register 6. 
The chip uses four address lines to select the register to be used. 

For some functions you need to read two registers. The seconds are a 
good example. Suppose the time was 28 seconds. Register 1 would hold a 2 
and register 0 would be 8. By manipulating the address lines and then 
reading the data lines, we can have access to the correct time and date. We 
would set the time of course by writing to the same registers. 

In addition to the address and data lines, four other lines control the 
5832. These lines are the chip select, hold , read, and write. Figure 6.2 
shows how all these lines will be connected to a peripheral interface 
adapter (PIA) 1/0 chip. The PIA provides a convenient means to connect 
something to a computer. Chapter 11 will discuss the PIA in more detail. 
For now, just assume that the computer can read or write over any of the 
port lines. 

The four least significant bits of port A connect to the clock chip's 
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Figure 6.2 The 5832 clock chip can easily and economicall y provide the house 
with the time and day of the week. 
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data lines. Reading these will give the contents of one of the 13 registers, 
depending on the address lines. In my case, I tied the most significant 
address line to ground (pin 7). This means that only the registers 0 to 7 are 
available to be read from or written to. These eight registers are enough to 
provide all the capability we di scussed earlier. 

I did not require the abi lity to set the time by writing to the clock's 
registers without my intervention , so l used a switch to manual ly select 
either the read or the write line . This uses up a ll the lines on port A. 
Unfortunately, we also need to control the chip select and the hold line. 
These two lines can be connected together and will allow us to effect ively 
stop the clock momentaril y. This is important during a read , because if a 
register is changing at that time, extraneous data might result. 

Since I had to use more tha n one port to control the clock, you might 
wonder wh y I did not go ahead and use the second port to control the read 
and write lines separatel y. I could also have used a line for address 3 rather 
tha n grounding it. Such a method would certainl y give the clock more 
flex ibility and power. My method results in a ll the capability I need, and it 
leaves seven lines free on port 8 , which is enough to drive many 
peripherals, suc h as a printer, or for expansion of the home control 
system. 

A crystal is connected between pins 16 and 17 to ensure accu racy . 
Even so, you will need to make some minor adjustments with the 
associated capacitors to fine tune the clock speed. 

The battery backup circuit that I used is a little simpler than others 
that I have seen. It is meant to be used with two ordinary nonrechargeable 
batteries. I have been using AA cells for nearl y a year with no need for 
replacement. You should make sure the diodes used are germa nium rather 
than silicon in order to keep the supply voltage within to lerances . There is 
one point that may be obvious, but it should be mentioned anyway. The 
ground for the c lock (and all peripherals) should be connected to the 
Apple's ground. 

As simple as it looks , that 's a ll that is required to make a clock for our 
system. Of course it will take the right software to read it and set it. This 
software wi ll be di scussed in detail in later chapters, and I hope you will 
find that it will be easier than you think. 

I do wish to remind you that the home control program is designed to 
work with just about any clock avail able for the Apple. As we will see, 
only a few minor modifications will be necessary. 



T~~ F8ils8[~ 
Syst~m 

If I am going to have a computer control my home, I want that 
computer to work-always! It must be able to contend with every 
reasonable situation that I can anticipate and perhaps even some that I 
cannot. 

There will of course be some limitations . We cannot reasonably 
expect it to work when someone unplugs it or attacks it with a hammer. 
We can, however , make it intelligent enough to handle power outages and 
perhaps even recover from its own software errors and intermittent 
hardware problems. 

Perhaps you are wondering why I am worrying about such a " tri vial" 
problem. For those of you that fa ll into thi s category , a short explanation 
can be beneficial . 

When you put the computer in c harge of your home, you are 
delegating tremendous responsibility. Let' s examine some of the functions 
given to the computer. One is to act as your alarm clock. Imagine how 
inconvenient it wou ld be if you could not depend on the house to get you 
up at the correct time . Have you ever had a clock that was not 
dependable? How long did it take you to get rid of it ? 

Consider getting up in the winter to a cold house because the 
computer has fai led to properly control the heat. Don't forget how failures 
in the phone answering or security system could affect you. 

These and other functions represent very important tasks . If the 
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home control system is to really be valuable , it must be given responsible 
tasks. If we are going to trust part of our daily activity to a computer, we 
must make sure that it can react appropriately to problems that might 
occur. 

I don' t mean to imply that personal computers are not reliable or that 
software cannot be debugged completely. On the contrary, microcomputer 
systems are extremely reliable and my software has gone through consid
erable testing. 

Even so, you never know when one of the thousands of tiny 
transistors inside just one of the chips is going to fail. You never know 
when just the right pattern of events will put the software through a 
sequence that was never anticipated. It is unlikely that either of these 
situations will occur, but neither you nor I can guarantee that they will not. 

Furthermore, there are other potential failures that are nearl y impos
sible to predict. They all center around the power lines. No matter how 
good a power company you have in your area , the li ne voltage is 
constantly fluctuating because of changing loads like air conditioners and 
other large appliances. In addition, there may occasionally be large noise 
spikes on the line due to line switching at the power company, lightning 
striking a transformer, or even a shorted vacuum cleaner at your neigh
bor's home. To keep things simple, we will group these types of power line 
failures into two categories: (1) lengthy failures that cause the computer 
(and everything else in your home) to be inoperative, and (2) short, but 
large fluctuations in the line voltage. 

Let's examine each of these failures . Lengthy delays are probably the 
easiest to deal with. The Apple computer has a power on reset and special 
initialization software in its auto-start ROM. This may sound complicated, 
but it boils down to the fact that an Apple computer will automatically 
RUN the "HELLO" program on whatever disk is in the drive whenever 
the Apple is turned on. 

Thus whenever a lengthy power fai lure occurs , the " HELLO" 
program will take control as soon as power is restored. To restart the 
system, we need only have two things happen. First, the "HELLO" 
program should perform any special initialization and then RUN the main 
home control program. The home control program then has the responsi
bility offinding out what is going on. It has to determine if anyone is home. 
It can do that by just asking and seeing if anyone answers. You would not 
want the system to wake you in the middle of the night just to ask if you 
were home, though , so we will expect it to have some intelligence. 

The house should check the time and determine if you should be 
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asleep. If so, we will want it to make certain assumptions until such time as 
they can be verified. We will discuss the actual assumptions in later 
chapters, but I hope you get the idea. The computer has got to be able to 
intelligently restart itself anytime there is a massive power failure. 

lf you have been following closely, you are probably wondering 
about the short noise spikes that might occur. You can, and probably 
should , purchase a noise suppressor at your local computer store. Such 
devices are relatively cheap and will solve all but the largest spike 
problems. Those will, unfortunately, cause us many problems when they 
occur. 

Notice I said when, not if. With the computer controlling your home, 
it will be on 24 hours a day. Eventually , some spike is bound to happen, 
and when it does the result usually is that a few memory locations will be 
changed. It is possible, depending on the locations changed, that every
thing will continue on as if nothing had happened; more likely, the system 
will " hang" somewhere. 

In this case the hardware is fine , but the software has failed. It has 
become insane for all practical purposes. We need some means to prevent 
such insanity from wrecking the integrity of our system. I wanted a simple 
and inexpensive method to achieve the desired results . I realize that no 
system can be perf eel, but because of the responsibility delegated to this 
system, I wanted it as fail safe as possible. 

My solution was a System Sanity Timer. Functionally, it works like 
this. The timer is nothing more than a resettable counter that is always 
counting forward from zero. If it ever gets to 15, it will cause a system 
reset. A reset, as we just described , will cause the system to rerun the 
home control program. Our assumption is that the counter will never get to 
15 unless the software is insane. 

We will attempt to ensure this by having commands throughout the 
program that will reset the counter to zero. As long as everything is going 
well , the program will reset the counter before it reaches 15. If anything 
causes the system to hang up , the counter will time out and the system will 
completely reinitialize itself. 

Figure 7. I shows the circuitry required to implement a system sanity 
timer. A 74191 counter chip is the basis for the timer. Any pulse on the 
load line (pin 11 ) will cause the counter to clear by forcing a parallel load of 
the data in, which is zero. The counter is driven from a 555 oscillator set to 
produce one pulse every 3 seconds or so. This means we have around 45 
seconds before the counter must be reset again. 

lf the switch SI is open, the Apple 's reset line is not connected to the 
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Figure 7. 1 A simple counter provides the basis for a unique fa ilsafe system. 

counter and the sanity timer is not functional. Since most programs will 
not reset the counter, you will want to leave the switch open unless you 
are running the home control software. 

When the switch is closed , the sanity timer is enabled. Pin 13 
produces a low pulse whenever the counter reaches 15. This will reset the 
Apple and also the counter. T he counter can also be cleared by pushing the 
reset button on the Apple or by pulsing the restart input. This can be 
connected to any output pin on the PIA. We wil l see how this is handled in 
the chapter on 1/0 ports. 

Under constant control of inte lligent software , the system sanity 
timer makes our home control computer a lmost in vincible. 
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A primary capabili ty needed in our home control computer is to be 
able to manipulate lights and appliances throughout the house. There are 
many approac hes from which to choose. 

One option would be to rewire the house. Each light could be 
controlled using a relay or a solid-state switch such as an SCR or TRI AC. 
Not onl y would we have to add these devices to each circui t we wished to 
control, but we would also have to run control lines from one of the 
computer' s output ports to each device. This approach is certainly 
feasible, but hardl y cost effective. 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the BSR Sys tem X-10 remote control 
system provides the solution fo r us. Figure 8.1 shows some of the elements 
in a BSR system. Let' s look at it now in more detail. 

The center of the system is the command console. It has 16 buttons to 
designate one of 16 lights to control and 6 additional buttons to indicate 
what should be done to the lights . These six functions are ALL LIGHTS 
ON, EVERYTHING OFF, DIM, BRIGHT, ON , and OFF. Let's look at 
each function in more detail. 

The fi rst thing you probably noticed is that the ALL ON refers to 
lights onl y and the ALL OFF means everything. This di stinction can be 
made because the remote switches can be designated for use with 
appliances or with lights. As we will see later, thi s can be very beneficial in 
our home control system. 
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Figure 8.1 Lights and appliances can be easily controlled remotely using the BSR system. 

The remote switches come in a variety of packages. The easiest to 
install are just small boxes that plug into any standard outlet , just like a 
mechanical timer. You may then plug a lamp or appliance into the 
receptacle on the box. For those persons not wishing to have unsightly 
boxes, there is a BSR receptacle that can completely replace your present 
one. If you wish to control overhead lights, you may replace the normal 
room switch with the appropriate BSR model designed for that purpose. 

Each BSR remote has a concealed small switch that allows you to 
specify its operating number. This has to be between 1 and 16, just like the 
buttons on the command console . There is also a house code switch. Its 
purpose is to make sure you and any neighbors that also have a BSR will 
not interfere with each other's units. 

All the remotes , as well as the console , have some very sophisticated 
electronics in them. There are no extra wires connecting the console to 
any of the remotes. Each unit is attached only to the house wiring. When a 
button is pressed on the console, a specific high-frequency code sequence 
is injected into your house wiring. The amplitude of this signal is such that 
it will be totall y ignored by normal lights and appliances. 

The BSR remotes have a special filter to trap out this special 
frequency. Once isolated , the frequency is amplified and then decoded to 
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determine its content. Let's use an example to see how things are 
controlled. Suppose the button marked 3 was pressed on the console. The 
coded signal (indicating 3) would be added to the power lines. Every 
remote would analyze that code. Only the module that finds a match 
between its switch code and the one from the power lines will activate 
itself. 

lf you were to press several other number buttons, let's say 6 and 7, 
on the console, there would be a total of three remotes activated . If we 
now press the ON button, each of the active remotes will turn itself on. 
Similarly, if we hold down the DIM button, they will each dim the light 
they control. For the safety of your appliances , the appliance modules will 
not respond to a DIM command. 

This product alone can provide your home with a great deal of 
flexibility. Imagine the things you could do if the computer could just press 
the buttons on the command console. BSR makes a device that will help us 
to do just that. The command console also comes in an ultrasonic model. It 
is identical to the standard model except that it can be controlled from 
across the room using a BSR ultrasonic controller. 

The ultrasonic controller sends coded signals to the command 
console in much the same way as some TV sets are controlled remotely. If 
we can produce the same signals as the controller, we can easily take 
control of the command console and indirectly have control of up to 16 
functions in the home. 

To simulate the signals from the controller, we will have to know a 
little more about them. I obtained information about the BSR signals from 
an article by Steve Ciarcia in the January , 1980 issue of Byte magazine. 
They are made up of short bursts of a 40-kilohertz tone. To make things 
easier, let's assume that the actual code is made up of I 's and O's. A I will 
be 160 cycles of the 40-kilohertz tone followed by 4 milli seconds of silence. 
A 0 will be 48 cycles , followed this time by a 6.8-millisecond pause. Figure 
8.2 shows this more clearly. 

Figure 8.3 shows how the I's and O's just described can be put 
together to form the code word sent by the ultrasonic controller. The first 
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Figure 8.2 The ultrasonic model of the 
BSR System X- 10 uses 40-kilohertz 
tones to represent I's and O' s . 
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control the BSR unit. 

Part II 

bit in the word will always be a I . It could be thought of as a start bit. The 
function of this bit is to indicate the start of a new transmission so that the 
receiving circuitry will be ready for it. 

The next five bits make up the actual code indicating which button 
was pressed. To prevent extraneous errors due to noise on the lines , the 
same button code is transmitted again but in reverse order. The end of the 
word is marked by 640 cycles of the 40-kilohertz tone , and there should be 
at least 24 milliseconds of delay before the next word is sent. 

Figure 8.4 li s ts the five-bit codes for each BSR button. With this 
information, all we need do is figure out a way to control a 40-kilohertz 
tone as previously described. We cou ld do it with hardware, but I am one 
of those people who would rather resort to software. Not only is it usually 
cheaper, but I would rather change a program than unsolder and resolder · 
w1res. 

If you own an Apple or know someone that does , you have probably 
heard it play music by toggling the output line going to the speaker. 
Obviously, we can produce tones in suc h a manner. After a few calcula
tions, I determined that it was possible to produce a 40-kilohertz tone 
using the same technique. 

Of course , I could not use a speaker owing to its low frequency 
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Figure 8.5 An ultrasonic transducer 
a llows the Apple to contro l the BSR 
unit. 

response. I connected a 40-kilohertz transducer to the Apple game 
connector, as shown in Figure 8.5. The proper software can easil y 
generate all the possible codes and allow the computer to control the BSR, 
and thus anything that can be plugged into an outlet. The software for 
generating the codes will be discussed fu rther in Chapter 20. 
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The ability to control the telephone is a very important part of the 
home control system. The telephone is used in many of the modules. You 
may, for example, verbally request the computer to call someone or to 
answer the phone when you are home. 

When you are not home , the house should be able to a nswer the 
phone and record messages without any human intervention. You should 
also be able to call the computer and get a status report or to control lights 
in the house. If a security problem occurs, you should expect your house 
to call you or a neighbor and report the problem. 

As you can see , without the ability to control the phone, the 
capabilities of the home control system would be significantly reduced. In 
keeping with my overall philosophy, I will keep the hardware to a 
minimum. I also will use commercially available equipment whenever 
possible. This will be especially true when we actually connect something 
to the phone lines. 

The phone company has many regulations governing what may be 
connected to their lines. This may seem unfair to you since you rent the 
lines , but look at it from their point of view. The phone company has a 
large quantity of expensive equipment that might be damaged if you were 
to inject improper signals. Perhaps even more importantly, the service of 
other phone company subscribers could be impaired or even eliminated for 
a time if improper equipment is used. 
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Any manufacturer may apply to the FCC for permission to produce a 
device for direct connection to the phone lines. Since there are many 
devices on the market that are approved for direct connection, we will 
utilize them for our interface. Although you are allowed to connect 
approved items to the lines , you are required to notify the phone company 
of the connection and of the FCC registration number, which should be 
included either on the device itself or in the owner's manual. 

The first of these devices that we are going to use is the D.C. Hayes 
Micromodem. A modem (modulator demodulator) is a device that con
verts the digital signals in the computer to analog tones that can be easily 
tran,smitted over the phone lines to another computer. In effect , a modem 
makes it just as easy to talk to a computer in another state as it is to talk to 
your printer. 

The reasons for owning a modem are increasing everyday. Many 
computer services are becoming available over the phone lines. In some 
areas you may get your bank balance or order merchandise using a 
personal computer equipped with a modem. You can also subscribe to 
networks that contain enormous data bases that have the potential of 
allowing a home computer to make truly useful decisions. 

A D.C. Hayes Micromodem can provide your Apple with all these 
capabilities. It also has some very special features that will aid us 
tremendously in our home control telephone system. The Micromodem 
has auto-dial and auto-answer, which means that it has the firmware and 
hardware required to dial a number for you and to connect itself to the 
phone lines whenever it detects a ring . 

We will use these features whenever the home control program needs 
to call someone or to determine when the phone is ringing. Since the 
Micromodem is FCC approved for direct connection to the phone line , we 
have these capabilities without any hassles with the phone company. 

In addition to detecting rings and dial ing the phone, we must also be 
able to connect a cassette recorder and player to the phone lines if the 
computer is to act as a phone answering system. Again I solved the 
problem by going to a commercially available device. The Duofone 101 is 
an electronic telephone amplifier from Radio Shack. 

The amplifier connects directly to the phone lines and allows the 
phone to perform like an intercom. Since the amplifier is powered from the 
phone lines, it can be controlled very easily from the computer. All we 
need do is replace the on/off switch on the Duofone with the contacts of a 
relay. Anytime the computer wants the amplifier on, it only needs to 
activate the relay. 

Since the amplifier provides intercom-type operation, all our phone 
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company interfacing is so lved. The computer can monitor the Micromo
dem to dete rmine if the phone is ringing. If you are home, the Duophone 
can be activated so that you can ta lk from anywhere in the room. 

If you are not home, the computer can acti vate the amplifier fi rst and 
then the cassette player. The player would play a 30-second end less loop 
tape with a message for the call er. At the end of the tape the computer 
should turn off the player a nd start the recorder. As long as someone is 
talking, the recorder should be left on. 

To perform a ll the fu nctions just mentioned , we will need to bu ild 
some special hardware. Figure 9. 1 shows the c ircuit we will need . We will 
use three of the game connector outputs to contro l the telephone amplifier 
and the two tapes. 

The 7404 inverters are used to buffer the game connector outputs. 
Each inverter controls a relay by turning on or off a transistor. The 
telephone amplifier relay should have its contacts substituted fo r the 
amplifier's switch. 

Most cassette recorders have a re mote jack next to the microphone 
jack. The relay contacts should be connected to plugs that will mate with 
the remote jac ks on the recorders. When they are plugged in and the play 
and record buttons are depressed, your computer will have complete 
control of both tape machines. 

Controlling the telephone amplifier and the tape recorders is essential 
for our syste m, but it is not enough. If the computer is to know when to 
hang up on a caller, it must be able to " hear" when the call is over. Figure 
9.2 shows a circuit to give the computer ea rs . 

You might be wondering why we just don ' t use the Speech Link for 
this purpose. There are two reaso ns. First, the Speech Link is connected 
into the computer by way of a wireless mike and is not active unless the 
wireless mike is on. Second, we do not need to know what words are 
actuall y being said . If we can just determine if there is a changing sound 
present, we will have all the informati on that we need. 

The circui t of Figure 9.2 is essenti a lly the same as the one fo und in 
Chapter 4 except that a crystal microphone is used as the input. As long as 
a sound is present , the game connector pin wil l be a logic 1. The 200K 
potentiometer can be used to control the sensiti vity. 

If we place the crystal microphone in front of the telephone amplifier, 
someone leaving a message will cause the game connector pin to altern ate 
somewhat randomly between a I and a 0. If the person does not say 
anything fo r a period of time , the in put will re main 0. If the person hangs 
up and produces a dial tone, the pin will remain high . 
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The home control program will sample this input pin on the game 
connector and determine when to hang up on a caller that is leaving a 
message. This completes the principal hardware required if the home 
control program is to take charge of your phone. The only thing left out is 
the ability to control your house by calling from a remote location. This 
addition will be explored in Chapter 11. 
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As was mentio ned earlier, the majority o f the home control system is 
seque ntial in nature . Each task is usua ll y comple ted before the next is 
started. Some tasks, though , such as watching for movement throughout 
the house, require that th e controlling module be running a t the time of the 
event that is being mo nitored . 

The Apple's microprocessor is a 6502, and it , as well as other 
microprocessors , has an interrupt line. Actua ll y, the 6502 has two inte r
rupt lines, a nonmaskable (NMI) and an interrupt request (IRQ) . My 
system will use the IRQ. When this line is pulsed low, the 6502 will 
abandon the program tha t it is presently running a nd jump to a second 
program. When the second program is complete, the o riginal program is 
continued as if nothing had happened. 

The program to handle the specia l events that cause interrupts wi ll be 
covered later, but right now we want to look at the hardware required to 
generate the interrupts a t the appropriate times. To better understand the 
requirements of this hardware, we need to examine each event that wi ll 
cause an interrupt. 

O ne such event is the movement of peo ple throughout the house. We 
wi ll de tect thi s movement by using strategica lly placed switches under the 
carpet. Refer to Figure IO. I to see my switch a rrangeme nt, which handles 
four rooms. Anytime someone walks from o ne room to another, the 
person will step on two of the switches. The firs t switch pressed indica tes 
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Figure JO.I Under-the-carpel swilche~ 

tell the computer about the movement 
of people in the house. 

the room the person came from and the second switch tells the computer 
which room was entered. 

You can buy pressure-sensitive switches for this purpose, but I found 
it cheaper to make mine by a ttaching tape switch to a 12-inc h square of 
aluminum. Tape switch looks like a thick piece of tape , bu t it has two 
conductors that touch whenever a few pounds of pressure is applied. You 
can decrease the sensitivity by placing a sheet of foa m rubber between the 
aluminum and the floor. This will make sure that pets will not activate the 
switches . 

If you do not have carpet , you can still utili ze the home contro l 
program, but your switches will be much more expensive. Instead of a 
physical switch a t each doorway, you will need some kind of beam and a 
way to detect if it is broken. You could use either a light or an ultrasonic 
system, depending on your preference. 

Regardless of what type of switch arra ngement we use, we will need a 
means for the computer to determine both whe n a switch is pressed and 
wh ich one it is. If we were to connect each of the four switches to four bits 
of an eight-bit input port , the computer could read that port and determine 
wh ich was pressed. If the system could constantly monitor the port , it 
could also tell when a switch was pressed. 

Such monitoring would require so much attention that the system 
would not be able to get much else done. If we could somehow generate an 
interrupt whenever any of the switches is pressed, then the main program 
would not have to keep checking and the interrupt program could easil y 
determine which switch caused the interrupt by reading the input port. 

F igure 10.2 shows a circuit that will solve our problems. As you can 
see from the drawing , there are eight switches instead of the four we have 
been using. More on this la ter. Each switch is connected to a network of 
two resistors and a capacitor that helps e liminate bounce (noise) that 
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Figure 10.2 Internal and external movement switches are connected to a computer port. as 
well as to the interrupt line. When an interrupt occurs, the port can be read to determine the 
exact cause. 

occurs when mechanical contact is made. This network also ensures that 
even if a switch is held closed for extended periods of time the pulse 
generated will be only momentary . 

All the inputs are sent to the input port. They are also functionally 
ORed together using a NAND gate and an inverter. If any switch is closed, 
the 555 monostable multivibrator will be triggered. It will produce a short 
pulse , which is inverted again and sent to the Apple 's interrupt line. 

Whenever any switch is stepped on, an interrupt is generated. This 
will cause the interrupt program to be run. This program, which is 
discussed in Chapter 20, will read the port and utili ze the information 
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obtained to determine the actual movement. Once the system determines 
which lights should be altered, it will produce the required ultrasonic tones 
to activate the BSR console. 

The remaining four switches are intended for use in the security 
system. A closure of any of these switches will also run the interrupt 
program. If it determines that it was one of these switches that was 
pressed , the program will set and clear some memory locations that 
BASIC can PEEK at to determine what security problem has occurred. 

One of my security inputs is connected to magnetic reed switches on 
the doors. Since the doors are heav ily deadbolted , activation of these 
switches will imply that the owner of the house has returned. A second 
input is connected to window switches in series so that any open window 
will activate the pin. Such a signal will indicate that someone is entering 
the house without proper authority. 

My third security input is used to indicate movement outside the 
house. Many commercially available sensors can provide such an indica
tion. The least expensive are usually infrared beams or ultrasonic move
ment detectors. If you wish to spend a little more, there are devices that 
react to body heat. The actual type of sensor or sensors you use should be 
based on the physical conditions around your house. 

The fourth and last input for the security port is simply labeled 
miscellaneous and generally is not used in the system described in this 
book. Activation of this input will set a flag so that your software can react 
as you see fit. A potential use for this input that I am exploring is a 
driveway sensor. This would allow the system to determine when a car 
enters or leaves the driveway. 

As with most of the hardware in the home control system, the real 
potential will not be apparent until the software is explained. We will soon 
see how the software can utilize the limited information gained from a few 
switches and create a system that can react intelligently to movement both 
inside and outside the house. 
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In Chapter 9 we discussed most of the telephone system. The onl y 
capability left out in that chapter was the abi lit y to control lights a nd other 
items in the house when you are away by cal ling your home computer. 

To provide a simple means to communicate with the computer by 
phone, we will need some special hardware. We cannot use the Speech 
Link sys tem for two reasons. First, the Speech Link is connected through 
the radio receiver and would not be able to liste n to phone conve rsations. 
Second, the distortion and noise on the phone line make the Speech Link 
much less effective. 

This does not cause us any real problems. We just need to anal yze 
our needs . The first thing the system must be able to do is to recognize the 
difference between a standard caller trying to leave a message and you 
wishi ng to contro l something in the house or wanting a status report. 

Your system must also be able to understand what you want once it 
has determined it is you calling. Without the luxury of using a speech 
recognition system, we must severely limi t the commands that we expect 
the system to understand. One of my initia l ideas was to use the tones on a 
push-bu tton phone. Each tone was to be used as a separate command. It 
sounded like a good idea until I tried building the required tone decoder. 

It turns out that such a tone decoder is either very unreliable o r more 
expensive than I was willing to accept. My nex t step was to consider 
decoding onl y two tones, in order to keep the cost down. One of these 
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tones would be used to answer ' yes" and the other for "no.' ' I figured that 
the system could ask the proper questions , using the speech synthesizer , 
and I cou ld answer e ither yes or no. 

It occurred to me that the system real ly did no t need to be able to 
recognize ' yes" and " no. " Just " yes" would be enough. A "no" would 
simply be the absence of a " yes ." I a lso decided that if I used a short tone 
sequence rather than the tone itse lf I would be able to recognize a " yes" 
using the sound detection hardware covered in Chapter 9. Some software 
would be required , but the thought of avoiding additional decoding 
hardware was very appealing. 

We wi ll need one piece of additional hardware , a tone sequence 
generator. One of my objectives fo r the des ign of the ge nerator was that 
the code cou ld be easily changed. I might want to c ha nge my own code 
from time to time, and I felt certa in that anyone duplicating my sys tem 
would want a code of his or her own. 

Let's look at the c ircu it I fina ll y a rri ved at. It is shown in Figure 11 . 1. 
It is made of two 555 timers acting as oscillators, an eight-swi tch DIP, and 
a 74 165 shift register. The principle of operation is really rather simple . We 
want the speaker to produce a sequence that the computer can detec t. 
Figure 11 .2 shows a possible sequence. 

T here is a short burst of tone first , followed by a pause. The second 
burst is a little longer than the first. The length of time required for the two 
bursts and the pause is labeled I , J , and K . It wil l be the res ponsibil it y of 
the detecting software to measure these lengths and compare them to a 
predetermined sequence for " yes." Any other sequence will be taken for 
the word " no." 

The ci rcu it of F igure 11 . 1 is used to produce the desired sequence. 
The 555 timer on the left outputs a tone from pin 3 to the speaker. This 
tone can be turned on or off by placing a logical I or 0 on pin 4. This 
controll ing signal will come from the se ria l output of the eight-bit shift 
register. The on/off sequence of the tone will be equi vale nt to the one/zero 
pattern in the shift regi ster. The second 555 timer is used to clock the shift 
regis ter. It will run much slower tha n the first ti mer. 

The actual frequencies of the two timers are not critical. The software 
can adapt to a lmost any reasonable combination we wish to use. The 
leftmost timer should produce a tone within the bandwidth of the phone 
lines. Somewhere between 1000 and 2000 hertz is idea l. 

The second timer needs to be slow enough to create a recognizable 
sequence, and yet fast e nough to complete the entire sequence wi thin a 
second or so. This implies a frequency of 5 to I 0 hertz. T he fact that your 
frequencies are different from mine will just help make your system more 
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Figure 11.2 The switch settings (see Figure I I. I) produce a tone sequence as 
shown. The computer will measure the times and store the relative results in the 
variables I, J, and K. 
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secure. In addition to the frequencies , though , we will want to have 
control of the tone sequence. 

The sequence, remember, is reflective of the pattern in the shift 
register. When pin 1 on the shift register is pulsed low, the shift register is 
loaded with the data controlled by the eight dip switches. The open 
switches will produce a tone. Likewise, closed switches will cause a 
pause. 

Any pattern can be detected , but my software will expect a tone , a 
pause , and another tone. The length of each of these can be easily varied 
by the setting of the DIP switches. As we will see in later chapters , the 
software can be easily modified for any size of tones and pauses.It will 
even be easy to have another pause and a third tone if you wish. 

I use four AA cells as my power supply. If you use a small speaker, 
the entire generator will fit easily in the palm of your hand. To use it, just 
hold the unit so that the speaker is close to the telephone mouthpiece and 
press the push button. The tone sequence , when played , will be "heard" 
by the computer at the other end of the phone line. 

As mentioned earlier, the circuitry used to allow the computer to 
" listen" will be the same circuit described in Chapter 9. The circuit was 
used there to determine when a caller stopped talking so that the computer 
could hang up at the end of the message. As you remember, the circuit 
worked by sending the computer a logic I whenever the sound level 
exceeded a preset threshold. 

This same capability is all we need for the tone detector. When the 
tone sequence is played over the phone, it will trigger the sound detector. 
The software can monitor how long each tone and pause lasts. These times 
can be compared to see if they are within tolerance. For these measure
ments to be valid , the computer must know when to start taking readings. 

The computer will not continually monitor the sound detector for the 
presence of the tone sequence. The first time it watches for the sequence 
will be when the caller starts to record his or her message. If the sequence 
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is not the first sound heard , the system will assume it is a standard call and 
process it appropriate ly. 

If the sequence is detected , though, the recorder will be turned off 
and the computer will communicate using the speech synthesize r. It wi ll 
ask if a status report is desired. If the next sound conforms to the proper 
tone sequence , the computer will interpret it as a "yes" answer. Any other 
sound wi ll be a " no." The most obvious sound to use for " no" is to 
actually say " no." Of course, any word , even "yes," wou ld be interpret
ed as a negative response since it wi ll not match the expected tone 
sequence. 

After the status report the system will continue to ask questions and 
act on the answers accordingly. We will see later that the software will ask 
the questions in a manner that will provide easy remote control of the 
home. 
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In previous chapters several devices were connected to a computer 
using some form of parallel input or output port. There are many such 
ports on the market, but I chose to build my own. Even if you plan to 
purchase your ports , this chapter may be of value to you as it discusses the 
general software required to transfer data to and from a port. 

To begin with , you need to realize that a port is nothing more than a 
memory location made up of discrete components. Let's look at an 
example. Each memory chip in the Apple contains 16,384 memory cells. If 
these cell s were made out of individual gates or flip-flops, you could attach 
wires to the flip-flop (F/F) outputs. If that wire controlled a transistor, 
which in turn controlled a relay , then external devices could be turned on 
and off by simply storing a 1 or 0 into that particular memory cell. 

Using similar reasoning, external switches could be connected to the 
set and clear inputs of a flip-flop cell. Software could easily be used to read 
the state of that cell and thus determine the state of the external switch. 
This simple example should demonstrate that there is nothing mysterious 
about I /0 ports . 

Of course , we don' t build memories out of di screte flip-flops. Not 
only wou ld such memories be very expensive and consume much more 
power than LSI memories, but they would al so take up much more space. 
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In addition , all the discrete wiring would provide potenti al faults and make 
such a system less reliable. 

We can build an output port using F/Fs if we wish. We would need 
one F/F for each data line. Whenever the 6502 executes a STORE 
instruction to a particular address, the address and data lines will 
simultaneously hold the data and the address of where those data are to be 
stored. All we need do is to detect or decode the proper address and use 
that signal to gate the data into the flip-flops at the end of the cycle. 

It is equally simple to build an input port. Whenever the processor is 
reading from a given address , it expects to find the proper data on the data 
bus. If we again detect the appropriate address, we can use that signal to 
let the data on the bus. This enabling will usuall y be done using tristate 
buffers. When enabled , the tristates transfer their inputs to their outputs, 
and when disabled the outputs have an infinite impedance. 

F igure 12. 1 shows simple output and input ports for an Apple 
comput~r. The address decoding for the Apple is simple because 16 
addresses have already been pa rtially decoded for each slot on the mother 
board. Any of these addresses will activate the dev ice-select pin on the 
slot. ln this case we have not decoded the device-select any further. This 
means that any of the 16 addresses could be used when addressing either 
the input or the output port. A decoder chip could have been used to allow 
15 more ports to be added to this one slot. The read/write line is used to 
determine whether we are reading from or writing to the port. 

You can certainly use 110 ports like those just discussed. There are 
chips on the market , though, that offer several advantages over construct
ing the port out of discrete gates and F/Fs. These chips are call ed PIAs 
(peripheral interface adapters) and YIAs (versatile interface adapters). 
Since we don' t need the advanced features found in YIAs, let's examine 
how to build a port using a PIA. 

The 6820 PIA from Motorola has all the buffering and tristate 
capabilities built in . lt has six regi sters, of which two are used as the actual 
input and output ports. The decoding required to select one of the six 
registers is unique, as we will soon see, and is also built into the chip itself. 

Another advantage of the PIA is that the pins of each eight-bit port 
can be individually programmed to be either an output or an input. This 
makes it extremely flexible and adds to the usability of the ports. Figure 
12.2 shows an 110 design for an Apple that will give you four 8-bit ports, 
any of which can be either input or output. 

The 7442 is a decoder chip that aids in the selection of one of the 16 
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addresses reserved for each Apple slot. Any of these addresses will 
activate the device select, which in turn activates the decoder. 

Once enabled by the device select , the decoder uses address lines A2 
and A3 to force one of its pins (I, 2, 3 or 4) to go low. These pins can be 
used to enable four additional devices. Each device may have up to four 
addresses, wh ich should be selected with AO and A I. 

Two of the four possible devices wi ll be PIAs. Pin 2 selects the top 
PIA, while pin 3 enables the bottom PIA. Each PIA requires four 
addresses for access to its internal registers. AO and A 1 are used for this 
purpose. These internal registers will be discussed momentarily. 

This leaves two pins for other devices . Pin I is used to restart the 
system sanity timer. This failsafe system was explained in Chapter 7. 
Since we did not use the lower two address lines in this case, there will be 
four differe nt addresses that will restart the sanity timer. 

The last pin, pin 4, can be used for expansion if you want to 
experiment. It can ha ndle any device with four add resses, so you could 
easily add another PIA or even a serial port, using something like a 6850 
communications chip. 

For full use of the 6820 PIA chips, you shoul d consult a Motorola 
specification sheet. I wil l only discuss the necessary information required 
for using the PIA in the context of the home control system. 

There have been many needs in previous chapters for a paral lel 1/0 
port. The system clock, for example, needed a full port and one pin from 
another. The interrupt system also needed an eight-bit input port. My 
voice output system used a serial port, but your particular choice might 
require a parallel port. In all these cases, you can utili ze one of the, PIA 
ports just described. 

As I have mentioned, there are four addresses used for each PIA. 
Since I also stated there are six different registers in the PIA, you should 
be wondering how they all can be accessed. To explore this more 
efficiently, we need to realize that each PIA has two separate ports. They 
are referred to as port A and port B. There are two addresses and three 
registers used for each. 

Let's examine port A for a moment. One address is for the control 
regi ster. Most of the bits in this register are used to control the handshake 
lines. Since these lines are not used in the home control system, they will 
not be discussed here. There is one bit in the control register, however, 
that we will need to use. It allows the second address for port A to access 
either one of the two remaining registers. 

The important bit we are dealing with is data line 2 or 02. The data 
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lines are labeled from DO through 07, where D7 is the most significant bit. 
When D2 is set to a I in the control register, the second address of port A 
becomes the 1/0 register. If bit D2 is cleared in the control register, the 
second address provides access to the data direction register (DOR). 

The DDR provides the PIA l/O port with its flexibilit y. Each 
individual bit in the DOR controls whether the corresponding bit in the 1/0 
register is to be used as an input or an output. A I indicates an output pin 
whereas a 0 represents an input. The eight pins of the l/O port can be made 
all inputs , all outputs , or any combination that you require. 

The software must initialize the DDR before it tries to use the l/O 
registers. We will see how this is done in Part Ill when we explore the 
programs that make up the home control system. You can use any 
commercially available 1/0 board as long as you fo llow the instructions 
provided for its use. You may a lso use an 110 port instead of the Apple 
game connector. This would be required if you prefer to keep your paddles 
connected or if you are using some computer other than an Apple. 

This completes our discussion of the hardware required for imple
menting the home control system. Part III will cover the software that will 
bring the hardware to life. 
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We are finally to the software, the heart of the home control system. I 
hope you have read the previous two parts of the book first. I realize the 
tendency, especially for those of you that detest hardware , will be to begin 
your reading here. Even if you are not planning to actually computerize 
your home and are just reading for information, I urge you to start at the 
beginning. 

I think my treatment of the hardware has been straightforward. I tried 
not to get bogged down in detailed discussions of transistors and integrated 
circuits. You should have found my discussions informative and easy to 
follow. I have tried to center the discussion around what the hardware is 
going to do for the software. And that is exactly why reading the book in 
order is important. 

In this chapter I have several objectives in mind. First, I want to 
make sure you understand the principles of structured programming. 
Second, I want to show you the flow charting symbols I will be using in the 
chapters to follow. And, last , this chapter will serve as an overview of the 
total software architecture of the system. A thorough understanding of 
how the home control program is organized is very important if the 
remaining chapters are to be easily digested. 

Structured programming is the best thing to happen in the computer 
industry in a long time. It has turned programming from an art into a 
science. You hear all sorts of key words and phrases in a discussion of 
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structured programming. Two of the most important are modular and top 
down design. 

Actually, structured programming is reall y so logical that after you 
have been exposed to it you wi ll probably find it very simple and obvious. 
T he real key to building a structured program is to plan the enti re program 
completely before a ny code is wri tten. To plan completely, you must fu lly 
define the problem. 

In the past two sections of the book, 1 have tried to defi ne the 
problem of home control, or at least my approach to it. Since the problem 
has been broken down into its fundamenta l parts, it wi ll be easy to wri te 
the program in modules called subroutines. Each subroutine will so lve the 
problems found in each of the fundamental parts. 

This principle of structured programming does not stop he re though. 
Each subroutine should be further divided into simpler problems that will 
also be solved by additional subroutines. And those subroutines can be 
further divided, and so on . This process, starting at the top and worki ng 
down, should continue until the tasks to be solved are trivial. 

F igure 13 . 1 shows the symbols used to indicate tasks. Simple tasks 
are represented by just a box. If the box has vertical lines on each side , it 
indicates a subroutine. T he subroutine boxes should be described in more 
detai l by using a separate flow chart. A slanted box indicates a n input or 
output operation. 

The process prev iously described will yield a program made up of 
fu ndamental actions that are linked together to build larger and more 
complex actions . This linking is accompli shed with logical control struc
tures. We will call these constructs for short. Figures 13.2 through 13.5 
show the primary constructs we will be using. Modules A, B, and C 
represent tasks and are used for example purposes only. 

The IF-THEN-ELSE construct is used to decide which of two 

PROCESS 
OR TASK 

INPUT OR 
OUTPUT 
PROCESS 

SUBROUTINE 
Figure 13.1 These symbols will be 
used to identify functions in the home 
control flow chart s . 
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modules , or groups of modu les , is to be executed based on some 
condition. Many BASIC interpreters have such a statement. Applesoft 
only has an IF-THEN , but it can be used along with a GOTO to perform 
the IF-THEN-E LSE. 

A special case of the IF statement occurs if we wish to do one of 
several things depend ing on the value of some variable. Figure 13 .3 
describes such a situation using IF statements. Figure 13.4 shows the 
much easier to follow construct, the CASE of X. In both of these 
situations, modu le A is performed if X = I, module 8 is performed when 
X = 2, and module C is performed when X = 3. 

Some of the most powerfu l constructs are based on a loop structure. 
There are three forms of loops. T hese are the WHILE , the UNTIL, and 
the ITERATE loop. Although any of the three loops can be created using 
only IF and GOTO stateme nts, Apple BAS IC only has ITE RATE loops . 
Applesoft implements them using FOR/NEXT statements . To keep things 
as simple as possible fo r the reader, I have chosen to use onl y ITERATE 
loops in this book. The symbol I will use for a loop is shown in Figure 13.5 . 
The dotted line is shown here only fo r clarity. Normally it will be omitted. 

The architecture of the home control progra m is going to be top 
down , as I have described . At the bottom of the pyramid of tasks will be 
those that are very basic and fundamental. As it turns out , these 
fundamental tasks are very important for several reasons. 

They are important primarily because they form the center core of the 
program. Knowing how they work will provide you with a true under
standing of how larger tasks can be created by linking smaller ones 
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Figure 13.3 The IF-THEN-ELSE can 
be used to select more than just two 
alternatives. 

Figure 13.4 Special constructs provide 
diagrams that are easier to read and 
follow than combinations of IF-THEN
ELSE blocks. 
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Figure 13.S To keep the flow charts 
from looking like spaghetti, loops will 
be drawn as shown, but without the 
dotted line. 

together. They are also important because they provide an easy means to 
transfer the home control program to a system other than an Apple 
computer. 

Examples of the fundamental tasks are dialing the phone, recognizing 
a spoken word, pausing for a specific period of time , and pushing a button 

LINE NOS. 

1-99 

100-149 
150-199 
200-249 
250-299 
300-374 
375-399 
400-449 
450-474 
475-499 
500-524 
525·599 
600-649 
650·699 
700·749 
750-799 
800·849 
850-899 
900-949 
950·999 

1000-1999 
2000-2999 
3000-3999 
4000-4999 

5000-5999 

USE 

MAIN PROGRAM 

CHECK FOR PHONE RINGING 
CHECK FOR SOUND CHANGE 
DELAY SC SECONDS 
CHECK FOR OWNER CODE 
SAY MESSAGE NUMER ME 
INITIALI ZE SPEECH LINK 
DELAY BASE ON DE 
CHECK FOR WIRELESS MIKE ON 
LOAD TIME TABLE 
TURN THINGS ON BY PHONE 
TURN THINGS OFF BY PHONE 
READ TIME 
DIAL PHONE 
STATUS REPORT 
PUSH BUTTON BU ON BSR 
RECOGNIZE VERBAL YES/ NO 
RECOGNIZE A WORD 
MAIN INITIALIZATION 
VARIABLE INITIALIZATION 

PROCESS VOICE COMMANDS 
PROCESS PHONE CALLS 
PROCESS SECURITY FLAGS 
PROCESS T IME TABLE 

TIME TABLE SUBROUTINES 

Figure 13.6 This table summarizes 
where each mod ule in the home control 
program is located. 
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on the BSR unit. Each of these routines is very short and is explained 
individuall y in Chapter 14. If any of the major modules wishes to perform a 
fundamental task, it simply calls that subroutine. If your computer or 
peripheral operates differentl y than mine , you can change the appropriate 
fundamental subroutines and have the program work ing on your system 
with minimal effort. 

Figure 13 .6 shows the line numbers reserved for different areas of the 
home control program. The mai n program lies between lines I and 99. The 
fundamental subroutines occupy from 100 to 999. T he major modules are 
each given 1000 possible lines . There is nothing special about my choices 
in this matter. Other line numbers could just as easil y have been used. 

In addition to the BASIC program, we will a lso need a machine 
language program to process interru pts and an area of memory to store the 
vocabulary templates for the Speech Link. Both of these situations wi ll be 
discussed in detail in la ter chapters. At thi s point , however, you can refer 
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Figure 13.7 This memory map shows 
where each section of the home control 
program resides . Note that the normal 
Apple LOMEM has been altered to 
make room for special programs and 
data. 
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to the memory map in F igure 13. 7 to see the areas of memory reserved fo r 
different parts of the home control system. 

You should now have a good overview of how the software is 
organized. The main program consists primarily of a few GOSUBS that 
call the major modules in the proper order. These major modules use 
constructs to link together the funda mental tasks in such a manner that an 
intelligent system is created. In the nex t chapter we will look at the 
fundamental tasks in detail. 



T~B~~im~~Y 
T~sks 

A primary task in the home control system is one of the fundamental 
fu nctions used to build larger modules. These simple, almost trivial actions 
form the foundation of the entire system. The tremendous power of the 
home control program comes from the intelligent linking of subroutines 
that perform the actions required to solve trivial tasks. 

In this chapter I wish to cover a ll the primary tasks in considerable 
detail. A good understanding of these tasks and how the computer 
performs them will a id you greatly when we look at the major modu les in 
la ter chapters. T he na me of each task and its starting line number were 
given in F igure 13.6. The actual program listings can be found in Appendix 
A . Let 's look at each of them separately. 

The first module , as its name implies , checks to see if the phone is 
ringing. Anytime the main program wants to know such information, it will 
call this subroutine. This subroutine , as well as several others , will use the 
variable YES to pass status information back to the calling program. In 
thi s case, when the program retu rns, the variable YES will equal a I if the 
phone is ringing and a 0 if it is not. 

As previously men tioned, you can refer to Appendi x A to see the 
code for this module. It begins a t line 100. As you can see , it is very short, 
so short in fact that no flo w charts will be used to describe this or any of 
the fundamental tasks . The subroutine is very simple. F irst, the phone is 
assumed not to be ringing, so YES is set to 0. A FOR loop causes the 
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system to check a location of the Micro modem card 30 times. The variable 
RING has been set equal to the actual address of this location. 

This Micromodem location is special. It was designed to contain a 
number smaller than 128 whenever the phone is ringing. The program 
checks for such a situation and sets YES equal to I when it exists. 

At this point , I hope you are thin king, " Boy, he was n' t kidding when 
he said the fu ndamental tasks would be simple." Remember , if you 
happen to be using a different commercial device for detecting a ring, you 
will need to change this routine. Once that is done, any module that needs 
to know if the phone is ringing will GOS U B I 00 and check the value of the 
variable YES upon return. 

If you do not wish to buy special hardware, you should refer to back 
issues of such magazines as Byte , Microcomputing, and Micro. These 
magazines are fi lled with many interesting and informati ve articles that can 
aid those of you that wish to design and construct circuits of your own. Of 
course , my hardware chapters have given you some ideas, but I suspect 
many wi ll wish to alter my initial ideas to match particular obj ectives. 

You should also check the book section of your local computer store. 
There are many books available on subjects ranging from telephone 
projects to interfacing the Apple computer. I point a ll this out because you 
should now realize how simple it is to adapt my program to any hardware 
you might have or want to build. 

For completeness, I should discuss the magic number 128. Many 
peripheral input pins, such as the location RING and the Apple game 
connector input pins , are each connected onl y to the most significant bit of 
an input port. The remaining 7 pins are left unconnected and therefore 
appear to be random I' s and O' s when read. Any ex ternal event forcing the 
most significant bit to 0 will appear , when read, as a number smal ler than 
128, no matter what sta te the rest of the bits are in. 

The second fundamental task is to check for a changing sound from 
the microphone and its associated amplifier discussed in Chapter 9. This 
subroutine a lso passes its answer in the variable YES, like the ring 
detection modul e . It is not quite as easy though to detect a change as it is a 
simple presence. 

The problem is as fol lows. Usuall y, when no one is talking , the input 
pin wi ll be zero . For example , if someone called and just quit talking, the 
input pin would stay low. If they hung up, though , the dial tone would be a 
continuous sound that would result in a I on the input pin . To ensure that 
someone is still talking, the computer must check to see if the input pin is 
alternating between I and 0. 

To do this , the subroutine starts by assuming there is no change, 
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which again means that YES is set to 0. T he location SOUND has been set 
to the address of one game connector input pin. Depending on whether 
SOUND contains a number greater or less than 127, the temporary 
variable S(6) is set to a I or a 0. For a couple of seconds the system loops 
and checks to see if the location SOUND still contains the same informa
tion. If it does not, a c hange has occurred and the variab le YES is set to I. 

This subroutine does not return as soon as it detects a sound, but 
always checks for the same period of time. T his wi ll provide an easy 
means to monitor how long a call is taking. Using this information , the 
phone module (Chapter 17) can easi ly impose a max imum limit on the 
length of recorded messages . The listing for this fundamental task , as for 
all the others , is in Appendix A. 

T here are two delay routines, one at 200 and another at 400. Let' s 
look at both of them now . T he one at 200 will delay a number of seconds 
equal to the contents of the variable SC. It performs thi s task by setting up 
the variable DE and calling the general-purpose delay routine at 400. 

You might be wondering why I did not use the clock for these 
routines. For many situations the clock wou ld be excell ent. Remember, 
however, that my clock is on ly accurate to 1 second . T he delay at 400 is 
accurate to one cycle of the FOR loop, about 1/400 of a second. This 
accuracy was needed to time the 30-second message tape. If the tape 
stopped a half-second early each time , it would not take many phone calls 
to have it starting up in the middle of the message. 

T here is one line that I did not mention in the ex planation. It PEEKs 
at the location SANITY. T his statement will occur throughout the home 
control system. Its purpose is to reset the system sanity timer as discussed 
in Chapter 7. 

At line 250 we have a subroutine that checks for the special tone 
sequence described in Chapte r 11 . The principle of its operation is not very 
difficu lt. The program monitors the same microphone as the subroutine at 
line I 50, which detects sound changes. The difference is that th is module 
will measure how long the first sound , the first pause , a nd fina ll y the 
second sound last. T he relati ve lengths of these three periods are stored in 
the variables I , J , and K. T hi s is done in lines 262 through 286. 

At line 292 the measured values are checked to see if they are within 
tolerance of the code values. If they are , then YES is set to 1; otherwise it 
is set to 0. The lines prior to 262 are used to wait fo r a sound to start. If it 
does not start within a fe w seconds, the subroutine will return with YES 
equal to 0. 

T he PRINT statement at line 293 is not required for normal operation. 
If you are changing your code or starti ng up your system for the first time, 
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you may use this line to help you decide on your ranges for 1, J , and K . The 
easiest way to do this is to simply call your computer while you are out 
running an errand and play your tone sequence. Since it will not match, the 
computer will hang up on you; but when you get home, it will have printed 
the values it found on the screen and you can alter lines 294 through 298. 

The Say a Message module at line 300 may appear to be long at first , 
but the program itself is really very short. Most of the listing is made up of 
the messages. To use the message module , you need only to set the 
variable MESSAGE equal to a number between 1 and 64 and call this 
subroutine. Not only wi ll the corresponding message be said, but the delay 
routine will be called to force a pause so that the message and the program 
will stay in sync. 

This need to stay in sync may not be very obvious, so let me discuss it 
further. Suppose the computer asks you a question such as , "What do you 
wish me to do to the floodlights?" You would be expected to respond by 
saying either "Turn it on" or "Shut it off." 

Once the computer has sent the message to the speech synthesizer, it 
will then enable the speech recognition unit in order to hear your reply. If 
the system begins " listening" too early, it will hear itself talking. This is 
possible because of the buffer in the voice synthesizer. If the wait is too 
long, you might begin speaking before the system is ready to listen. The 
solution to this problem is to have the computer pause whenever it speaks 
for just the right amou nt of time. 

L ine 303 is used to enable the speech synthesizer. Depending on the 
variable MESSAGE, one of the print statements wi ll send a phrase to the 
synthesizer. If MESSAGE is 1, line 3 11 will be executed. If MESSAGE is 
2, line 312 will be spoken. Each print statement must end with a RETURN 
in order to send the program flow back to line 306. 

In line 306 the variable SC is set to an e lement in the array MT. The 
variable MESSAGE is used to select which element is to be used. Each 
element in the array has been initialized to equal the number of seconds 
required to say each corresponding message. When the subroutine at 200 
is called, a pause of SC seconds will be generated. Note that the delay 
routine we are using is also one of the fundamental tasks. 

By reading through the messages, you can see the phrases that my 
house can say. You can easil y customize these to give your home the 
personality you desire. If you wish , you can add additional messages in 
lines 365 through 374. If you need more than ten add itional messages to 
customize your home, you wi ll have to expand line 305. 

The last thing done in this module is to turn off the speech synthesizer 
using a PR#O command. 
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The next task is to initialize Speech Link. The Speech Link voice 
recognition system needs to have memory set aside for ·work space. It also 
needs to know where the word templates are stored. Once all this has been 
done , a control " I" must be sent to the slot holding the Speech Link 
board. 

If you own a Speech Link, you can get a full description of what is 
happening in this module from your manual. If you are using some other 
recognition system, I will not bother you with the details about mine. 

The subroutine at line 450 checks to see if the wireless mike is on. It 
looks at the Apple game connector pin that is connected to the wireless 
mike (see Chapter 4) and sets the variable YES equal to I or 0 depending 
on the value found. Whenever the wireless mike is off, the RF radiation 
from my early model Apple keeps the input pin high , which means that the 
reading will be 128 or greater. If the mike is turned on, the recei ver locks 
onto the carrier, and the reading will drop to 127 or lower. Because of this, 
I can get the computer's attention by just turning on the microphone. 

If you are using a later model Apple or any computer that is well 
shielded, or if you have a different type of wireless mike than mine , you 
may have to alter this routine somewhat, although I doubt it. If you should 
need to make changes, you will just have to experiment a little with your 
equipment. In general , though, if my subroutine is not su itable, the Check 
For Sound Change routine at line 150 should work if the variable SOUND 
is replaced with the variable VOICE. Copy it at line 450 and make the 
appropriate changes. 

Don't forget that the sensitivity of the hardware discussed in Chapter 
4 can be varied using a potentiometer. 

At line 475 there is a subroutine to perform another fundamental task. 
In this case it loads a two-dimensional array from disk . This array contains 
the time table information that the main program will use to control the 
automatic actions preprogrammed by you . A complete discuss ion of the 
contents of this array will come later. The listing for this subroutine is 
relativel y short. The variable 0$ is equal to a control "D" as required by 
the Apple for recognition of disk commands. 

We need to skip ahead just a little in the program li sting to the module 
at line 750. This routine utilizes a machine language program (details in 
Chapter 20) to "push" a button on the BSR un it. To use this subroutine, 
the variable BU should be set to the appropriate code for the button 
desired. The codes were listed in Figure 8.4. 

The subroutines at 500 and 525 are used to turn things ON and OFF 
using the telephone. They both use other fundamental tasks to help 
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perform their functions. These subroutines are only called if the main 
program has determined that something is to be controlled. Let's look first 
at the Turn On By Phone module. 

The program immediately goes to the subroutine at 540. Using the 
Say Message task, the computer will say, "Give me a yes to each valid 
device" (message 38). A FOR loop is then used to say the seven items that 
my progra m can control from a telephone. After each is said , the caller can 
respond by saying the word " no" or playing the proper tone sequence for 
a "yes." The subroutine at 250 is used to check for the code. If a YES was 
given (YES = I) , the correct button on the BSR will be pressed. 

When all seven items have been said, a RETURN sends the program 
back to line 510. At this point the ON button is pressed, which will turn on 
every item whose button was pressed earlier. The only difference in the 
OFF subroutine is that the OFF button is pressed in line 534. The power of 
using fundamental tasks to create more powerful functions should be 
becoming very clear. If it is not clear at this point, I urge you to study the 
listings in Appendix A for the modules discussed so far. 

At line 600 the re is a routine that will read the time from the clock 
circuit discussed in Chapter 6. This time is stored in two ways. The first 
way uses the array T(X), where X ranges from 0 to 6. When this subroutine 
is exited, T(l) and T(O) will contain the present time in seconds. T(O) 
contains the least significant digit. Likewise, T(3) and T(2) contain the 
minutes information. The hours are found in T(5) and T(4). T(6) will 
contain a number from 0 to 6 indicating the day of the week. 

Each of these digits is read using the subroutine at line 620. It sets up 
the proper data direction on the 110 port, sends the proper address , and 
reads in the digit desired. During the read operation the clock is disabled 
from counting so that false reads will not occur. The variables used here 
are A, B, CA, and CB, which represent data registers A and Band their 
associated control registers. 

A small machine language subroutine (Appendix B) is called from line 
630. Its purpose is to mask the top four bits of the digit being read to 0. 

Line 616 converts the present time in minutes and hours to a single 
number, which is stored in the variable TM. Since my clock chip adds 4 to 
the most significant digit of hours if the time is P.M ., each time will have a 
unique TM. If you are using a different clock board , simply replace this 
routine with one that reads your clock and puts the appropriate data into 
the variables T(X) and TM. If you do write your own routine, don 't forget 
to indicate A.M. and P.M. by adding 4 to the most significant hours digit to 
indicate P.M. 
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The Dial the Phone module does exactly as its name implies. Before 
calling thi s routine, PN$ should be set equal to the desired phone number. 
Line 655 activates the D.C. Hayes Micromodem, which is in slot MSLOT. 
The phone is actually dialed by sending a control Q , the phone number , 
and a line feed to the modem. When the modem receives this sequence , it 
will dial and attempt to communicate with a computer at the other end of 
the line. 

Since we don ' t want such a communication to take place, the modem 
must be instructed to hang up by sending it a control Z. This wou ld 
normally disconnect us from the phone line. To solve this problem , we 
activate the intercom phone in line 665 before the control Z is sent. The 
variable TN is the game connector pin controlling the phone. TN stands 
for telephone on. Location TF turns the phone off. 

After the modem is completely turned off with a PR#O, the variable 
SS is set to a I. This serves as a flag to other modules so they will know 
that the phone is off the hook. 

At line 700 there is a module to verbally report the present status of 
the house. Variables S8 and S9 keep track of the number of outside and 
inside triggers of the security sensors This module uses the Message 
modu le to notify you of any security problems if S8 or S9 are not equal to 
0. It also uses the variable NC (number of calls) to Jet you know how many 
phone calls have occurred that day. 

Three modules are associated with the Speech L ink voice recognition 
unit. The initialization routine at line 375 was discussed earlier. The other 
two are at lines 800 and 850. Let's look at 850 first. 

This routine is highly dependent on the Speech Link. If you own one, 
the code should be obvious. If not , you will have to create a similar 
program to perform the same functions . Lines 858 to 865 cause the Speech 
Link to wait until a word is spoken. If the word is recognized , it is stored in 
the variable W$. If no match is found, W$ will be an empty or null string. 

lf recognition does not occur, the computer will respond (line 870) by 
asking you to repeat your request. The rest of this routine is a little 
peculiar and will require a little more information about the Speech Link 
system. 

The Speech Link not only puts the recognized word in W$, but it also 
puts the number of the word recognized in a location we can PEEK at. 
Since I said each word three times during training , I needed to map three 
different word numbers into the desired number. This is accomplishd by 
the formula in line 875. Essentially , if the peeked location contains a 0 , 1, 
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or 2, the word number (WN) will be 1. If it is 3, 4, or 5, then WN will be 2. 
This continues for all the possible words. 

You could set WN using IF-THEN statements, but this feature of the 
Speech Link is much more efficient. A second feature of the Speech Link 
is selective recognition . This means that the word to be recognized can be 
compared to less than all the words in the vocabulary. This is not always a 
useful feature. In many cases, however, an intelligent program can 
determine that the next input should be one of several particular words. 

For example, if the command given to the house is a room name, like 
kitchen, the system will ask, "What do you wish me to do to the kitchen?" 
lt will expect you to give on ly one of the fol lowing four commands. 

Turn it on 
Shut it off 
Dim it 
Nevermind 

The first three obviously control the light . Notice that I have tried to 
make each command sound as different as possible. The last command is 
used to get out of the sequence. It is used primarily to cancel a 
misunderstood command. Suppose you said "kitchen" and the house 
replied , "What do you wish me to do to the bedroom," because it 
misunderstood the word "kitchen." By replying " nevermind" the com
mand will be aborted. 

Since only four different words are expected, the system can be much 
more accurate if it compares a spoken word to only the four possible and 
not to all 63 in the vocabulary. To select wh ich words to use during the 
recognition process, the Speech Link has a table that starts at the location 
specified by the variable MASK. 

Lines 880 to 890 set each element of the table equal to zero so that the 
corresponding word will be ignored during the recognition process. Any 
module wanting to recognize a word will be required to set up the MASK 
table for the words it expects before cal ling this module. Since the home 
control program is inte lligent, it wi ll always know what type of command 
or response it expects from you. 

I should remind you that this chapter makes no attempt at explaining 
how actions such as the preceding one are accomplished. The intelligence 
of the system will be explained in detail in the chapters that follow. All you 
are expected to understand now is what each fundamental task does. 
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The last task associated with the Speech Link resides at line 800. It is 
very similar to the word recognition module, except a control V is sent to 
the Speech Link before and after a word is recognized. The control V is 
used to toggle the speech system into and out of a special form of 
recognition. In this mode it can recognize only two words, "yes" and 
" no. " 

As in other modules with such a response, the variable YES will be 
set to a 1 for "yes" and a 0 for " no. " This mode is particularly nice 
because it is speaker independent and does not require training. 

At line 950 there is a module that initializes all the major variables. 
Refer to the listing in Appendix A as I discuss the use for each variable. 

In lines 955 to 960, PF, PN, RF, RN , TF, and TN stand for tape 
PLAYER off/on, tape RECORDER off/on, and PHONE off/on. Any 
access of these variables , such as a PEEK or a POKE, will perform the 
named operation. Refer to the appropriate hardware chapters for more 
information on the use of these game connector locations. 

The variable VOICE is equal to the location that indicates whether 
the wireless mike is off or on. Similarly , SOUND is a location that 
indicates if a noise exceeds the preset threshold . Lines 965 to 967 establish 
which slots the Speech Link, the Voice Synthesizer, and the Modem are 
in. RING is the Micromodem location that indicates if the phone is ringing. 

At line 969 the array SP contains the Security Phone numbers. These 
numbers will be called in case of an emergency. Lines 970 to 971 set up the 
addresses for the PIA ports, A and B, and their respective control 
registers . The next line sets SANITY equal to the address of the system 
sanity timer. There will be accesses of the sanity timer throughout the 
program so that it will not cause a reset. 

The array MT stands for message time. It is initialized to the number 
of seconds required to say each message in the lines 973 to 975. Next, N 1$ 
and N2$ are set to the names of the two people for whom you have set up 
vocabularies . The respective vocabularies must be saved on disk under the 
same names. 

Lines 979 to 980 set up the array DAY$ as the days of the week. PN$ 
in line 981 holds the phone numbers you can ask the computer to call. If 
you have single-digit dialing on your phone, you may increase the dialing 
speed by using a one-digit code. 

Lines 984 to 986 establi sh the variables TEEN$ and TN$. These will 
be used to allow the Speech Synthesizer to announce the time correctly. 
Lines 987 to 992 set up the addresses for the tables , work space, and 
control characters used by the Speech Link. 
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Line 993 dimensiqns the time table array TT. This table will contain 
the events that should occur automatically , as well as their scheduled 
times. The appropriate codes mentioned in Chapter 8 for the BSR buttons 
are put in the array BU at lines 995 to 996. 

The control codes used by the Modem are established in line 997. 
Line 998 makes sure that the phone and the two tapes are all off. 

This completes the fundamental tasks required to control the hard
ware for the computerized home. All that is left to do is to see how these 
tasks can be linked together to create an intelligent system. 



T~e 1'1iii8liZ8iiCl'1 
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In this and the fo ll owing fi ve chapters I am going to di scuss the major 
modules that actually form the home control program. As you recall from 
earlier chapters, these modules are initia lization, voice request, phone 
control , security , event timing, and monitor movement. The initialization 
module is run only once and then control is passed sequentially among 
each of the other modules until conditions indicate that a particular 
function is needed. 

These chapters will be presented differently than Chapter 14, whic h 
covered the fundamental tas ks. Each of the tasks was small and , alt hough 
important, they were lacking in overall complexity. The tas ks are also the 
most probable sections of the program to be rewritten if your system is not 
identical to mine. For these reasons, the fundamental tasks were discussed 
in the context of their actual code. 

The major modules are much larger and more complex. Rather than 
exploring their code, I will di scuss them in terms of flow charts . Even 
though they are more complex , you should not hes itate to examine· them. 
As you will see , their increased complexity does not necessaril y mean that 
they must appear more complicated. Remember, these modules are litt le 
more than a series of control structures that link the fundamental tas ks 
together in such a manne r that a larger goal is accomplished. 

Figure 15.1 sho ws the flo w chart for the initia li zation modu le . The 
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INITIA LIZATION 

INITIALIZE 
VARIABLES 

INITIALIZE 
SPEECH LINK 

LOAD MACHINE 
LANGUAGE 
PROGRAMS 

LOAD SPEECH 
LINK 

VOCABULARY 
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APPROPRIATE 
TIME TABLE 

St • 3 NOT HOME 
S2 = 0 ASLEEP 
S3 • 0 WAKE UP 

CALLON 
S4 = 0 SECURITY 

ALARM ON 
SS = 0 PHONE OFF 
SS= 0 NUMBER OF 

OUTSIUt PROB. 
S9 = 0 NUMBER OF 

INSIDE PROB. 
NC = 0 NUMBER OF 

PHONE CALLS 

St= 1 
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UNKNOWN 
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INTERRUPTS 
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HOME" 

TH EN 

Sl = 2 AT HOME 
S2 • 1 AWAKE 
S3 = 1 NO WAKE UP 
S4 = 1 ALARM OFF 

Figure 15.1 T he initialization rout ine makes appropriate choices, even if no one 
is home. 
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first two items are calls to fundamental tasks to initialize the variables and 
the Speech Link ha rdware . Next the module loads the machine language 
portions of the home control program, including the vocabulary templates 
for the Speech Link. The final disk transfer is used to load the appropriate 
time table (depending on what day it is). 

Except for enabling interrupts, the rest of this module is used to 
initialize some very special variables that are used as flags or status 
indicators. The contents of these flags provide a means for the system to 
remember importa nt status information. The primary status variables will 
be S l , S2 , ... , S9. l will define each of them as they are initialized in the 
flow chart. 

SI can be one of three values. lfit is a 2, it means someone is home. A 
3 means the computer thinks the house is empty and a I means that the 
status is unknown. At this point in the initialization , S I is set to I , thus 
making the assumption that no one is home. 

The variable S2 can only be a I or a 0. A 0 means that everyone is 
asleep, while a I indicates the y are awake. The initial assumption is that 
they are asleep. 

Both S3 and S4 are alarm indicators . S3 is for alarm clock or wake-up 
calls, while S4 refers to the security or burglar alarm. In both cases a 0 
means the alarm is on , whereas a I indicates off. 

SS is a 0 whenever the phone is hung up and a l if it is in use. S8 and 
S9 keep track of how many outside and inside security breaches have 
occurred while the house was empty. A special variable NC is used to 
keep track of the number of phone calls. S6 and S7 are reserved for 
temporary variables a nd do not have a ny global significance. 

Once the computer makes the initial assumptions and sets the flags 
accordingly , it then attempts to confirm or change as many of the 
assumptions as possible. It will do this primaril y by asking verbally if 
anyone is home. To prevent the system from waking you in the middle of 
the night just to confirm its decision, I added an additional check. 

If the clock shows that people should be sleeping, the computer will 
not make the announcement. Instead , it will alter only the S l flag to show 
that the status is unknown. If the clock indicates that people should not be 
sleeping, it proceeds to ask if anyone is there. 

If someone responds to the question by turning on the wireless mike , 
four of the flags are changed. The house will now assume someone is 
home, that they are awake , and that no alarms have been set. 

The last portion of thi s module POKES the security alarm value of S4 
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into a memory location called ALARM. This location is used as a flag to 
the machine language portion of the home control system and causes it to 
act differently depending on the value. The actions of the machine 
language program will be discussed in Chapter 20. 

You can refer to Appendix A to see the actual code used to 
implement thi s and the other major modules of the home control program. 
The initialization module begins at line 900. 
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The purpose of the voice request module is to provide a means to 
control the house using verbal commands . Because of its complexity , 
much of this module is broken down into submodules, which are in turn 
made up of primary tasks. 

F igure 16.1 shows the first-level flow chart for the main modu le. 
Let's examine the chart in detail. You can refer to Appendix A for a 
complete listing of the program if you wish to see how the flow chart is 
implemented in code. 

The voice request module begins by using a fundamental task to 
determine if the wireless microphone is on or off. If the mike is off, the 
control re turns to the main program loop. If the mike is on, it means that 
someone wants to verbally command the house to do something. 

Assuming someone turned the microphone on, the flags are set to 
show that someone is home and that they are awake. The security alarm is 
shut off, as is the wake-up call function. These operations are repre
sentative of how the home control program is intelligent . The user does not 
have to "tell " the computer that he is home or that she is no longer in bed. 
These conclusions are "inferred" by the system. 

If, for example, you wake up early and ask the computer to turn on 
the bedroom light , it will automaticall y, because of the flags , act diffe rent
ly. It will not try to wake you up later as it was schedu led to do. It won' t 
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PROCESS 
VOICE REQUESTS 

RETURN 

THEN 

RETURN 

THEN 

RETURN 

1, 2. 3, 4, 5, 6. OR 7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

f igure 16. 1 This section of the voice comrol module passes control 10 one of 
seven submodules. 
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mind if inside security sensors are triggered because it will now assume it 
is you and not an intruder. 

The next item in the flow chart is to check to see if the phone is off the 
hook. This needs a little explanation before we look further at the flo w 
chart. Later in thi s chapter and in Chapter 17 we will find that you can 
command the computer to dial or answer the phone for you and place the 
call on the intercom phone. Once that is done the program will set a fl ag to 
indicate that the phone is off the hook , and it will proceed to handle other 
tasks. 

The assumption will be that if you are talking on the phone you will 
not be giving verbal commands to the house. Consequentl y, whenever the 
phone is off the hook and the computer sees the microphone on, it will 
assume that the phone call is over and it will terminate the call. This may 
seem complicated now, but it will seem simpler after we have discussed it 
in more detail later. 

For now, we can see from the flow chart that if the microphone is 
turned on while the phone is in use, the n the computer will hang up, say it 
has hung up, and set the flag to indicate that the phone is no longer in use. 

At this point in the flow cha rt we can assume that someone really 
wants to give the computer a verbal command. The command must be one 
of the 13 that is expected, so the mask is set to only allow recognition of 
the proper words. A fundamental tas k is called to do the actual recogni
tion. T hi s task, as discussed in Cha pter 14, will set the variable WN (word 
number) equal to the appropriate number between I and 13. 

Depending on WN , control is passed to one of seven secondary or 
submodules that process the command given. We will look at each of these 
modu les in a moment. For the sake of continuity, though, let's complete 
our discussion of Figure 16. l . After the appropriate secondary module 
performs its task , the fl ow proceeds down the flow chart. 

If a fl ag shows the phone is off the hook, which would indicate that 
the system has just been requested verball y to make a phone call , then the 
program returns to continue processing other tasks. Otherwise, the 
computer asks if there is anything else you want and waits for a verbal yes 
or no. If YES, it says that it is ready and waits for a new command. If NO, 
the system will say goodbye and return to loop until another situation 
requires attention . 

You should note that the computer always responds verbally to the 
commands you give. When a human talks to a machine , some type of 
feedback to the user is very important in order to convey that the machine 
is understanding. 

Let's look at each of the seven secondary modules that execute the 
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verbal commands. The first of these is the control module. It is called 
when the word spoken was one of the items that can be controlled , such as 
office , stereo, or bedroom. The flow chart for thi s module is shown in 
Figure 16.2. 

In the first block of the flow chart we can see that the variable BU is 
set to the correct button code for the BSR unit. The button codes were 
stored in the BU array during initialization. The word number WN is used 
to select the correct code. 

The computer uses a fundamental task to ask what you wish to do to 
the item specified. Since the name of the item being controlled is stored in 
the variable W$, the house can call the item by name. The mask is then 
prepared to recognize only one of four words. The acceptable words are 
" turn it on ," " shut it off," " dim it ," and " nevermind. " Another 
fundamental task is cal led to determine what you responded with . I should 
point out that the words "on" and "off'' were not used alone because the 
recognitio n system had trouble telling them apart. 

Th is is a good time to reemphasize the importance of the fundamental 
task subroutines. They handle a ll the drudgery assoc iated with the task. In 
this case , for example, if the human response is not recognized, the task 
subroutine will ask you to repeat the answer. This verbal response from 
the computer is handled by still another task, which also takes care of all 
the little detail s associated with its job. With the tasks taking care of all the 
detai ls , the major modules become not only simple to understand but also 
very easy to wri te. 

Let 's continue with the fl ow chart. If the user's response was 
" nevermind ," the progra m simply returns to the main module. Otherwise, 
we can be sure that WN is 14 , 15, or 16, because those were the only words 
that were acceptable. Since the item in question is going to be turned ON , 
OFF, or DIMMED, a fu ndamental task first " presses" a button to select 
the item. 

Control is then passed to one of three sections of the module to press 
the ON or OFF button or in the case of DIM to press the button 50 times. 
This completes the control module. 

If the verbal command is ''Time Please , ' ' the time of day submodule 
is called. Figure 16.3 shows the organization of this routine. It first calls 
the read time task in order to set the array T to the individual digits. 

These digits are analyzed , converted to their English equivalents, and 
announced verbally by the speech synthesizer. You can refer to the flow 
chart to see how this is accomplished. The reason for it should be obvious. 
Suppose the time is 10945. If the synthesizer read those numbers, you 
would have to translate them yourself. 
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Figure 16.2 This submodule allows you 10 control lights using verbal commands . 
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THEN 
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THEN 
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THEN 
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Figure 16.3 T he numeric time from 
the clock must be converted to its 
string equi valent so that the voice 
synthesizer can properly announce it. 
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The program will convert 10945 into " Monday 9 forty five A.M. " 
This string of characters will be used by the vo ice output task to announce 
the time. 

If the input word was " telephone," control is passed to the submod
ule shown in Figure 16.4. The computer begins by asking who you wish to 
call. Since there are only five acceptable answers, four names or places 
plus " nevermind," the mask is set to a llow onl y words with numbers 17 to 
2 l. 

The task to recognize a word is called again, and if the answer is not 
" nevermind," then message task states that the phone call is being made. 
The number is looked up in the array PN$ and then dialed by a 

VOICE CTL 
OF PHONE 

RETURN 

THEN 

RETURN 

Figure 16.4 Using this module. you 
can ask the computer to call someone 
for you. 
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fundamental task. F inally, a flag is set to convey the information that the 
phone is off hook to other modules. 

The conversation mode is entered in response to the command "are 
you busy?" This module simulates a conversation between you and the 
house. All the questions asked by the computer expect a YES or NO 
answer, or some short phrase that is ignored. There is no real intell igence 
displayed here except that the computer's response will be appropriate for 
YES or NO answers . This mode was added more for fun than to serve a 
useful purpose. If you don ' t want such a mode, you can easily add another 
command or extra phone numbers for ve rbal calling. I think if you try it 
though you might find it has some value. 

I find it most useful whe n someone visits that has heard about my 
" computerized home" and yet knows nothing about computers. They 
seldom are impressed when it dials the phone or turns on lights , but they 
never cease to be amazed when it appears to be conversing with me. 

This module is actually very simple as it is made up only of a couple 
of fundamental tasks. Refer to F igure 16.5 to see how the conversation is 
created. 

The next submodule allows you to change vocabularies while the 
program is running. Since the Speech Link must be trained for each user, I 
placed two vocabularies on the di sk. In my case, one of these is saved 
under the name JOHN and the other as WANDA. Chapter 21 discusses 
some utility programs, one of which can create these vocabulary fi les. 

A couple of techniques are used here that make the house seem 
intelligent. Initiall y, the variables NI $ and N2$ are set equal to JOHN and 
WAN DA, respectively. Whenever the house is talking, it refers to the 
person as I\ 1$. For example, it might say, " What can I do fo r you "N I$"? 
This makes the comments much more personal. 

When training my vocabulary, I said all my commands but one . I had 
Wanda say the phrase, " This is Wanda ." Likewise, in her vocabulary I 
said the phrase " This is John. " If when the computer says, " What can I 
do for you " N 1$"? the variable NI $ is JOHN , then Wanda can respond 
with "This is Wanda." The recognition of that phrase as a command word 
will send control to the change vocabulary submodule shown in Figure 
16.6. 

As you can see from the flow chart, the computer will apologize to 
Wanda (or the alternate person) and then load her vocabulary. Afterward 
the contents of N 1$ and N2$ are exchanged so that everything works 
equally well for either person . 

The next command is " goodnight. " When this command is issued , 
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CONVERSE 

" I KNOWHOW 
YOU FEEL" 

"COULD WE GET 
A COMPUTER" 

RETURN 

"THAT'S 
INTERESTING" 
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Figure 16.5 The simulated 
conve rsation provided by this module 
can reall y impress a nontechnical user. 
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GOOO NIGHT 

'"I WILL WATCH 
THE HOUSE'" 

S2 • 0 ASLEEP 
S4 • 0 ALARM ON 
A LARM = S4 
ENABLE INTERRUPTS 

RETURN 

CHANGE 
VOCABULARY 

'"EXCUSE ME'" 
N2S 

"'LET ME CHANGE 
VOCABULARIES)" 

THEN 

RETURN 

53 = 1 
WAKE UP ON 

RETURN 
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Figure 16.6 My system will a llow two 
separate vocabularies to alternate 
automatically. depending on who is 
talking lo the computer. 

Figure 16.7 Telling the house 
··goodnight '" tells the system 10 adjust 
the stalUs of the a larms . 
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the system will assu me you are going to bed. As you can see from Figure 
16.7, it will first tel l you that it will watch the house for you. This means 
that the security system is enabled. 

The flags are set to indicate that you are as leep and the securi ty alarm 
is on. The machine language program that ha ndles securit y (Chapter 20) is 
notified of the change by poking ALARM with the value of S4. By 

BY E BYE 

"I WILL TAKE 
CAR E OF 

EVERYTHING" 

RETURN 

THEN 

TH EN 

S4 • 1 
NO ALARM 

ALARM • S4 

RETURN 

" I WILL WATCH 
TH E PHONE " 

RETURN 

Figure 16.8 When you leave. the 
house will set flags so that it will 
answer the phone and handle security. 
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enabling the interrupts we are insured that the machine language program 
is operational. 

The system will ask if you wish to be awakened in the morning. 
Depending on your answer, the wake-up flag is altered and the appropriate 
verbal response is given. 

The computer will continue to remember that you are asleep and the 
status of the wake-up alarm until one of two things happens. If the house 
was instructed to wake you , it will verbally try to arouse you at the correct 
time. This will be di scussed in detail in Chapter 19. At that time the system 
will assume that you are awake and adjust all the appropriate flags . 

The second way that the flags can be altered is for someone to turn on 
the wireless mike and try to issue a command. As mentioned earlier, such 
an action will cause the house to assume that you have gotten up early. 

The last verbal command is " bye-bye." I used thi s instead of "good
bye" because it was easier for the system to tell it apart from "good
night." Figure 16.8 shows the flow chart fo r its implementation. It begins 
by askin·g you if you are leaving. If your answer is " no, " it turns off the 
security alarm and returns. 

If you said "yes" you were leaving, then it sets up a flag to indicate 
that no one is home. This flag will be used primarily by the telephone 
answering module and the automatic event scheduler. T hese modules will 
be discussed in detail in later chapters. 

The house will then ask if you want the security alarm on. If not , it 
annou nces that it will handle phone calls, sets the appropriate flags, and 
returns. If you answered " yes ," it acknowledges your request and waits 
for 45 seconds so that you can get out of the house before it turns on the 
alarm. 

This concludes the discussion on the modules that process the verbal 
commands. Although you should now understand how the commands are 
carried out, I expect that some of the interactions this module has with 
other modules might still be a little confu sing. I suggest that you read on 
and get the details on the other major modules fi rst and then return to thi s 
chapter if you are still unsure of some details. 
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We saw in Lhe last chapter that you could verbally command the 
phone to place a call fo r you. In this chapter we are going to examine the 
module that handles incoming phone calls. 

Figure 17. I shows how thi s module begins. A major task is used to 
determi ne if the phone is ringing. If not , the program returns and continues 
the major loop. If the phone is ringing, two things happen. 

Fi rst, a variable that keeps track of the number of phone calls is 
incremented. This variable will be used later in the status report module to 
tell you how many call s have been received. 

The sys tem must now decide what to do about the call. Th is depends 
on the status flag S I. Depending on its value , control will be passed to one 
of Lh ree sections of this module. These three sections hand le three 
differe nt situalions, which are "someone home," " no one home," and 
" unsure if anyone is home." This last situation could occur only if there 
had been a power fa ilure and the syste m had to be reinitialized. 

Let 's look at each of these situa ti ons individually. l will start with 
section A, which is shown in F igure 17.2. It handles the phone when no 
one is home, which means it must function like an answering machine. It 
begins by turning on the intercom phone and the tape player. This is done 
by POKEing the appropriate game connector addresses. T he system then 
waits in a loop for just enough time for the endless loop message tape to 
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INCOMING 
PHONE CALLS 

THEN 

RETURN 
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Figure 17.1 When !he phone rings, the 
phone may be handled in one of three 
ways. 

fini sh. My timing loop is based on my tapes, which may be differe nt from 
yours . Experiment with the delay a little to get it just right for your system. 

At the time whe n the tape should be fini shed , the player is turned off 
and the recorder is turned on . Immediately , the system begins watching 
for the special code that indica tes tha t you are calling. If it does not get the 
proper code as the first sound , it records the caller' s message a nd turns 
everything off. Although a maximum time is a llotted for each message, the 
system will hang up early if there are no changes from the sound sensor. 

If it was determined that it was you calling, the system reacts by 
turning off the recorder and asking if you want a s tatu s report. Again it 
checks for the specia l code. If it does not occur, the status report task is 
not called. 

It then will ask you if you want to turn something on. If you give the 
code for YES , a task module is called to let you select the items to be 
turned on. Similarly, you are given the choice to turn off items in the 
house. When a ll this is complete, the house will say " good-bye" and hang 
up. 

Section B of this module is shown in Figure 17.3. It handles call s 
when you are at home. It begins by asking you if you wou ld like for it to get 
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Figure 17.2 If no one is home, the 
house becomes an answering machine 
that can also accept commands from 
you. 
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THEN 

RETURN 

RETURN 
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Figure 17.3 Even if you are home. the 
house can help when the phone rings 
by turning on the intercom phone. 

the phone for you. The system will wait about 3 seconds for your reply, 
which in this case is simply turning on the wireless microphone. 

If you fail to turn it on in the prescribed time, the house will assume 
you answered the phone yourself and wi ll tend to other tasks. If the mike 
did come on, the system will turn on the intercom phone so that you may 
talk with the caller. A fl ag is set so that all modules will know the phone is 
presently turned on. 

Figure 17.4 shows how section C handles a call if the system is unsure 
if anyone is home. It waits for several seconds to give you a chance to 
answer the phone . If it is still ringing, it assumes that no one is home and 
proceeds to section A to handle the phone call in the proper manner. 

Even though it assumes you are not home if the phone is still ringing, 
it will not assume the opposite if the ringing has stopped. The reason for 
this is that it is possible that the caller just hung up. This means that , 
although the house can assume incorrectly at times, I have tried to make 
the default assumptions the best choice. 

In this case, for example, an assumption of you being home when you 
are not would cause the burglar alarm to be deactivated. Since I find this 
inexcusable, my system will not allow it. The opposite case, however, 
assuming you are away when you are really home, is acceptable. If you do 
happen to be home and you set off the alarm, you can easily deactivate it. 
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THEN 

RETURN 
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Figure 17.4 If the computer is unsure 
of whe ther yo u are home. it will take 
advantage of a ringing phone to find 
out. 

Remembe r that this type of assumption is not an everyday occur
rence . It can only happen if there is a power failure at night and you 
receive a phone call before morning that hangs up earl y. If the power 
failure happened during the day , the system would have verbal ly inquired 
to see for sure if anyone was home. After a ll , your house should be polite 
and not wake you in the middle of the night just to see if you are home
even if that mea ns a potentially incorrect assumption now and then. 
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Many of the capabilities of the home control system can be consid
ered a bit frivolous. After a ll, how many people do you know with a house 
that talks to them? The security aspect of the system , though, is very 
practical. If you price a full-featured commercial security system for your 
home , you may find the computerized home to have some attractive 
economical advantages, especially when you consider all its other capabil
ities. 

I don ' t wish to imply that the security program offered here wil l 
provide total security . With custom changes in the program, however, its 
capabilities ca n be increased to almost any degree that you wis h. 

You might be asking yourself why I did not publi sh the " perfect" 
security module. The answer is really very simple. First, as you see from 
the module given , I think the best security must be designed to function in 
a particular environment. The best for my home would probably not be the 
best for yours. 

T he second and probably the most important reason for not publi sh
ing the perfect security module is that , if you can read it to see how it 
works , then an intruder can also read it to see how to overcome it. My 
intention will be to show you a workable security system. Using it as a 
guide , I hope you will customize it to meet your particular needs. 

In my system there will be several groups of sensors that can indicate 
a security problem. T he doors and windows shou ld have some kind of 
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magnetic or contact switches. Refer to Figure 18. I to see how these 
switches may be connected to an input port on the computer. 

Most input ports will " float" high, which means they will read as a I 
if nothing is connected to them. If this happens not to be true for your 
ports , you can force it to happen by using a SK pull-up resistor as shown. 
Such a resistor is always a good idea, even for ports that float high. 

Since the port will normally be high , any closure of a switch will short 
it to ground and cause a 0. Sensory switches may be purchased in normally 
open or normall y closed varieties. This means that you can have a 0 
indicate that the door is open or closed, depending on your choice of 
switches. 

You can add an inverter between the switc h and the port if you 
cannot find the type of switc h that you prefer. In all my examples, a 0 on 
the port will indicate a security problem. You should also notice from the 
figure that you do not need a separate input pin for each switch. By 
paralleling a ll the window switches, for example, any window opening will 
force a 0 at that pin. 

Another type of sensor shou ld be used to indicate outside movement. 
This could be an ultrasonic motion detector or an infrared beam that 
triggers if broken. There are even sophisticated sensors on the market that 
can detec t the bouy heat of someone near your home. The type of sensor 
or sensors you choose will depend on your home and its surroundings. I 
will assume that the appropriate external sensors have been paralleled so 
that we have a single pin indicating external movement. 

Similar types of sensors could also be used inside the house to 
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Figure 18.1 The security switches may 
be combined in many combinations as 
required. 
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RETURN 
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OUTSIDE 
PROBLEM 

THEN 

THEN 

B 

INSIDE 
PROBLEM 

THEN 

ELSE 

OWNER 
ENTERING 

Figure 18.2 If the security flag has been set, the indicator flags will be checked 
and an appropriate action taken. (a) When you come home. you a re asked if you 
want a status report , which summarizes the day's activit y. including such things 
as the number of phone calls received . (b) An inside problem requires drastic 
measures. The computer will call yo u and your ne ighbors and inform them of the 
situation. (c ) In response to an outside problem, the house will allempl to scare off 
an intruder by turning on lights and playing the radio. 
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indicate internal movement. Since I have floor switches already installed, I 
decided to let them act as the internal sensors when the security alarm was 
on. 

All the security port inputs will be ORed together so that any of them 
can trigger an interrupt. This will run a machine language program that will 
set up several memory locations to indicate whether there is a security 
problem and , if so, if it was a door or window or if the problem was 
internal or external. 

The details of the machine language program and the interrupt 
circuitry will be discussed in Chapter 20. For now, let 's just assume we 
can make such determinations. The flow chart in Figure 18.2 shows the 
security module. 
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AGAIN 

Figure 18-2B 

A PEEK at the prope r location will first determine if any security 
problems have occurred. If not , the program returns to its normal state of 
looping. If a problem is indicated, another location is checked to see if it is 
a door opening. Since my doors are heavily deadbolted , the house will 
assume that a door opening means that I have come home. 

The house will react to my presence by turning on a light and asking if 
it is me. If the wireless mike is not turned on within 10 seconds, it will 
assume that I am an intruder. More on this in a moment. If the mike is 
turned on, the house asks if I want a status report. Depending on my 
answer, either one is given or the system says good-bye. Finally, all the 
flags are set to appropriate conditions . This includes such things as 
someone being home, that there is one person in the den, which is where I 
normally enter the house , and that the alarm is now off. 
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Figure 18-2C 

Backing up the flow chart , we can see what would have happened if 
the security problem had not been a door. The system will then check to 
see if outside movement caused the indication. If so , it turns on various 
lights and the radio in the hope that an intruder will assu me someone is 
home and leave. 

In this example, the same thing is done if the intrusion is in the 
daytime or at night, if you are home or if you are away. I figured the radio 
would work either day or night and that if I was home I would certainly be 
warned of an external intruder by all the lights fl ashing, even if I was 
asleep. 

You could easily modify this module so that special sequences could 
occur for different situations. Remember, there are task modules that can 
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easily turn on or off any light, wait for a specific amount of time , dial the 
phone, or do almost anything else that you would want to do. 

Going back to the original flow chart, we can see that if the problem 
was not the door or an outside movement then it is assumed that an 
intruder is inside the house. In this case , several lights are turned on and 
phone calls are placed sequentially to the phone numbers established 
during initialization. 

Since the intruder and the person called on the intercom phone can 
both hear the message, we will want something that will not only inform 
the person being called that a break-in is occurring, but that may also serve 
as a deterent to the intruder. My message indicates that the owner has 
already been contacted and that now someone else is being called. This 
type of activity should convince almost anyone that some other house is 
better suited for a robbery than yours . 

Please don ' t hesitate to customize this section to meet your needs. 
Carefully study the code that implements these charts and I think you will 
see how simple programming is when you use task modules. 



The event timing module adds the ability to automatically schedule 
events such as waking you up in the morning or controlling the lights to 
give a li ved-in look while you are away. I have 20 events in my program, 
but you can easily add more or alter mine to your preference. 

The heart of this module is the time table array. It is stored in the 
program under the variable name TT(l ,J). Figure 19. 1 shows how this two
dimensional array is organized. The index J allows access to any row in the 
table. Each row contains the information for scheduling one event. 

The index I provides access to one of three columns in each entry. 
Column 1 holds the time that this event should occur. CoLllmn 2 always 
contains the number I, 2, or 3, which indicates if this event should be done 
always, only if someone is home , or only if no one is home. The third 
column contains the number of the actual event to be scheduled , which in 
my case is between 1 and 20. 

A utility program is described in Chapter 22 for creating and editing 
the time tables. You will need to create seven tables, one for each day of 
the week. These tables are stored on diskette and are named TT.O for 
Sunday's table, TT. I for Monday 's, and so on. This allows you to have 
total flexibility when scheduling events. Such flexibility will not only 
create a more lived-in look when you are away, but it can also add to your 
convenience when you are home. 

For example, the house could be used to remind you on Thursday 
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Figure 19. 1 My time table can handle 
up to 20 preprogrammed events per 
day. Each event can occur based on 
several conditions explained in the text. 

mornings at 8: 15 that you should pick up doughnuts for the office. It might 
announce the bedtime for the kids a t 8:30 on weeknights and 9:30 on 
weekends . Even the morning wake-up ca ll s are ha ndled using an event in 
the time table a rray. The possibilities are endless. Use your imagination. 

One very economical use I found for the time table was controlling 
my heating system. Since I already had a usable BSR sys tem for remote 
control , I decided to use it to control the heat. An inspection of my 
thermostat showed that the OFF switch simply di sconnected it from the 
furnace. I used a 12-volt multipole relay to perform the disconnection 
when activated . A 12-volt wall transformer provides the power for the 
relay. The secret of my control is that the wall transformer is j ust plugged 
into a BSR remote unit. This means I can enable the furnace by pressing 
buttons on the BSR command console , or the computer can do it using my 
BSR interface. 

Using this method , you cannot reall y turn down the heat. Either its 
off completely or it runs norma ll y based on the thermostat. I found , 
though , that I could leave the heat off entire ly from the time I went to bed 
until 15 minutes before I got up and never notice the drop in temperatu re. 
Granted, my house is well insulated and I use an electric blanket. If you 
have problems with the temperature dropping too low, you can easily 
schedule the heat to come back on several times during the night fo r 10 or 
15 minu tes . 

Figure 19.2 shows the lis t of my events. You can see that they are 
very easily implemented because they are almost entirely made up of calls 
to the primary tasks. You should also notice that the wake-up call 
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EVENT ACTION 
NUMBER 

1 TURN DEN LIGHT ON 
2 TURN DEN LIGHT OFF 
3 TURN KITCH EN LIGHT ON 
4 TURN KITCHEN LIGHT OFF 
5 TU RN FLOODLI GHTS ON 
6 TU RN FLOODLIGHTS OFF 
7 TURN OFFICE LIGHTS ON 
8 TURN OFFICE LIGHTS OFF 
9 TURN ALL LIGHTS ON 

10 TURN ALL LIGHTS OFF 
11 TURN STEREO ON 
12 TURN STEREO OFF 
13 TUR N HEAT ON 
14 TURN HEAT OFF 
15 WAKE UP CALL 
16 ENABLE INTERRUPTS 
17 ANNOUNCE TIME 
18 TURN BEDROOM LIGHT ON 
19 TURN BEDROOM LIGHT OFF 
20 DISABLE INTERRUPTS 

111 

Figure 19.2 The events in the time 
table can be chosen from the list of 
Figure 19.1. Yo u can. of cou rse. create 
any activity that your needs dictate . 

subroutine is conditional based on the flags S2 and S3 , which indicate if 
someone is awake and if the sleep alarm is on. The sleep alarm, remember, 
was set when you used the ve rbal command "goodnight." 

There are a couple of requirements concerning the construction of a 
time table. First, a special numbering system must be used to indicate the 
time an event is scheduled (column I). Figure 19.3 shows some example 
translations you should use if you are using my clock. The reason for these 
is that my clock, as di scussed in Chapter 6, adds 4 to the most significant 
digit of the hours to indicate P.M. 

My event timing algorithm requires that the times from my clock from 
midnight to midnight be in numeric order. The automatic addition of 4000 
to P.M . numbers by my clock helps to make thi s true since P.M. numbers 
wi ll always be larger than A.M. numbers . To have proper order, I also had 
to convert 12:00 to zero or 4000, depending on whether it was A.M. or P.M. 

What this all boils down to is that the time 8: 12 A.M. shou ld be 

ACTUAL 
TIME 

MIDNIGHT 
12:15 AM 
8:00AM 
8:12 AM 
11 :30 AM 

NOON 
12-30 PM 
l:OOPM 
8 :12 PM 
11:20PM 

TABLE 
ENTRY 

0 
15 
800 
8 12 
11 30 
4000 
4030 
4100 
4812 
5120 

Figure 19.3 Standard times must be 
converted for use in the time table. 
Some example entries are shown. 
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entered into the time table as the number 812. If it was 8: 12 P. M. you would 
use 4812. If your clock has a 24-hour format, you can eliminate much of 
the preceding. I decided to write my program for a 12-hour clock to 
provide more information for those using other hardware. 

TH EN 

RETURN 

TH EN 

INC TP 

RETURN 

PROCESS 
TIME TABLE 

RETURN 

THEN 

YES 

RETURN 

Figure 19.4 Each item in the time 
table is processed sequentially. A table 
pointer (TP) keeps track of the present 
positio n. 
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The second requirement of the time table is that all entries have to be 
in chronological order. The reason for this is that my algorithm does not 
search the table to find events that need executing. This would be too time 
consuming for my sequential system. If the events are in order, it need 
only check to see if it is time for the next event. If not, it loops again to see 
if any other modules require attention. Once an item is executed, a pointer 
(the variable TP) is moved on to the next entry in the table. 

Figure 19.4 shows the flow chart for the event timing module. If all 
the items in the present table have been completed, the system returns 
without any further checking. If the time is zero (midnight), then it is time 
to load a new table . The system clock is checked to see what day it is, and 
the corresponding table is transferred from the disk. 

If the present time is smaller than the time of the item presently being 
considered (pointed to by TP), nothing happens . Once the time equals or 
exceeds the scheduled time, the item is processed depending on whether 
the present "at home status" matches column 2 of the table. In any event, 
the pointer TP is incremented to the next line of the table. 
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For the average reader of this book, this module will probably be the 
hardest to understand. It is not that this section is really any more difficult , 
but because of the speed requirements it is written entirely in machine 
language. Even if you are not familiar with machine language, though , I 
think you can understand the principles here by following the flow charts. 

You wi ll recall from Chapter 18 that a ll the security and under-the
carpet switches are connected to the Apple interrupt pin. When any of 
these switc hes are activated, a machine language program is automaticall y 
run. This chapter discusses that program. Even though this program can 
be viewed pretty much as an inde pendent package , it must communicate 
with the other major modules in the home control system. 

The major information passed to this module from the main program 
is whether the security alarm is on or off. Location 822H will serve as a 
flag to the machine language program and contains a 0 when the alarm is 
on. A I will indicate it is off. BASIC can turn the alarm o n and off by 
POKING location 2082, which is the dec imal equivalent of 822H. 

The machine language program has the responsibility of performing 
one of two different tasks depe nding on the status of the alarm. If the ala rm 
is on, the input port must be read and the cause of the interrupt 
determined. Four memory locations are used to keep track of the number 
of viola tions that have occurred at a door, window, outside , or at the 
miscellaneous switch mentioned earlier. 
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Whenever the program determines that a window has been opened, 
for example, it will incre ment the location associated with the window 
violations. In this case the location is 820H or 2080 decimal. If a door 
switch caused the interrupt, location 8 IF H would be incremented . 

In addition to a location for a door, window, and so on, a second 
location will also be incre mented. This locati on is 8 1 DH. Its use was 
discussed in Chapter 18 . The main program will not ta ke the time to check 
each flag for the doors, windows, and so on , unless the securi ty flag 
(8 1 DH) is greater than I . It is the responsibility of the main program to 
clear each of these locations after the security problem has been attended 
to . 

The second task given to thi s module is to handle interrupts whe n the 
alarm is off. ln this case, the switches to be monitored are those under the 
carpets. Refer to Figure I 0. I fo r the placement of my switches. They were 
arranged by trial and e rror to get a spot that would always get stepped on 
when someone walks between rooms. 

It takes the tripping of two switches to determine movement. For 
example, if the computer determines that switch I was pressed followed 
by closure at switch 2, it should be obvious that someone left the de n and 
went to the bedroom. A pulse from switch 2 followed by switch 3 would 
indicate movement fro m the bedroom to the office. 

There are of course some other possibilities . Two people could have 
tried to enter the hall fro m different rooms at the same time. Such acti ons 
will definitel y confuse my house. ln practice , though, l fo und that such 
occurrences were very ra re. I can easil y tolerate such errors, especiall y 
since a foolproof system would be immensely more complicated. 

The computer must keep trac k of the number of people remaining in 
each room and tend to the lights accordingly. To control lights, a 
submodule of this program is used for producing the BSR codes as 
described in Chapter 8. 

Figure 20. 1 shows the flow chart for the complete machine language 
module. When an interrupt occurs, the program first saves all the 6502's 
registers. It the n waits fo r about I millisecond to let any contact bounce 
from the switches subside . Then the switches are read from the port. If 
none are pressed , the program assumes that noise caused the interrupt and 
returns to the original program by way of DONE. 

If a switch is pressed, the program handles it in one of two ways , 
depending on the status of the alarm byte . If the alarm byte is a 0, meaning 
on, the security section is performed. If it is a I , the internal switches are 
checked. 

Let 's look first at the flow chart for the security section in Figure 
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INTERRUPT 

THEN 

B 

(INTERNAL (SECURITY) 
SWITCHES) ---------

RETURN FROM 
INTERRUPT 

THEN 

THEN 

The Software Part Ill 

Figure 20.1 The interrupt program 
passes control to one of two sections 
depending on whether the security 
alarm is on or off. 

20.2. Each bit in the input byte is checked to see which switches are 
pressed. Everytime a closed switch is found, the appropriate indicator 
byte is incremented. Finally , a byte is incremented to indicate to BASIC 
that some kind of security problem has occurred. The program then 
returns through DONE. 
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If the alarm is off, only the internal switches need monitoring. Figure 
20.3 shows the details of this section. If one of the internal switches is not 
pressed, the program returns. The normal action, though, is fo r the 
program to determine which switch (0, 1, 2, or 3) is pressed and save it as 
the FROM room. The program then waits until that switch is released so 
that it will not be read as the second switch. 

If someone is actually moving from one room to another, a second 
switch should be pressed fairly quickly . I have my program watch for the 
second switch for about 2 seconds . If the second press does not occur in 
the allotted time , a return is forced . 

The second switch is stored as TO. We now have the room number 
that someone came from and the room they went to. Four locations are 
used as counters to keep track of how many people are in each room. A 
room that is entered for the first time will have its light turned on, while a 
room that is empty will have its light turned off. As an effort to correct 
errors on its own, the system will not decrement the number in a room 
below 0. 

A special subroutine called SSONIC is used to " press" the buttons 
on the BSR controller. This routine presses each button twice to ensure 

DONE 

THEN 

SET OUTSIDE 
FLAG 

THEN 

SET DOOR 
FLAG 

THEN 

SET WINDOW 
FLAG 

Figure 20.2 Security problems cause 
flags (memory locations) to be changed. 
The main program monitors these flags 
and takes the appropriate actions. 
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THEN 

DONE 

THEN 

DONE 

END LOOP 

THEN 

TURN THAT 
LIGHT ON 

TH EN 

TURN THAT 
LIGHT OFF 

DONE 

Figure 20.3 Internal movement is monitored so that the system can turn lights on 
and off as required. 
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reliability. Typically, SSON IC sends the code in the accumulator. BASIC 
also uses this routine by POKEing the code to be sent into location 2093 
and CALLing 2300. Refer to Chapter 8 to review what the requirements of 
SSONIC are. 

Although the BASIC portion of my home control program does not 
utilize all the information created here (such as the number of people in 
each room) , you could use PEEK statements to retrieve it if you should 
want such data for your modifications. 

As I said at the beginning of this chapter, this portion of the program 
looks more complicated than it is simply because it is written in machine 
language. If you take the time to go through it using the flow chart , l think 
you will find it very easy to follow, even if you are not a programming 
whiz. 

The principles used here can be utili zed for most houses , especially if 
you only want to automate the lights in three or four major rooms. 
Actually, a few rooms are usually very acceptable. lf you do need more 
rooms, you will have to make extensive modifications to the program, but 
the basic principles sti ll apply. 

The key thing to remember here is that the only things implemented 
in machine language are the things that absolutely require it. The securi ty 
flags are a good example of this. The machine language program only sets 
the flags. BASIC still is used to determine what action is to be taken. This 
approach provides the speed and flexibility of machine language interrupts 
and still maintains the ease of modification of BASIC. 

The computer's capability to monitor movement , either inside or 
outside the house, is contingent on interrupts , Because of this , you can 
easily stop the monitoring by telling the Apple to ignore interrupts. For the 
convenience of persons requiring this action , I have provided two rou
tines, which are also listed in Appendix 8. To use them from BASIC, just 
CALL 2058 to enable interrupts and CALL 2075 to disable them. 



1'1stallatiCl'1 
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In previous chapters I have covered each module of the home control 
program. Unlike many pieces of software , you cannot just type these 
programs into the computer and run them. Many of the modules require 
special data tables or machine language sections. 

Not only do we need a means to create and maintain these items, but 
we also have to reserve sections of memory for them to fit in. This chapter 
will offer a number of programs that can aid us in these tasks. 

First , refer to Chapter 8, where we discussed the hardware needed to 
build your own clock. Although the home control program contains the 
subroutines needed to use the clock, you will also need a program that will 
allow you to set the time and to test the clock by observing it in operation. 

Appendix C contains a li sting of a progra m to perform these tasks. 
When it is run , you are asked if you wish to set or observe the clock. The 
program is very short and is well commented to help you see how each 
section works. 

The next program maintains the speech recognition system. As was 
discussed in Chapter 4, the Speech Link has to be trained by each user. 
The words and their templates can be stored on the di sk so that programs 
can utilize speech input without being retrained each time they are run. 

The program in Appendix E can be used to create these templates, as 
well as to perform several other useful tasks. For instance , it provides a 
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means for you to test different words in a vocabulary. This will allow you 
to try substitutes for a word that is hard to recognize and then to retrain 
and test the vocabulary. The program also serves as a structured tutorial 
for many of the functions of the Speech Link. 

You can try new words by altering the DAT A statements. I use each 
word three times to increase the recognition capabilities. Each word must 
be different if Speech Link is to differentiate among them , so I create two 
additional words by adding a period and an exclamation point to the 
original word . 

If you retrain the words without reinitializing, the Speech Link will 
average the present templates with the new word. Further information can 
be obtained from the Speech Link manual for those of you that plan to use 
it in your home control program . 

We also need to create the time tables used for the event ti ming 
module. The program to do this is shown in Appendix D . Like the other 
maintenance programs, this program is menu driven and self-prompting to 
make it easy to use. It not only allows you to create but also to edit the 
time tables specified in Chapter 19. 

Each of these programs is well commented and almost self-explana
tory. Because of this, as well as the fact that they are only maintenance 
programs, I will not go into le ngthy explanations of their operations. I 
think you will find them pleasantl y easy to follow if you decide to examine 
them in detail. 

Now that we have looked at how the data sections for the home 
control program are created, let's see how the space for these sections is 
reserved . To put the initialization procedure into proper perspecti ve, we 
need to pause for a moment and reexamine the requirements of a system 
start-up . 

If you refer to Chapter 7, you will remember that the failsafe system 
will force a reset whenever the software becomes so " insane" that it can 
no longer keep retriggering the system sanity timer. This reset must cause 
the disk to reboot. The HELLO program, the one that runs automaticall y 
after a boot, must set up everything required and then run the home 
control program itself. 

This HELLO program is our next topic . You can find a complete 
listing for it in Appendix F. The program is actually very short, but it 
performs several vital functions. First, it must POKE a 0 into the power-up 
byte, which is decimal 1012. Doing this will make an Apple with an 
autostart ROM reboot if a reset occurs. 

The program must now reserve the space for the machine language 
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sections of the program. It does this by POKEing a new LOMEM address 
of 6600 into locations 103 and 104. In addition, a 0 must be stored into 6600 
to meet the requirements of Applesoft. 

When this is done, the area from 2048 to 6600 is no longer used by 
BASIC and is free for our machine language programs and data . You can 
refer to your Apple documentation for more details concerning the 
movement of the start of a BASIC program. 

The last thing the HELLO program must do is to RUN the home 
control program, which will in turn load all the appropriate data and 
machine language programs into the space just created. The sanity timer 
will be triggered just before each disk operation to ensure that a reset will 
not occur during the transfer. 

At this point you should be able to install the home control system 
software in your Apple. First , initialize a diskette with the HELLO 
programjust discussed . That diskette should also contain all the programs 
listed in the appendixes. Use the 111aintenance prngrams to oceate the 
required data tables and you are all set. 

For the convenience of those persons not wishing to spend their 
weekends typing, you may receive a diskette prepared as just described by 
sending $12.50 to 

John Blankenship 
P.O. Box 47934 
Doraville , GA 30362 . 
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In the last 21 chapters I have described a complete home control 
system that can automate your home. I have tried to create a system that 
offers as much power per dollar as possible. Wherever I could , I used 
commercially available equipment so that tinkering with hardware would 
not be a major undertaking when computerizing your home. 

I have tried to design the system so that it is not only cost effective 
but also usable. No matter how many features I add or how many ways I 
come up with to make your home easier to live in, I suspect that each of 
you will want to change one little item here or add something there. 

And because of that , my most important goal when creating the 
system was to make it easy to alter and expand. Everything is modular, 
and although interaction between modules is essential, I hope you will be 
able to make your modifications as pa inlessly as possible . 

Although I believe that modifications can be relatively easy, there is 
no way around the fact that you must understand my system in order to 
make them. And you must understand it in detail. I believe the proper use 
of this text can provide you with that understanding. 

There are many areas open to you for expanding the system, and this 
book would not be complete if it did not at least mention a few. One of the 
easiest to implement would be to add an automatic lawn sprinkler system. 
BSR has recently added an electric valve to their list of accessories. With 
it , some plastic pipe , and the proper entries into the time tables, you have 
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established the basis for the system. To make it intelligent , you might 
connect some type of moisture-sensitive res istance to the Apple paddle 
ports. Your program could then decide if the grass needs watering a nd 
then use the clock to decide when during the day to actually perform the 
operation. 

The Apple paddle inputs could also be used to make my suggested 
heating system more intelligent. For example, a thermistor could enable 
the software to determine the temperature in the house and therefore 
provide a more elaborate basis for controlling the heating system. 

If you interfaced a smoke detector to an input pin, your house could 
deal with a fire in a manner similar to how security problems are handled. 
There is no way to put a price tag on the safety a nd peace of mind such a 
system could offer. 

If you have an electric garage door opener, your computerized home 
can decrease the possibility of someone else being able to open it. The 
opener cou ld be plugged into a BSR remote. The computer would only 
energize the remote during the time you are expected home. Once this is 
done , even if someone had the transmitter, they would not be able to 
activate the door except for the brief periods during the day when the 
computer is programmed to permit entry. 

You might also consider wiring your doorbell to an input pin. The 
computer could then handle someone at the door in much the same manner 
as it monitors the telephone. The possibilities for this one enhancement 
can be almost limitless. 

In fact there are almost unlimited possibilities in almost every area 
you can imagine. So let your imagination run wild. Don' t rule out anything 
you are interested in having. Anything and everything is possible. You 
might have to make compromises or develop a creative strategy, but in the 
end any goal can be met. 

Computerizing my home has been one of my most exciting and 
rewarding projects. I hope you find the same satisfaction as you computer
ize yours . 
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9 REM 
10 cosua 900 : REM INITIALIZATION 
Z O COSUB 1000 : REM PROCESS VOICE REQUESTS 

a o 

40 

so 

COSUB ZOOO : REM 
CALLS 

cosuB 3000 : REM 
MAT ION 

cosuB 4000 : REM 
LE ENTRY 

PROCESS INCOMING PHONE 

PROCESS SECURITY INFOR 

PROCESS NEXT TIME TAB 

60 COTO ZO : REM LOOP BACK AND DO IT AGAIN 

100 REM !-------------------------! 
101 REM CHECK FOR PHONE RINGING I 
lOZ REM YES • l IF RINGING I 
103 REM YES • 0 IF NOT 

104 REM !----------------- -------- ! 
110 LET YES • 0 
11 5 
l z 0 

F O R I • l TO 30 
IF PEEK <RING> 

130 NEXT I 
140 RETURN 

lZ9 THEN YES• l : RETURN 
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ls 0 

ls l 
ls z 
ls 3 
154 

REM 
REM 
REH 
REH 
REH 

!-------------------------! 
CHECK FOR SOUND CHANCE 

FOR PERIOD OF 4 SEC . 
YES •l IF CHANCE 

!--------- ---------------- ! 
1 5 5 LET YES • 0 
160 LET 56 • 0 
165 IF PEEK <SOUND> > 1Z7 THEN S8 • l 
170 FOR Il l TO 400 
17 5 LET S7 a 0 
180 IF PEEK <SOUND> > 1Z7 THEN S7 • l 
18 5 IF S6 S7 THEN YES a 

180 
ls s 
zoo 
zoz 
z 04 

NEXT Il 
RETURN 
REM !---------------------! 
REH DELAY OF SC SECONDS 
REH !------- --------------! 

ZO S DE 4ZO 
ZlO FOR S7 • l TO SC 
ZlS LET Z • PEEK <SANITY> 
ZZO C OSllB 400 
225 NEXT S7 
Z 3 0 RETURN 
z !5 0 

Z51 
z s z 
z s 3 

z 5 4 
Z56 

REM !------------ --------- - ! 
REM CHECK FOR OWNER CODE 

REM !---------------------- ! 
LET YES O 
FOR I l TO ZOOO 
IF PEEK <SOUND> 1Z7 THEN Z6Z : 
SOUND STARTED 
NEXT ! 
RETURN REH NO TONE IN TIME 
FOR l TO ZOO 

REM 

Z58 
260 
Z6Z 
z 84 IF PEEK <SOUND> 

SOUND STOPPED 
Z66 NEXT I 

• 1Z7 THEN Z70 : REH 

Z68 
Z70 
Z7Z 

RETURN REH TONE TOO LONG 
FOR J • l TO 30 
IF PEEK <SOUND> 
SOUND RESTARTED 

1Z7 THEN Z78 : REH 

Z74 NEXT J 
Z76 RETURN REH PAUSE TOO LONG 
Z78 FOR K c l TO 100 
280 IF PEEK <SOUND> • 1Z7 THEN Z86 : REH 

SOUND STOPPED 
zez NEXT K 
Z84 
ZB6 
zee 
Z90 
zez 
Z93 
z 94 
Z96 
Z98 

RETURN 
REH 
REH 
REH 

REH ZND TONE TOO LONG 
AT THIS POINT I.J , &K • 
LENTH OF TONEl,LENTH OF PAUSE 
AND LENTH OF TONEZ RESPECTIVELY 

LET YES c l 
PR I NT I , J , K 
IF I 9 !5 OR I 
IF J 13 OR J 
IF K !5 !5 OR K 

110 THEN YES • O 
Zl THEN YES a 0 
70 THEN YES • 0 

299 RETURN 
300 
301 

REH 
REH 

, _______ ___________ , 
SAY MESSAGE • ME 

30Z REH !------------------! 
303 PRINT PRINT De"PRe"VSLOT 
304 ON MESSAGE COSUB 311,31Z,313,314,315,3 

16,317 , 318 , 319,3Z0,3Zl,3ZZ,3Z3,3Z4,3Z!5 
, 3Z6 , 3Z7 , 3ZB , 3Z9,330,331,33Z,333,334,3 
3!5,336,337 , 338,339 , 340,341,34Z,343,344 
, 34!5,346 , 347,348,349,3!50 



305 IF HESSACE ) 40 THEN ON <HESSACE - 40 
) COSUB 351 , 35Z,353,354,355,356,3S7,3S 
8,358 , 360.361,362,363,364,365,366,367, 
368 , 369,37 0 ,371,37Z , 373,374 

306 SC m HT<HESSACE> REH SET DELAY TIME 
307 GOSUB ZOO 
308 
309 

PRINT Dt"PR•O" 
IF MESSAGE < 
ITY> 

SO THEN Z • PEEK <SAN 

310 RETURN 
311 PRINT "YES "NlS" HOW CAN I HELP YOU" : RETURN 
31Z PRINT "CAN I DO ANYTHING ELSE FOR YOU" 

RETURN 
3 13 PR INT "I AM READY" : RETURN 
314 

315 

316 
317 
318 

PRINT "0 K COOO BYE FOR NOW" : RETURN 

PRINT "WHAT DO YOU WISH HE TO DO TO TH 
E "WS : RETURN 
PRINT "THE "WTt" IS NOW ON": RETURN 
PRINT "THE "WTS" IS NOW OFF" : RETURN 
PRINT "THE "WTS" IS NOW DIMMED" : RETURN 

319 PRINT "WHO DO YOU WISH TO C-'LL " : RETURN 

320 PRHl"'l 'I AMNO'w' CALLINC "WS : RETURN 
3 Z l PR I NT " PLEASE EXCUSE ME "NZ t " I ' LL CH A 

NCE VOCABULARIES" : RETURN 
3ZZ PRINT "THE PHONE IS NOW HUNC UP" : RETURN 

3Z3 PRINT "NOT RIGHT NOW DID Y 
OU HAVE A GOOD DAY" : RETURN 

3 Z4 PRINT "THAT'S REALLY GREAT " : RETURN 
3Z5 PRINT "I 'H SORRY ABOUT THAT" : RETURN 
3Z6 PRINT "DID SOMETHING SPECIAL HAPPEN'' : RETURN 
3Z7 PRINT "WHAT IJAS IT" : RETURN 
3Z8 PRINT "I NO HOIJ YOU FEEL 

NOTHING SPECIAL HAPPENED HERE EITHER" 
RETURN 

3Z9 PRINT "THAT ' S REALLY INTERESTING'' : RETURN 

330 PRINT "SAY "NlS" DO YOU THINK IJE COULD 
GET ANOTHER COM PEWTER" : RETURN 

331 PRINT "DON'T SAY NO WITHOUT THINKING 

33Z 

T OVER EVEN A LITTLE ONE \JO 

ULD BE 0 JC" : RETURN 
PRINT "BOY THAT ' S CREAT IJOULD 
LOVE TO HAVE SOME COM PAN E WHEN YOU A 
RE NOT HERE" : RETURN 

333 PRINT "WELL I'D BETTER GET BACK TO WOR 

334 

335 

K 

NG UP 
I HAVE LOTS OF THINCS PILI 
GOOD BYE FOR NOW" : RETURN 

PRINT "GOODNIGHT I \JILL IJATCH THE H 
OUSE FOR YOU" : RETURN 
PRINT "SHAL 

RETURN 
\JAKE YOU IN THE HORNINC" 

336 PRINT "I \JILL LET YOU SLEEP IN THEN" : RETURN 
337 PRINT "I'LL WAKE YOU AT THE CORRECT Tl 

HE" : RETURN 
338 PRINT "ARE YOU LEAVING" : RETURN 
339 PRINT "SHAL I HANDLE SECURITY FOR YOU " 

340 
RETURN 

PRINT "0 JC I 'LL WATCH THE PHONE FOR 
YOU TILL YOU GET BACK": RETURN 

341 PRINT "HAVE A GOOD TIME I \JILL TAK 
E CARE OF EVERYTHING" : RETURN 
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342 

343 

344 

345 
346 

PRINT "DO YOU IJISH A STATUS REPORT" : 

PRINT "DO YOU IJJ SH SOMETHING TURNED .. . RETU RN 
PRINT 11 00 YOU IJISH SOMETHING TURNED 
F " : RETURN 
PRINT "IS THAT YOU MASTER " : RETURN 
PRINT "PLEASE EXCUSE ME DUE TO A 
CHNICAL PROBLEM I AH RE INITIALI ZI NG 

JS ANY ONE HOME" : RETURN 

RETURN 

ON 

OF 

TE 

34 7 PRINT "IJARNINC IJARNINC WARNING 

348 

349 
350 
351 
352 
353 
3 :S4 
3 5 :s 
356 

357 

3 58 

35 9 

360 
3 61 

36 2 

363 

364 

365 
3 66 
367 
368 
369 
37 0 
371 
372 
373 
374 
375 
376 
3 77 
3 8 2 
384 
386 
3 88 
391 
3 92 
393 
394 

THE OWNER HA S ALREAD Y BEEN CALLED A 
ND TO L D YOU ARE ENTERING THE HOUSE 
I AM NOIJ TRYING TO CALL SOMEONE ELSE 

FOR YOUR OIJN SAFE TE IT IJOULD BE BES 
T FOR YOU TO LEAVE IHEEDEITELY" : RETURN 

PRINT "C IVE ME A YES FOR EACH VA L ID D 
E VIE HHSS" : RETURN 
PRINT "OFF IS " : RETURN 
PRINT "STEREO ": RETURN 
PRINT " BEDROOM" : RETURN 
PRINT "DEN" : RETURN 
PR INT " K ITCHEN": RETURN 
PRINT " OUT SI DE" : RETURN 
PRINT "HEAT" : RETURN 
PRINT " THERE HAVE BEEN NO SECURITY PRO 
BLEHS" : RETURN 
PRINT "THERE HAS BEEN "5 8" OUTSIDE \JAR 
NJNCS" : RETURN 
PR I NT "THER E HAS BEEN "S 8 " INSIDE IJARN 
INC S " : RETURN 

PRINT "THERE HAS BEEN "NC" PHONE CALLS 
RETURN 

PR INT " PLEASE REPEAT THAT ": RETURN 
PRINT "I T JS "DAYS <T<6> > " THE TIME 

I S " HR S " "MINS " "H t : RETURN 
PRI NT " \JA K E UP \JAK E UP IT IS Tl 
ME TO CET UP 
ED ALL DAY 

YOU CAN NOT STAY IN B 
\JAKE UP " : RETURN 

PRINT "DO YOU WANT ME TO CET THE PHONE 
RETURN 

PR I NT " I'M SORR Y BUT I MUST CO NOW G 
OOD BYE" : RETURN 
RETURN 
RETURN 
RETURN 
RE TURN 
RETURN 
RETURN 
RETURN 
RETURN 
RETURN 
RETURN 
REM 1----------------- -1 
REM I INIT . SPEECHLINJC I 

REM !------ -- ----------! 
LET H I INT <IJAA I Z:S8 ) 
LET LO • IJAA - HI • ZS6 
POKE < 1144 + SSLOT > ,LO 
PO K E < IZ7Z + SSLOT> , HI 
LET HI INT <TAA I Z:S B> 
LET LO • TAA - HI * 2~ 6 

POKE (IJAA + 2> , LO 
POKE <WAA + 3) , Hl 



39S PRINT D$"PR•"SSLOT 
3 9 6 PR I NT IS 
397 PRINT DS " PR • O " 
398 RETURN 

400 REH 1----------------- -- 1 
402 REH DELAY BASED ON DE I 

404 REH 1-------------------1 
410 FOR D • l TO DE 
420 NEXT D 
4 30 RETURN 
450 
4S2 
454 
4SS 
4 60 
470 

REH !------------- -------! 
REH I WIRELESS HIKE ON ? I 

REH !--------------------! 
LET YES • 0 
IF PEEX <VOICE> 128 THEN YES • 
RETURN 

47S REH 1----- -----------------1 
476 REH LOAD TIHE TABLE 

477 REH !----------------- -----! 
480 GOSUB 600 
4 8 2 P R I NT D I " 0 P EN TT . " T ( 9 ) 

484 PRINT Dl"READ TT . "T<8 > 
486 FOR J • l TO 20 
488 FOR • l TO 3 
490 INPU T TT< I, J> 
492 NEXT J,J 

494 PRINT DS"CLOSE" 
496 L E T TP • l 
488 RETURN 
500 
S02 

REH 
REH 

!------------------ ! 
TURN ON BY PHONE 

S04 REH !------------------! 
SOS GOSUB 540 
SlO LET BU • 20 : GOSUB 7SO 
SlS RETURN 

S25 REM 1-------------------1 
527 REH I TURN OFF BY PHONE I 

S29 REH 1-------------------1 
530 GOSUB S40 

LET BU • 28 : GOSUB 750 
RETURN 
REH ----SUBR . FOR ON/OFF---
LET HESSAGE • 38 : GOSUB 300 
FOR H • l TO 7 
LET MESSAGE • H + 38 : GOSUB 300 
GOSUB 250 
IF YES THEN BU• BU <H> : GOSUB 750 
NEXT H 
RETURN 

REH 1----------------1 
REH I READ TIHE T<X> 
REM & TM 
REH 1----------------1 
FOR Y • 0 TO 8 
GOSUB 820 
LET T<Y> • X 
NEXT Y 

l 

s 34 
538 
S40 
541 
S42 
543 
S44 
S45 
548 
547 
800 
802 
803 
804 
605 
610 
112 
114 
• 18 LET TM • T<2> + T(3 ) • 10 + T< 4> • 100 

118 
12 0 
821 
822 

+ T <S > • 1000 
RETURN 
REH ----SUBR . TO READ T <X >----
POKE CB , O : POKE B,128 : REH SET DOR 
POKE CB,4 : POKE B,O : REH HOLD CLOCK F 
OR READING 

824 POKE CA , O : POXE A,240 : POXE CA,4: REH 
PORT A READY FOR READ 
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POKE B,128 : REM CHIP ON 8 26 
628 POKE A,Cl28 + Y,. 16) : REH 

SS 
Y IS ADORE 

630 POKE 2048, PEEK CA> : CALL 2049 : X • 
( 2 048) 

832 POKE A,O : REH RESET READ LINE 
634 POKE B,O : REH TURN CHIP OFF 
836 RETURN 
6 :5 0 
8 :5 1 
6 :5 2 

REH 
REH 
REH 

, ________________ , 
I DIAL THE PHONE I , ________________ , 

8:5:5 PRINT D8"PR•"HSLOT : REH MODEM ON 
660 PRINT QS;PNS;LF8 : REH DIAL • 
66:5 POKE TN,O : REH PHONE ON 
670 PRINT Zt : REH HODEH OFF 
67S 
678 
880 
700 
702 
704 
70 :5 

PRINT DS"PReO" 
LET S :5 • l : REM 
RETURN 

FLAG FOR PHONE ON 

REM 
REH 

, ___________________ , 
STATUS REPORT 

REM !-------------------! 
IF csa + se> 
300 

0 THEN MESSAGE - 46 : 

PEEK 

COSUB 

710 IF SS O THEN MESSAGE • 47 : COSVB 300 

71S IF S8 0 THEN MESSAGE • 48 : COSUB 300 

720 LET MESSAGE • 49 : COSUB 300 
72S RETURN 
750 
7:5 2 
7S4 

REH 
REH 
REH 

!--- --------- ----! 
PUSH BU ON BSR I , ________________ , 

7 S S POKE 2 093 , BU 
780 CALL 2300 
78S RETURN 
800 
802 
804 
8 0 :5 

REM 
REH 
REH 

, ___________________ , 
RECOC . YES I NO 

!-------------------! 
LET Z • PEEK <SANITY> 

808 PRINT D f "PRe"SSLOT 
810 PRINT Vt 
815 PRINT DS " PR#O" 
818 
8 20 
82 :5 

PRINT CHRS C7> REM 
PRINT Dt"IN#"SSLOT 
INPUT Wt 

830 PRINT D S" IN#O" 

BELL 

83S IF IJS ""THEN MESSAGE • SO : COSUB 30 
0: COTO SJ. 8 

840 PRINT OS"PR#"SSLOT 
842 PRINT VS 
844 PRINT DS"PR#O" 
84S LET YES • 0 : IF IJS • "YES" THEN YES • 

l 
848 
84 7 
8 :5 0 
8 :5 2 
8 :54 

LET Z • 
RETURN 

PEEK CSANITY> 

REH !---------------! 
REM I RECOC . A WORD I 

REH 
, _______________ , 

8:55 LET Z • PEEK CSANITY) 
8:58 PRINT O S "IN# "SSLOT 
860 INPUT WS 
88:5 PRINT D t "INeO " 
870 IF IJS "" THEN MESSAGE • 50 : COSUB 30 

O : COTO 8:5 :5 



S75 LET WN • 
+ l) 

INT <<< PEEK CWAA + 6l l 

SSO FOR X • MASK TO HASK + 63 
6S5 POKE 1,0 
890 NEXT X 
s S4 LET Z PEEK <SANITY> 
695 RETURN 
100 REH !-------------------- - ! 
&OZ REH MAIN INITIALIZATION 
904 REH !---------------------! 
906 GOSUB 9 5 0 : REH INIT VARIABLES 
909 
909 

GOSUB 375 : REH INIT SPEECH LAB 
LET Z PEEK <SANITY> 

910 PRINT DS " BLOAD HOHE . HL" 
911 LET Z PEEK <SANITY> 

3 ) 

112 PRINT D S "BLOAD JOHN" : REH VOCABULARY 
913 LET Z PEEK <SANITY> 
914 GOSUB 475 : REH LOAD TIME TABLE 
816 LET Z PEEK <SANITY > 
917 GOSUB 600 : REH READ TIME 
81S IF TH 1300 AND TM 1200 THEN TM • 

TH - lZOO 
920 IF TH 5 300 AND TH SZOO THEN TM • 

TH - 1200 
9Z Z LET Sl 3 : SZ O : S3 O : S4 O : S 5 

: SS O : S9 O : NC • 0 
9Z4 IF r~ 5100 OR TM < 

940 
900 THEN S l 

926 LET MESSAGE• 36 : COSUB 300 
930 FOR I l TO 400 
832 GOSUB 4SO 
834 IF YES THEN Sl Z : SZ - l : S3 1 : 54 

! : MESSAGE• 4 : GOSUB 300 : COTO 940 
936 NEXT 
940 POKE ZOS Z ,54 : REH ALARM FLAG 
944 CALL ZOSS : REM ENABLE INTERUPTS 
846 RETURN 
II S 0 
951 
85Z 
SS S 
8 5 6 
11 S7 
95 9 
9 S 9 
960 
961 

REM 
REM 
REM 

!-------------- ---------- ! 
! VARIABLE INIT I ALIZATION! 

!---------- -- ---- --- ---- - ! 
LET PF 
LET PN • 
LET RF 
LET RN • 
LET TF 
LET TN • 
L E T VO IC E 

49Z 4 0 
49241 
49 Z4 Z 
49 2 4 3 
49Z44 
4 92415 

49249 
9 9 3 LET SOUND • 49251 
96S LET SSLOT • 
96 6 LET VSLOT 7 
967 L E T MS LOT • ? 

0 

1: 

96S 
969 

LET RING 
LET S PS<l> 

1 6 x HSLOT - 18Z 5 1 
" 399 - 8030 ": SPS<Z> " 4 5 Z-

l 5 6 z .. 
970 LET A 49400 : CA • A+ 1 
9 71 LET B a A+ Z : CB •A+ 3 
9 7Z LET SAN I TY • 49393 
97 3 DIM MT<G4> 
974 FOR 1 TO 84 : READ MT<I > : NE XT 
975 DATA 3 ,3 ,l ,Z, 4,4 , 4,4,1,3,4,Z , 6,l , l,3 , l 

,7,1 , 4,8,8,9 , 3,Z,l,l,l,Z,4 , S, Z ,Z, Z ,1,l 
1, ZS , Z , l , l , l , 1 , 1, 1 , l , 3 , Z , 3, Z, l , S, 9. Z, Z 
. o . o . o.o , o , o,o.o,o . o 

977 LET NlS "JOHN" 

COTO 
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878 LET NZt "IJANDA" 
979 FOR [ 0 TO 8: READ DAY•<I> : NEXT 
980 DATA SUNDAY,HONDAY ,TUESDAY,IJEDNESDAY, 

THURSDAY,FRIDAY,SATURDAY 
981 FOR I l TO 4: READ PNt<I>: NEXT I 
882 
983 

DATA 
FOR I 

"452-1954°, 0 399-8030", "7", "8" 
0 TO 9 : READ TEENt<I>: NEXT 

984 DATA TEN ,ELEVEN,T'WEL VE,THIRTEEN,FOURT 
EEN.FIFTEEN,SIXTEEN,SEVENTEEN,EICHTEEN 
, NINETEEN 

985 FOR 2 TO S : READ TNt<I>: NEXT 
986 DATA TWENTY,THIRTY,FORTY,FIFTY 

LET \JAA • 30 00 
LET TAA • IJAA + SS7 
LET MASK • TAA + 2177 
LET OS "" · REH CTL 0 
LET IS '"' · REH CTL 
LET Vt "" · REH CTL V 
DIH TT<3,20> 
FOR I l TO 7 : READ BU<I> 
DATA 6,7,4,S,8,9,10 

NEXT 

987 
988 
989 
990 
991 
992 
993 
895 
998 
997 LET Q$ CHRS <l7> : LFt CHRt <10> : Z 

t "" · REH CTL Z 
998 POKE TF , O : POKE PF,O: POKE RF,O 
999 RETURN 
1000 REM !•-•••••• •• • •••••••••••••! 
1001 
1002 

REH PROCESS VOICE COMMANDS REM , _______ __ D ____________ __ , 

1012 COSUB 450 : REH IS HIKE ON 
1014 IF NOT YES THEN RETURN 
1015 LET Sl 2 : S2 l : S3 1 : 84 

2082,54 
1016 IF SS l THEN POKE TF,O : SS 

ACE 12 : COSUB 3 0 0: RETURN 

1 : FOKE 

O : HESS 

1018 
1019 

LET MESSAGE• 1 : COSUB 
FOR I • MASK TO MASK + 

300 
38 : POKE I , l : 

1020 
1022 

1023 
1024 
1026 

COSUB 650 : REH RECOC . A WORD 
ON <WNl COSUB 1100,1100,1100 , llOO ,ll O 

0 .1100.11 00 .12 00 , 130 0 ,1400,1900,170 0 ,l 
800 

IF SS l OR S4 • 0 THEN 1030 
LET MESSAGE • 2 : COSUB 300 
cosue 900 

NEXT 

1028 IF YES THEN MESSAGE• 3 : COSUB 300 : COTO 

1030 
1032 
1100 
1101 
1102 
1112 
1114 
1116 

1118 
1120 
1122 
1124 
1126 
1128 
1130 
1132 
1134 
1136 

1019 
LET HESSACE • 4 : COSUB 30 0 
RETURN 

REH !--- -----------------! 
REH CONTROL WITH VOICE I 

REH !--------------------! 
LET BU • BU<WN> : WTt • IJt 

LET HESSACE • S : COSUB 300 
FOR I • MASK + 39 TO MASK + SO : POKE 

I , l : NEXT I 
COSUB BSO 
IF WN • 17 THEN RETURN 
COSUB 7SO : REH PRESS BUTTON BU 
ON <WN - 13> COTO 1126 , 1132,1138 
LET BU a 20 : COSUB 7SO : REH 'ON' 
LET HESSACE • 8 : COSUB 300 
RETURN 
LET BU • 2 8 : 
LET MESSAGE 
RETURN 

COSUB 7S O : REH 
7 : COSUB 300 

'OFF' 



1138 
1140 
1142 
1144 
1148 
1148 
1200 
1201 
1202 
1210 
1212 
1214 

1216 
l 2 18 
12 20 

LET BU • 18 
FOR I • l TO !!O 
COSUB 7!!0 : REH PRESSES 'DIH' ONCE 
NEXT I 
LET HESSACE • 8 : COSUS 300 
RETURN 

REH !-------------------! 
REH I ANNOUNCE THE TIME 

REH !-------------------! 
COSUB 600 : REH READ TIME 
LET MS 
IF T< 5 > 

T < 5 > - 4 
LET HRS 
IF T<4> 
IF T< !! > 

.. A M I I 

l THEN HS • " PH " : T<!!> • 

0 THEN HRS STRS <T<4>> 
l THEN HRS = TEENS <T<4>> 

1222 LET MIN S • "" 
1224 IF T<3> + T<2> 0 THEN MINS " 0 CL 

1 2 26 
l 2 28 

1230 

1232 
1234 
1300 
1301 

OCK COTO 1232 
IF T<Z> 
IF T< 3) 

1232 
IF T< 3 > 

INS 

0 THEN MINS STRt <T<2>> 
1 THEN HINS • TEEN s<T<2>>: COTO 

l THEN HINI • TNI <T< 3 > > + H 

LET MESSAGE - S l : COSUS 300 
RETURN 

REM !--------------------! 
REH VOICE CTL OF PHONE I 

1302 REH !--------------------! 
1310 LET MESSAGE • 8 : COSUB 300 
1312 FOR I = HASX + 48 TO HASK + 62 : POKE 

I , l : NEXT I 
l 314 
l 3 l 6 

1318 
l 3 l 9 
1320 
1322 
1324 
1400 
1401 
1402 
1410 
1415 
1420 

1425 
1430 
1435 

COSUB 8!!0: REM 
IF \JN • 17 THEN 

RECOC. A WORD 
RETURN 

LET MESSAGE• 10 : COSUS 300 
LET PN$ = PNs<WN - 17) 
COSUS 650 : REM D IA L PHONE 
LET SS• 1 : REH PHONE OFF HOOK 
RETURN 

REM !---------- --- --------! 
REH "CONVERSATION" HOOE 

REM !-------- -------------! 
LET HE SSACE • 13 : COSUB 300 
cosus 80 0 
IF YES THEN MESSAGE• 14 : COSUS 300 : COTO 

1430 
LET MESSAGE • 15 : COSUB 300 
LET HESSACE • 16 : COSUB 300 
cosus 8 00 

1440 IF NOT YES THEN HESSACE • 18 : COSUB 
3 0 0 : COTO 14 B 0 

1445 LET MESSAGE • 17 : COSUB 300 
1450 COSUB 800 
1455 LET MESSAGE• 19 : COSUS 300 
1460 
1485 
1470 

1475 
1480 
1490 
1600 
l 6 0 l 
1602 
1610 

LET HESSACE • 20 : COSUB 300 
COSUB 800 
IF YES THEN MESSAGE • 22 : COSUB 300 : COTO 

1480 
LET MESSAGE • 21 : COSVB 300 
LET MESSAGE• 2 3 : COSUB 300 
RETURN 

REM !-------- ---------- ---! 
REH I CHANCE VOCABULARIES 

REH !---------------------! 
LET ME SSAGE • 11 : COSUB 300 
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16ZO 
l 6 3 0 
1640 
1650 
1660 
1700 
1701 
170Z 
17 l 0 
1715 
l 7 l 6 

17ZO 
17Z5 
1730 
173 5 
1740 
1745 
1750 
1755 
1760 
lSOO 
ls 0 l 
lSOZ 
1810 
lSlS 
18ZO 

ls z l 
lSZZ 
1SZ5 
ls 3 0 
1S3S 

1S40 
1S45 
lSSO 
1851 
1855 
zooo 
ZOlO 
2 0ZO 
20ZS 
2030 
Z040 
2045 
zoso 
2060 
Z070 

zoao 
2090 

2100 
ZllO 
2115 
21ZO 
21Z5 
2 130 

2135 
2140 
2 ls 0 
2 160 
Zl70 
ZlSO 
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PRINT Ds "BLOAD "NZ S 
LET Ts• Nll 
LET NlS • NZf 
LET NZS a TS 
RETURN 

REM !------------------! 
REM HANDLE GOODNIGHT I 

REM !------------------! 
LET MESSAGE 24 : GOSUB 300 
LET S2 O : S4 O : POKE 2082,S4 
CALL ZOSS : REM ENABLE INTERUPTS 
LET MESSAGE ZS : GOSUB 300 
cosue soo 
IF YES THEN 1750 
LET S3 l 
LET MESSAGE 26 : 
RETURN 
LET S3 0 
LET MESSAGE 7. 7: 
RETURN 

CO SUB 

GOSUB 

REM !----------------! 
REM HANDLE BYE BYE 
REM !---------------- ! 
LET MESSAGE - ZS : GOSUB 
GOSUB SOO 

300 

300 

300 

IF NOT YES THEN S4 
RETURN 

l : POKE Z08Z,S4 

NC~ 0 : 
LET Sl 

REM 
3 : 

RESET NUMBER OF CALLS 
REM SOMEONE HOME 

LET MESSAGE ZS : GOSUB 300 
GOSUB SOO 
IF NOT YES THEN MESSAGE • 30 : GOSUB 

300 : S4 1 : POKE ZOS7.,S4 : RETURN 
LET MESSAGE 31 : GOSUB 300 
LET SC = 45 : COSUB ZOO 
LET S4 O : POKE Z087.,S4 
CALL ZOSS : REM ENABLE INTERUPTS 
RETURN 
REM !=== a•••••• •z•~- - - - ---- - -1 

REM 
REM 
LET Z 
GOSUB 

PROCESS PHONE CALLS 

PEEK <SANITY> 
100 : REM CHECK FOR RING 

IF NOT YES THEN RETURN 
LET NC = NC + l 
ON Sl GOTO Z060,Z340,Zll0 
REH -----STATUS UNKNOWN----- - -
LET SC 3 : GOSUB ZOO : REM 3 SEC DE 

LAY 
COSUB 100 : REM RING CHECK 
IF NOT YES THEN RETURN REM STILL 
UNSURE 
LET Sl 3 : REM ASSUME NO ONE HOME 
REM - - ----NO ONE HOME-- ---- -
POKE TN , O 
POKE PN , 0 : REM PLAY MESSAGE 
LET Z 
LET DE 
DELAY 
LET Z 
POKE PF . O 
POKE RN,O 

PEEK <SANITY> 
11900 : GOSUB 400 : REM PLAYER 

PEEK <SANITY> 

GOSUB 250 : REM CHECK FOR OWNER 
IF YES THEN ZZ60 
FOR 

MESSAGE 
l TO 15 : REM MAX OF SO SEC . 



2185 
2190 

LET Z PEEK <SANITY> 
GOSUB 150 : REH 3 SEC SOUND CHECK 

Z200 IF NOT YES THEN 2230 
2210 IF PEEK C2077> C > 0 THEN MESSAGE 

54 : GOSUB 300 : GOTO 2230 
2220 
2230 
2240 
2250 
2280 
2285 
2270 
2275 
2280 
2290 
2 30 0 
2305 
2310 
2320 
2330 
2340 
2350 
2360 

2370 
2 3 7 5 

2380 
2 3 8 5 
2390 
2400 
2410 
3000 
3 0 0 5 

3010 
3 0 l 5 

s 

NEXT 
POKE RF,O 
POKE TF ,O 
RETURN 
REH -----OWNER 
POKE RF,O 
LET MESSAGE • 
GOSUB 250 : IF 
LET MESSAGE • 
GOSUB 25 0 : IF 
LET MESSAGE • 
GOSUB 2 5 0 : IF 
LET MESSAGE • 
POKE TF,O 
RETURN 

CALLING--------

32 : GOSUB 300 
YES THEN GOSUB 
33 : GOSUB 300 
YES THEN GOSUB 
34 : GOSUB 300 
YES THEN GOSUB 
4 : GOSUB 300 

REH ---- --SOMEONE HOME--------
LET MESSAGE 53 : GOSUB 300 

700 

500 

525 

FOR l TO 500 : REH SEVERAL SECOND 

GOSUB 450 
IF YES THEN 2390 
NEXT 
RETURN 
POKE TN,O 
LET SS l : REH FLAG FOR PHONE ON 
RETURN 
REH 1 -----3·- ~- --------------1 
REH PROCESS SECURITY FLAGS 
REH l•••••••a•••••• •••••••••• I 
LET z PEEK <SANITY> 

3020 REH IF PEEK (2 077 > 0 THEN RETURN 
NO SECUR. PROB . 
IF PEEK ( 2 07 9) 0 THEN 3100 : REH 3030 D 

OOR 
IF PEEK (2078> 0 THEN 3200 : REH 3040 0 

UTSIDE 
3050 GOTO 3300 
3100 REH -------- DOOR OPEN -------
3105 LET MES S AGE 35 : GOSUB 300 
3110 
3 l ls 
3118 
3120 
3125 
3130 
3135 
3140 
3145 
3150 
3155 
3160 
3165 
3166 

3170 

3175 
3180 
3200 
3205 
3210 

GOSUB 5000 : REM DEN ON 
FOR I l TO 700 
LET Z PEEK <SANITY> 
GOSUB 450 
IF YES THEN 3140 
NEXT I 
GOTO 3300 
LET MESSAGE 32 : GOSUB 300 
GOSUB 800 
IF YE S THEN 
LET MESSAGE 

GOSUB 700 : GOTO 3160 
4 : COSUB 300 

GOSUB 3400 
POKE 2 085,l : REH l PERSON IN DEN 
POKE 2086 , 0 : POKE 2087,0 : POKE 2098,0 

REH NONE ANYWHERE ELSE 
LET Sl 2 : S2 

o : S9 
POKE 

0 : NC • 
2 082 , 54 

RETURN 

l : s 3 l : S4 
0 

REH ----SOMEONE OUTSIDE--- -
GOSUB 5850 : GOSUB 5500 
LET SC 15 : GOSUB 200 

l : s 8 
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3215 
3220 
3225 
3230 
3235 
3236 
3237 
3240 
3245 
3250 
3300 
3305 
3310 
3315 
3320 
3325 
3330 
3335 
3340 
3345 
3350 
33SS 
3360 
3400 
3410 
3420 
3430 
3440 
3450 
3460 
4000 
4001 
4002 
4003 
4015 
4016 

4017 

4018 
4020 
4022 
4025 
4028 
4029 
4030 
4032 
4033 

4035 

4040 
4050 
4997 
4998 
4999 
sooo 
5010 
5020 
5 030 
SOSO 
S060 
5 070 
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cosue 200 
LET SC• lS : COSUB 200 
COSUB 5400 
COSUB 3400 
LET SC . ZO: COSUB 200 
LET SC - ZO : CO SUB 200 
LET SC - z 0 : CO SUB 20 0 
COSUB s 4 .5 0 
LET S8 - S8 + l 
RETURN 
REM ----WINDOW OR INSIDE-----
COSUB 
COSUB 
FOR I 

5050 : COSUB 
SlSO : COSUB 

1 TO 2 
LET PNS • SPS<I> 
COSUB 650 

5850 
5300 

LET HESSACE • 37 : COSUB 300 
POKE TF,O : SS 0 
LET SC • 5 : COSUB ZOO 
NEXT 
COSUB 3400 
LET se - 59 + 1 
RETURN 
REM - ---CLEAR ML FLAGS-------
POKE 2077,0 : REH SECURITY FLAC 
POKE 2078,0 : REH OUTSIDE FLAC 
POKE 2078,0 : REH DOOR FLAG 
POKE 2080,0 : REM WINDOW FLAC 
POKE 2081 ,0 : REH MISC . FLAC 
RETURN 
REM l••••••• • ••••• ••••••• • ••I 
REH PROCESS NEXT ITEH 
REH IN TIME TABLE 
REM f• •••••••••••••••• • •••••I 
COSUB 600 : REM READ TIME 
IF TH 1200 AND TH 1300 THEN TH 
• TH - 1200 
IF TM > 5200 AND TM 
• TH - 1200 
IF TM < > 0 THEN 4029 
COSUB 475 
LET Z • PEEK <SANITY> 
COSUB 600 

0 THEN 4022 

5300 THEN TM 

IF TM • 
IF TP 
IF TH 

ZO THEN RETURN 
TTCl , TP> THEN RETURN 

IF TT< 2 ,TP > 
IF TT<Z,TP> 
RETURN 

l THEN 4035 
Sl THEN TP • TP + 1 : 

ON <TTC3 , TP>> COSUB SO OO, SOS0,5100,51 
SO,S200 , SZ50,S300,S3 5 0,S400,S450 ,5S OO , 
5SSO,S600,5650,5700 ,S 750 , S800,5B50,590 
o.seso 

LET TP • TP + l 
RETURN 

REM !------ ----------- ---- --- ! 
REM TIME TABLE SUBROUTINES 

REM !---------------------- -- ! 
REH - ------ DEN ON ------ --- 
LET BU 3 S : COSUB 7SO 
LET BU • Z O : COSUB 750 
RETURN 
REM ------ - DEN OFF ------ --
LET BU• 5 : COSUB 750 
LET BU• 28 : COSUB 750 



5080 
5100 
5110 
,120 
5130 
,150 
5180 
5170 
5180 
5 200 
5210 
5220 
5230 
,25 0 
5260 
5270 
5280 
530 0 
53 10 
'320 
5330 
5350 
5360 
5370 
53 60 
5400 
5410 
5420 
,450 
5460 
5470 
5500 
5510 
552 0 
5530 
5550 
5560 
5570 
5560 
5600 

5610 
S620 
5630 
565 0 
5660 
5670 
S680 
5700 
S70S 
5710 
5715 
S720 
S 730 
S735 

S740 
5750 
575S 
5760 
,600 
5810 
5830 
S850 
5 660 
5 8 70 

4 

RETURN 
REM ---- -- KITCHEN ON ------
LET BU • 8 : GOSUB 750 
LET BU • 20 : COSUB 75 0 
RETURN 
REM ------ KITCHEN OFF 
LET BU • 8 : COSUB 750 
LET BU - 28 : cosve 750 
RETURN 
REM --- - - FLOODLIGHTS ON 
LET au • 9 : cosue 750 
LET BU - 20 : cosue 750 
RETURN 
REM - - --- FLOODLIGHTS OFF 
LET BU • 9 : Gosue 7 5 0 
LET BU • 28 : COSUB 750 
RETURN 
REM ------- OFFICE ON -------
LET au - 6 : cosue 750 
LET BU • 20 : COSUB 750 
RETURN 
REM ---- ----OFFICE OFF 
LET BU • 6 : GOSUB 750 
LET BU - 28 : cosue 750 
RETURN 
REM ------- -- ALL ON -- -----
LET Bu - 24 : Gosue 75 0 
RETURN 
REM - - -- -- --- ALL OFF ------
LET BU• 16 : COSUB 750 
RETURN 
REM ------- STEREO ON -------
LET BU • 7 : GOSUB 750 
LET BU • 20 : COSUB 750 
RETURN 
REM ------- STEREO OFF 
LET Bu - 7 : Gosue 7 5 0 
LET BU • 28 : COSUB 750 
RETURN 
REM HEAT ON -- - - -- - -
LET BU - lO : cosue 750 
LET BU • 28 : COSUB 750 
RETURN 
REM HEAT OFF - - -----
LET BU • 10 : COSUB 750 
LET BU • 2 0 : GOSUB 750 
RETURN 
REM --- --- WAKE UP CALL 
IF S3 • l OR S2 l T HEN RETURN 
LET ME SS AGE • 52 : COS UB 300 
COSUB 5850 
COSUB 8 00 
LET ME SS AGE • 51 : COSUB 300 
LET 52 • l :S3 l : S4 1 : POKE 2092,S 

RETURN 
REM --- -ENABLE INTERVPTS----
CALL 2 0 5 6 
RETURN 
REM ---- - ANNOUNC E TIME -- - - 
COSUB 1 2 00 
RETURN 
REH BEDROOM ON - ------
LET BU • 4 : COSUB 750 
LET BU a 20 : COSUB 750 
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5 ea o 
5900 
5 91 0 
5920 
5930 
5 950 
5 9 !5 !5 

5 960 

RETURN 
REI - ---- BEDROOM OFF -----
LET BU • 4: COSUB 750 
LET BU - ze: cosue 750 
RETURN 
REH ----DISABLE INTERUPTS---
CALL 2075 
RETURN 



· ASM 

0800-
0801-
0804-
0806-
0809-

080A-
080C-
080F-
0811 -
0814-
0816-
0819-
091A -
081B-
081C -

FCA8-

Appendi~ 

~P()gp~m 
(M~c~i'1~ L~'1gl'~g~) 

00 
AD 00 08 
29 OF 
80 00 08 
60 

A9 30 
80 FE 03 
A9 08 
80 FF 03 
A9 04 
80 F7 co 
58 
60 
78 
60 

1000 
1010 
1020 
1030 
1040 
105 0 
1060 
1070 
1080 
1090 
1100 
1110 
1120 
1130 
1140 
1150 
1155 
1156 
1160 
1170 
1180 
1190 
1200 
1210 
1220 
1230 

•---------------------------------
* UPPER NIBBLE MASK ROUTINE FOR 
* USE WITH THE 5832 CLOCK CHIP 

*---------------------------------
TEMCLK . DA 1 0 
CLOCK LOA TEHCLK 

AND ltOF 
STA TEHCLK 
RTS 

CLOCK DATA 
GET DATA 
MASK HIGH NIBBLE 
REPLACE DATA 

•----- --------------- -------------
* ROUTINES TO CONTROL INTERRUPTS 

•---------------------------------
ENABLE LOA 

STA 
LOA 
STA 
LOA 
STA 
CLI 
RTS 

DISABL SEI 
RTS 

I INTER 
t3FE 
I INTER 
S3FF 
14 
SWPORT+l 

SET UP INTERRUPS 
VECTOR 

I NITIALIZE THE 
PIA PORT 

ENABLE INTERRUPTS 

DISABLE INTERRUPTS 

•-------------------- -------------
* INTERUPT ROUTINE FOR HANDLING 
* SWITC HPLATE INPUTS AND CONTROL 
* ING LIGHTS THROUGH THE BSR 

1240 * ULTRA SONIC COMMAND CONSOL 
1250 * BY 
1260 * JOHN BLANKENSHIP 

1270 *------------------- -------------
1280 WAIT . EO SFCA8 MONITOR DELAY 
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COF6-
0810- 00 
081E- 00 
081F- 00 
0820- 00 
0821- 00 
0822- 01 
0823- 00 
0824- 00 

1290 SWPORT . EQ t COF6 INPUT PORT 
SECURITY FLAG 
OUTS I DE FLAG 

08 25 - 00 00 00 
0828- 00 
0829- 0 5 04 06 
00zc- 07 
0820- 00 
08 2 E- 00 
082F - 00 
0830- A5 45 
08 32 - 48 
0833- 8A 
0834- 48 
08 3S- 98 
0836- 48 

1300 SECF 
1310 OUTF 
1320 DOORF 
1330 WINDF 
1340 INSDF 
1350 ALARH 
1360 TO 
1 3 70 FROM 

1380 NUM 

1390 TABLE 
1 400 DATA 
141 0 DATAl 
1420 DATA2 
14 3 0 INTER 
1440 
1450 
1460 
1470 
1480 

0837- A9 
0839- 20 
083C- AD 

04 1490 
A8 FC 1500 
F6 CO 1510 

083F- C9 FF 
0841- FO 30 
0843- AC 22 08 
0846- FO 4A 
0848- 09 FD 
084A- AZ FF 
084C - E8 
08 40- 4A 
084E- 90 06 
0950- C 9 00 
0852- FO ZC 
0854- DO F6 

1520 
1530 
1540 
1550 
l 5 6 0 
l 5 7 0 
1580 AGAIN 
l 5 9 0 
1600 
1610 
1620 
1630 

08 5 6- BE 24 08 1640 FOUND 
OB59- AD F6 CO 1650 PAUSE 

085C- C9 FF 
OBSE- DO F9 

1660 
1670 

OB60- A9 04 16BO 
DB62- ZO AB FC 1690 
0865- 20 DO FB 1700 

. DA 11 0 

. DA 11 0 

. DA 110 

. DA 11 0 

. DA 110 

. DA Il l 

. DA 110 

. DA 110 

DOOR FLAG 
WINDOW FLAG 
HISC . FLAG 
STATUS OF ALARM 
ROOM MOVEMENT TO 
ROOM MOVEMENT FROM 

. HS 00000000 NUMBER IN EACH ROOH 

. HS 05040607 BSR CODE TABLE 
. DA 11 0 PERH CODE HOLDER 
. DA 11 0 
. DA 11 0 
LOA $ 45 
PHA 
TXA 
PHA 
TYA 
PHA 
LOA 114 
JSR WAIT 
LOA SWPORT 
CMP llt FF 
B EQ DONE 
LOY ALARM 
BEQ SECUR 
ORA llSFO 
LOX lltFF 
INX 
LSR 
BCC FOUND 
CMP •SO 
BEQ DONE 
BNE AGAIN 
STX FROM 
LOA SWPORT 

CMP llS FF 
BNE PAUSE 
LOA 11 4 
JSR WAIT 
JSR tFBDD 

TEMP CODE HOLDER 
TIMES TO SEND EACH CODE 
RESTORE ACC 
SAVE REGISTERS 

WAIT . l MSEC 
DE BOUNCE 

C K FOR NONE PRESSED 

SEE IF ALARM SET 
DO SECURITY STUFF 
MASK TOP NIBBLE 
SET COUNTER 

CK NEXT ROOM 
ROOM IS IN X 
DONE LOOKING 
YES AND NONE FOUND 
NO-KEEP LOOKING 
s.a..vE ROOM FROM 
WAIT TILL SWITCHES RELEASED 

WAIT . l MSEC 
FOR DEBOUNCE 

BELL 
OB69- A Z FF 
086A- AO FF 
oBec- AD Fe co 

1710 SECOND LOX lltFF 
1720 OVER LOY llSFF 

FOR 5 SECONDS LOOK 
FOR ZNO SWITCH 

READ SWITCHES 
MASIC HIGH BYTE 
CK FOR PRESSED 

1730 MORE 
OB6F- 29 OF 1740 
OB71- C9 OF 1750 
0973 - DO 38 1760 
0975- A 9 04 1 7 70 
0977- 20 AB FC 1790 
OB7A- 8B 1790 
097B- DO EF lBOO 
0970- CA lBlO 
097E- DO EA 1920 
OBBO- AD F6 CO 1B30 DONE 
0883- C9 FF 
OBB5- DO F9 

1840 
1850 

0867- AB 04 1860 
0889- 20 AB FC 1870 
088C- 68 
0880- AB 
098E- 68 
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188 0 
1890 
1900 

LOA SWPORT 
AND llSF 
CMP llt F 
BNE ONEWAS 
LOA 114 
JSR WAIT 
DEY 
BNE MORE 
DEX 
BNE OVER 
LOA SWPORT 
CMP lltFF 
BNE DONE 
LOA 114 
JSR WAIT 
PLA 
TAY 
PLA 

WAIT . 1 MSEC 
FOR DEBOUNCE 

LOOP 
UNTIL 

2 SECONDS 
ARE UP 

WAIT TILL RELEASED 

ANOTHER . l MSEC 
DE BOUNCE 

RESTORE REGISTERS 



088F- AA 
0890- 68 
0891- 40 
0892- OA 

1910 
19ZO 
1930 
1940 SECUR 

0893- BO 03 19SO 
oees- EE lE oe 1960 
0898- OA 
0889- BO 03 

1970 DOOR 
19BO 

089B - EE lF 08 1990 

TAX 
PLA 
RTI 
ASL 
BCS DOOR 
INC OUTF 
ASL 
BCS WINDOW 
INC DOORF 

089E- OA ZOOO WINDOW ASL 
088F- BO 03 ZOlO BCS INSIDE 
08Al- EE ZO 08 ZOZO INC WINDF 
08A4 - OA Z030 INSIDE ASL 
08AS- BO 03 Z040 
08A7- EE Zl OB ZOSO 
08AA - EE 10 OB Z060 CONT 

BCS CONT 
INC INSDF 
INC SECF 

0 SAD- 4C E 08 ZO 70 JMP DONE 
08BO- AZ FF 2080 ONEWAS LOX •tFF 
OBBZ- £8 
08B3- 4A 
08B4- 80 oz 
08B6- BO FA 

zo90 NEXT 
2100 
ZllO 
ZlZO 

08B8- 8E Z3 08 Zl30 COTIT 
OBBB - FE Z5 08 Zl40 
OBBE- AE Z4 08 ZlSO 
OBCl - DE Z5 08 2160 
OBC4- 10 OF Z170 
08C6- AB 00 2180 
08C8- 90 ZS 08 2190 
08CB- AE Z3 08 ZZOO 
08CE- BO 25 oe 2Z10 
0801 - C9 01 
0803- DO OE 

zzzo 
ZZ30 

OBOS- AE Z3 OB ZZ40 OK 
0809 - BO 
OBDB- ZO 
08DE- A9 

29 08 Z2SO 
F9 OB Z 260 
14 Z270 

08EO- zo F9 OB ZZBO 
08E3- AE 24 OB 2290 OFF 
OBE6 - BO ZS OB 2300 
08E9- DO 95 2310 
OBEB- BO Z9 OB Z3ZO 
08EE- 20 F9 08 Z330 
OBFl- A9 lC 2340 
08F3 - 20 F9 08 2 350 

INX 
LSR 
BCC COTIT 
BCS NEXT 
STX TO 
INC NUM , X 
LOX FROM 
DEC NUl1 , X 
BPL OK 
LOA •to 
STA NUM,X 
LOX TO 
LOA NUM,X 
CMP •1 
BNE OFF 
LOX TO 
LOA TABLE,X 
JSR SSONIC 
LOA •20 
JSR SSONIC 
LOX FROM 
LDA NUM,X 
BNE DONE 
LOA TABLE,X 
JSR SSONIC 
LDA •za 
JSR SSONIC 

oars- 4C 90 OB Z360 JMP DONE 
OBF9- BD ZD 08 Z370 SSONIC STA DATA 
oar c - AO 03 2380 BECIN 
08FE- ec ZF 08 Z390 
0901- CE ZF 08 ?400 TWO 
0904 - DO OB 
0906 - AZ 01 

2410 
2420 

0908- AO FF 2 430 WT 
090A- zo AS re 2440 
0900 - CA 
OBOE- DO F8 
091 0- 60 
0911 - AZ 01 

?4SO 
? 460 
?470 
Z480 MAIN 

0913- ZO SS 09 ? 490 
0916 - AD ZD 08 ZSOO 
0919 - 8 0 ZE 08 ZSlO 
091C- ZO 41 09 ZSZO 
091F - AD ZD 08 ?530 
OBZZ- 49 lF ?540 
0924 - BO ZE 08 Z SSO 

LDY •s3 
STY DATAZ 
DEC OATAZ 
BNE HAIN 
LOX *l 
LOA •tFF 
JSR WAIT 
DEX 
BNE Y/T 
RTS 
LOX •tl 
JSR ONE 
LOA DATA 
STA OATAl 
JSR OUT 
LOA DATA 
EOR •SlF 
STA DATAl 

RETURN 
DO ALARM STUFF 

FIND Y/HICH ROOM 

"TO" ROOM 
INC * IN ROOM TO 

DEC e IN ROOM FROM 

NEVER LET I BE NEGATIVE 

SEE IF lST 
PERSON TO 

ENTER 

CONVERT TO CODE 
TURN ON LICHT 
CODE FOR "ON" 

SEE IF FROM ROOM 
IS EMPTY 

CONVERT TO CODE 
TURN OFF LICHT 
CODE FOR "OFF " 

KEY CODE 
SEND EACK TWI C E 

LONG WAIT 

START BIT 

PREPARE TO SEND DATA BI T S 

PREPARE FOR COMPLEMENT DATA 
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0927- zo 41 
O 92A- AO FF 
092C- 20 6S 
09ZF- AO FF 
0931- 20 6S 
0934- AO 82 

OS 2S60 
2S70 

09 25SO 
2S90 

09 Z600 
Z610 

OS36- ZO 6S OS Z620 
OS39- AS 60 Z930 
093B- 20 AS FC 2640 
OSJE- 4C 01 OS Z6SO 

JSR OUT 
LOY •sFF 
JSR PULSES 
LOY #SFF 
JSR PULSES 
LOY #S82 
JSR PULSES 
LOA #$60 
JSR WAIT 
JHP TWO 

STOP BITS 

PAUSE BETWEEN 

Z660 *---------------------------------
2670 * 
Z6SO * 

SUBROUTINE 'OUT' OUTPUTS 
FIVE BITS IN DATAl 

2690 *---------------------------------
0941- A2 OS 
0943- 4E 2E OS 
0946- BO OD 

2700 OUT LOX #SS GET READY 
Z710 OUTl LSR DATA! GET NEXT BIT 
27ZO BCS ONE SEND A ONE 

094S- AO 30 2730 ZERO 
094A- ZO 6S 09 2740 
0940- A9 31 
094F- ZO AS 
09S2- 4C 64 
095S- AO AO 
0957- zo 6S 
09SA- AB 24 
095C- 20 A8 
095F- AS OS 
0961- 20 AB 
0964- CA 
0965- DO DC 
0967- 60 

2750 
FC 2760 
09 2770 

2780 ONE 
09 27SO 

2800 
re 2910 

2820 

LOY •s30 
JSR PULSES 
LOA #531 
JSR WAIT 
JHP MOR 
LOY •SAO 
JSR PULSES 
LOA #S24 
JSR WAIT 
LOA #105 
JSR WA IT 
DEX 
BNE OUTl 
RTS 

OR A ZERO 
<48 PULSES> 

6 . 83 HSEC 
CONTINUE 
<160 PULSES> 

3 . 82 HSEC 

. 14 6 MSEC 

KEEP GOING 
DONE HERE 

re 2030 
2840 HOR 
2850 
2860 
2870 
2880 
2890 

•---------------------------------
* OUTPUT Y PULSES AT 40 KHZ 

•---------------------------------
OS68 - CD SE CO 2900 PULSES CHP $COSE TRANSDUCER ON 
0968- EA 
098C- EA 
096D- EA 
096E- EA 

2910 
2 920 
2930 
2S40 

096F - CD SF CO 2950 
0972- CD FF FF 2960 
0975- 88 
0976- DO FO 
0978- 60 

SYMBOL TABLE 

084C- AGAIN 
0822- ALARM 
08FC- BEGIN 
0801- CLOCK 
08AA - CONT 
OS2D- DATA 
OS2E- DATAl 
082F- OATA2 
OSlB- DlSABL 
08SO- DONE 
OS9S- DOOR 
OSlF- DOORF 
080A- ENABLE 
OS56- FOUND 
08 2 4- FROM 
OSBS- GOTIT 
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2970 
29SO 
2990 
3000 

NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
CHP SCOSF 
CHP sFFFF 
DEY 
BNE PULSES 
RTS 
. EN 

OS21- INSDF 
OSA4- INSIDE 
OS30- INTER 
0911- HAIN 
0964- HOR 
OS6C- HORE 
OSB2 - NEXT 
OS25- NUM 
08E3 - OFF 
OSDS- OK 
OS55 - ONE 
OSBO- ONEIJAS 
0941- OUT 
0943- OUTl 
081E- OUTF 
086A- OVER 

TRANSDUCER OFF 
JUST A DELAY 

KEEP GOING 
DONE HERE 

0859- PAUSE 
0968- PULSES 
0810- SEC :F 

086S- SECOND 
0892- SECUR 
OSF9- SSONIC 
COF6- SWPORT 
OS29- TABLE 
0600- TEHCLK 
OS23- TO 
0901- TWO 
FCA8- WAIT 
OSZO- WINDF 
089E- WINDOW 
0908- WT 
0948- ZERO 



Appendi~ 

JLIST 

FIRST USE POKES TO 0 
l 

REM 
REH LOAD SMALL MACHINE LANGUAGE PROGRAM 

FOR TO 9 : READ X : POKE 768 + , X : NEXT 

9 REM SET UP PORTS AND DOR ADDRESSES 
10 A = 
20 AB • 
21 REM 
Z2 REM 
Z3 REM 

lZ • 16 A 3 + lS * 16 + 
A + 2 : CB ~ C + 2 

'------ --------------! 
I MAIN PROGRAM STARTS! 

HERE 
Z4 REM !--------------------! 
ZS HOME 

8 : C • A + 

30 PRINT "CLOCK SET AND VIEi.i PROGRAM" 
3S VTAB 5 
40 PRINT "l . VIE\o/ CLOCK" 
4S PRINT " 2. SET CLOCK" 
S O PR I NT INP UT "\o/HICH " ; NUM 
SS ON NUM GOTO 1000 , ZOOO 
60 COTO ZS 

80 REM - -- - ----------- -------------
90 REM GENERAL PURPOSE SUBROUTINE TO 
91 REM READ AND l.IRITE 
92 REM BASIC IS SLOW ENOUGH TO 
93 REH PROVIDE THE CORRECT TIMING 
94 REM FOR THE 5832 CH I P 

95 REH --------- - --------- ---------

l 

100 POKE CB,0: POKE AB, 1 28 : POKE CB,4 : POKE 
AB . O : REM SET UP HOLD PORT 

110 POKE C,0 : REM DOR 
111 IF Z • 0 THEN POKE A,255 : REM l.IRITE 
11 2 IF 2 = l THEN POKE A .Z 40 : REM READ 
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113 POKE C,4 : REH BACK TO OUTPUT 
120 POKE AB.128 : REH TURN CHIP ON 
130 POKE A.<128 + Y • 16 + D>: REH Y•ADDR 

D•WRITE DATA CO IF READ> 
140 POKE 768, PEEK <A> : CALL 7B9 : X • PEEK 

<768> : REH MASK UPPER NIBBLE TO ZERO 
145 POKE A,O: REH RESET READ 
150 POKE AB,O : REH TURN CHIP OFF 
170 RETURN 

800 REH !------------------------! 
810 REH I READ ANO DISPLAY 

920 REH !------------------------! 
1000 REH READ ALL ADDRESSES 
1001 VTAB 19 
1002 PR I NT " D HR H I SC " 
1005 Z • l : D = 0 
1010 FOR Y • 0 TO 6 
1020 GOSUB 100 
1030 T<Y> X 
1040 NEXT Y 
1050 
I 0 6 0 

1070 
1900 
1910 
1920 
1930 
1940 
1950 
2000 
2001 

2002 

2003 
2004 

2005 

2010 
2020 
2030 
2035 
2040 
20 s 0 
2060 

VTAB 20 
PR l NT T < B > " "T ( S > ; T < 4 > " "T < 3 > ; T ( 2 > " 

T<l> ;T<O>" 
GOTO 1005 

REH !-----------------------! 
REH 
REH 
REH 

SET THE TIME 
NOTE : SECONDS CANNOT 

BE SET WITH 
REH THIS CHIP 

REH !-----------------------! 
REH SET TIME 
PRINT PRINT " MOVE READ/WRITE SWITCH 
TO WRITE POS . " 
PRINT PRINT "USE 0 FOR SUNDAY,! FOR 
MONDAY ETC . " 
PRINT 
PRINT 

CITS" 

PRINT "ADD 4 TO HlO FOR PM" 
PRINT "ENTER 0-9 FOR OTHER DI 

PRINT PRINT "SEE CHAPTER 6 FOR HORE 
DETAILS ON CLOCK 

Z • 0: REH SET UP WRITE 
PRINT "INPUT DAY . HlO , Hl,HlO , Hl" 
FOR Y c 6 TO 0 STEP - l 
IF Y 2 THEN D • 0: GOTO 20 5 0 
INPUT D 
GOSUB 100 
NEXT Y 

2070 Z • l : D • 0 
2080 
3000 

END 
DATA 173,0,3,41,15,141 , 0,3,96,200 



El1iill~ 

JLIST 

l D f • C HRS ( 4 > 
S DIH TT < 3 . ZO> 

Append~ 

10 REH t------------------------1 
12 REH I TIME TABLE HAINTENANCE 
14 REH PROCRAH BY 
16 REH JOHN BLANKENSHIP 

18 REH 1------------------------1 
20 REM 
ZS REH 

80 REM !------------------------! 
90 REH MAIN PROCRAH MENVE 

9S REM !------------------------! 
100 TEXT 
1 l 0 
1 20 

130 
140 
14S 
l:!O 
lSS 
1S7 
160 

16S 

HOME 
PRINT " 

VTAB s 
PRINT "1 . 
PRINT 11z. . 
PRINT .. 3 . 

PR INT "4 . 
PRINT "5 . 
VTAB ZO : 

VTAB ZO : 

TIME TABLE HAINTENANCE 

LOAD A TABLE" 
EDIT TABLE IN MEMORY" 
SAVE PRESENT TABLE" 
CREATE A NEW TABLE" 
END" 

PRINT " 

PRINT " WHICH CET At 
170 A • VAL <At> 
1 71 IF A ~ S THEN HOME END 
17S IF A < l OR A 4 THEN 180 
180 ON A COSVB 1000,2000,3 0 00,4000 
190 COTO 100 
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1000 
100 :s 
1010 
1020 
1030 
1040 
lOSO 

l 0 :s :s 
1060 
1070 
1080 
1090 
1100 
1110 
1120 
l 1 3 0 
2000 
2 0 0 :s 
2010 
2020 
2040 
2 0 :s 0 
2060 

REH !------------------------! 
REM LOAD A TABLE FROM DISK 

REM !------------------------! 
HOME 
PRINT" 
VTAB 3 

LOAD TABLE" 

INPUT "WHAT TABLE NAME <JUST RETURN 
TO VOID> " ; TN$ 

IF TN$ THEN 
PRINT DS"OPEN "TN$ 
PRINT DS "RE AD "TNS 
FOR J • l TO 20 
FOR • l TO 3 
INPUT TT<I , J> 
NEXT I ,J 
PRINT D•"CLOSE" 
RETURN 

RETURN 

REH !-------------------- ! 
REH EDIT PRESENT TABLE 

REH !--------------------! 
HOME 
COSUB 5000 : REM 
HOME 

PRINT ARRAY 

INP ~ "ENTER ELEMENT CO-ORDINATES AND 
NEW DATA <X,Y,DATA> ";I ,J,K 

2. 0 7 0 TT < I , J > • K 
2. 0 8 0 
2085 
2.090 
2100 
2. 10 5 
2. l l 0 
2120 
3000 
3005 
3010 
3020 
3030 
3040 
30SO 

3 0 s :s 
3060 
3070 
3080 
3090 
3100 
3110 
3120 
3130 
4000 
40 0 5 
4010 
4020 

HTAB (l) : VTAB <J + l> : COSUB 7000 
HOME 
PRINT "MORE CHANCES <YIN> 
CET AS 
HOME 
IF AS "N" THEN RETURN 
COTO 2 060 

REM !--------------------! 
REH I SAVE TABLE TO DISK 

REH !--------------------! 
HOME 
PRINT " 
VTAB 3 

SAVE TABLE" 

INPUT "WHAT NAME TO USE <JUST RETURN 
TO VOID> " ; TN• 

IF TNS THEN RETURN 
PRINT DS"OPEN "TNS 
PRINT DS"WRITE "TNS 
FOR J • 1 TO 20 
FOR I l TO 3 
PRINT TT<I , J> 
NEXT I ,J 
PRINT DS"CLOSE" 
RETURN 
REM !----------------- ---! 
REH I CREATE A NEW TABLE 

REM !--------------------! 
HOME 

4030 PRINT "WE MUST ENTER THREE NUMBERS FO 
R EACH LINE IN THE TABLE" : PR INT 

4040 PRINT "THE ENTRIES ARE" 
4050 

4060 

4070 
4080 
4082 

PRINT .. l . EVENT TIME ( 24 HR FOR 
HAT>" 

PRINT .. 2 . USE <l-BOTH 2.-HOHE 3-
AWAY>" 

PRINT .. 3 . TASK NUMBER ( 1- 2 0) 
PRINT PRINT 
PRINT "ENTER EVENTS IN CHRONOLOCICAL 

ORDER" 



40 8 4 PR INT " INPUT Z ERO'S FOR UNUSED ELEMEN 
TS .. 

4086 
4090 
4100 
4105 
4 11 0 
4 120 
s ooo 
SOOS 
5010 
5020 
s 0 3 0 

S03 S 
S040 

S045 
SOSO 
SOSO 
S070 
5060 
S OSO 

3 

PR I NT PRINT 
FOR J • 1 T O 2 0 
PR I NT "LI N E " J " <ET , U , T > " · 
INPUT TT<l,J >, TT<2,J> , TT< 3, J) 
NE XT J 
RE T URN 

REM !-------- ------------- ! 
REM PRINT PRE S ENT ARRAY 

REM !--------- ------------! 
TEXT : HOME 
PO K E 34, 21 
INVERSE 
PRINT " 

NORMAL 
FOR J • l TO 20 
GOSVB 7 000 
PRINT 
NEXT J 
R ETURN 

1 

6000 R EM 
600S REM 
6010 REM 
6020 A • 

!----------------------- ! 
I PR INT A WITH LENGTH K 

!------ ------- ---------- ! 
STR s <A > 

60 3 0 

6040 
B OSO 
7000 
7004 
7008 
7009 

IF 
60 3 0 

LE N <A S ) < K THEN A• 

PRINT AS ; 
RETURN 

REM !------------- ------- --- ! 
REM I PRINT LINE J OF TAB L E I 

REM !-----------------------! 
I NVERSE 

70 1 0 K • 2 : A • J : GOSUB 6000 
7011 NORMAL 
70 2 0 FOR I • l TO 3 
7030 K • lO : A • TT < I , Jl 
7040 NEXT I 
70 5 0 RETURN 

GOSUB 6000 

" + A s: GOTO 
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lLIST 

l TEXT 
2 IF PEEK <104> 25 THEN POKE 103 ,2 0 

1 : POKE 104,25 : POKE 6600 , 0 : PRINT CHR t 
<4>"RUN VOCAB.CREATE,SAY" 

3 REH LINE 2 HAKES SURE LOHEH IS SET TO 6 
800 

5 SLOT - l 

6 Dt 
7 I $ 

8 Vt 
10 

12 
l 3 
14 
1 :s 
16 
17 
18 
50 
5 :s 

60 
3 00 
302 
304 
310 
320 
330 
340 

- .... . 
- ..... 

HOME 

REH CTL D 
REH CTL I 
REH CTL V 
PRINT "SPEECH LINK TEST BY JOHN 

BLANKENSHIP" 
VTAB (5) 
PRINT "l . INITIALIZE" 
PRINT "2 . TRAIN WORDS" 
PRINT "3 . RECOGNIZE WORDS" 
PRINT "4 . SAVE VOCABULARY" 
PRINT "!! . YES AND NO" 
PRINT " & . END" 
INPUT "WHICH " ; A 
ON A COSUB 1000,2000,3000,3:500 , 3800,889 

COTO 10 
REM ••••**************** 
REH * TRAIN Wt * 
REH **** ***** *********** 
PR INT Wt 
PRINT Ot " PRl"SLOT 
PRINT WS 
PRINT Ot"PRIO" 



34S ERR• PEEK <WAA + 9) 
3SO RETURN 
400 REH ••*•**************** 
402. REH • RECOGNIZE WI • 
404 REM •••***************** 
410 PRINT Dl"IN#"SLOT 
42.0 INPUT W$ 
430 PRINT Dl"INeO" 
4SO ERR • PEEK <WAA + 9) 
460 RETURN 
999 END 
1000 REM ******************** 

REH • INITIALIZATION • 1010 
102.0 REH ******************** 
1040 WAA • 3000 
1050 HI INT <WAA I 2.SB> 
1060 LO • WAA - HI • 2.S8 
1070 POKE <1144 + SLOT),LO 
1080 POKE (12.72. + SLOT>,HI 

TAA • 
HI 

WAA + SS7 
INT <TAA I 2. 5 8) 

LO • TAA - HI • 2.58 
POKE <WAA + 2.),LO 
POKE <WAA + 3> ,HI 
PRINT Dl"PRe"SLOT 
PRINT IS 

1090 
1100 
1110 
112.0 
113 0 
1140 
1150 
1160 
1170 
2.000 
zoos 
2.010 
2.012. 
2.014 

PRINT Dl"PR#O" : REH 
RETURN 

SAHE FOR DI 

2 016 
2.02.0 
2.030 
2.040 
2.045 
2.050 
2.060 
3000 
3005 
3010 
3015 
3 0 2. 0 

3030 
3040 
3050 
3060 
3070 
308 0 
3500 
3510 
3 s 2. 0 
3530 
3540 

3550 
3560 
3570 
3580 

REH ******************** 
REH • TRAIN WORDS • 
REM ******************** 
HOHE 
PRINT "PLEASE SAY THE FOLLOWING WORDS 

FOR I 1 TO 1000 : NEXT I 
RESTORE 
READ WS 

IF WI "ENO" THEN 2.060 
cosu8 Joo 
COTO 2.030 
RETURN 
REH ******************** 
REH • RECOGNIZE WORDS • 
REM ******************** 
HOHE 
PRINT "PLEASE SAY SOHE WORDS (10> ANO 
I WI LL 

0" 
PRINT WHAT I THOUGHT YOU SAi 

PRINT 
FOR l TO l 0 
COSUB 400 
PRINT WI 
NEXT I 
RETURN 
REM ********** *********** 
REM • SAVE VOCABULARY • 
REM ********************* 
HOHE 
PRINT "WHAT NAHE DO YOU WISH TO SAVE 

THIS VOCABULARY UNDER <JUST RETUR 
N TO VOID>" 

PRINT INPUT NAHEI 
IF LEN <NAHES> 0 THEN RETURN 
PRINT Dl"BSAVE "NAHES",A"TAA",L3000" 
RETURN 
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3900 
3 0 o s 
3910 
3 0 l 2 

REM * YES AND NO * 
REH ******************** 
HOME 

3814 PRINT "THIS lo/ILL PERFORM 10 TESTS OF 
THE YES AND NO INPUT" 

3820 
3830 
3935 
3940 
3845 
3 8 !5 0 
3 0 s s 
3960 
3965 
3970 
3900 
4000 
4004 
4 0 0 !5 

4010 
4020 
4030 
4040 
4 0 !5 0 

4060 
4070 

4090 
4090 

PRINT Df"PR•"SLOT 
PRINT VS 
PRINT Dt"PR•O" 
FOR l TO 10 
GOSUB 400 
PR I NT \o/S 

NEXT I 
PRINT Dt"PR•"SLOT 
PRINT VS 
P R I NT D S " P Re 0 " 
RETURN 
REM 
REM 
REM 
REM 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 

IGHTS! 
DATA 
DATA 

LEASE! 

********* * ********** 
*lo/OROS FOR TRAINING* 
* LAST lo/ORD • END * 
*** * **************** 

OFFICE.OFFICE . ,OFFICE! 
STEREO.STEREO . ,STEREO! 
BEDROOM . BEDROOM . ,BEDROOM! 
DEN , DEN . , DEN! 
KITCHEN, KITCHEN . ,KITCHEN! 
FLOODLIGHTS, FLOODLIGHTS . ,FLOODL 

HEAT . HEAT . , HEAT! 
TIME PLEASE.TIME PLEASE . . TIME P 

4100 DATA TELEPHONE,TELEPHONE . ,TELEPHONE I 

4110 DATA ARE YOU BUSY.ARE YOU BUSY . ,ARE 
YOU BUSY! 

4120 DATA THIS IS WANDA,THIS IS lo/ANDA . ,TH 
IS IS lo/ANDA! 

4130 DATA GOODNIGHT,GOODNIGHT . ,GOODNIGHTI 

4140 
4150 

DATA 
DATA 

ON! 
4190 DATA 

T OFFI 
4170 DATA 
4190 DATA 

ND! 
4190 DATA 
4200 DATA 
4210 DATA 

HILLS! 
42 2 0 DATA 

BYE BYE,BYE BYE . ,BYE BYE! 
TURN IT ON, TURN IT ON . ,TURN IT 

SHUT IT OFF.SHUT IT OFF . ,SHUT I 

DIM IT,DIM IT . ,DIM IT! 
NEVER MIND.NEVER MIND . ,NEVER MI 

BILL,BILL . ,BILLI 
WANDA.WANDA . ,lo/ANDA! 
TOCCO HILLS,TOCCO HILLS . ,TOCCO 

VILLAGE T\o/IN,VILLAGE TWIN . ,VILL 
AGE TWIN! 

4230 DATA END 
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]LIST 

10 HOHE 
ZO PRINT "HOME CONTROL PROGRAM DISKETTE" 
30 
40 
so 

PRINT " 
PR INT " 
POKE lOlZ,0 : 

COPYRIGHT BY" 
JOHN BLANKENSHIP" 
REM R ESET PO~ER UP BYTE 

60 POKE 103,ZOl : POKE 104 ,ZS : POKE 8600,0 
70 REM LOMEH NO~ SET TO 6600 
80 POKE 49393,0 : REM RE SET S ANITY TIMER 
90 PRINT 
l 0 0 PRINT CHR S < 4) "RUN HOME CONTROL " 
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Micromodem II 
Hayes Microcomputer Products 
5835 Peachtree Corners East 
Norcross Ga 30092 

Type ' N Talk Speech Synthesizer 
Votrax 
500 Stephenson Highway 
Troy MI 48084 

Microvox Speech Synthesizer 
40-Khz Ultrasonic Transducer 

Micromint 
561 Willow Avenue 
Cedarhurst NY 11516 

5832 Clock chip and crystal 
Miscellaneous semiconductors and electronic parts 

Concord Computer Products 
1971 So. State College 
Anaheim CA 92806 

and 



JDR Microdevices 
1224 S. Bascom Avenue 
San Jose CA 95128 

Mura WMS-49 Wireless Microphone 
Herbach & Rademan 
401 East A venue 
Philadelphia PA 19134 

and 
Mura 
177 Cantiague Rock Road 
Westbury NY 11590 
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